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Rectors' Reports - Mr. Alabaster

Dear Hr Editor 
1 am not sure whether to thank you or not for the opportunity to contribute to the 
southlandian of the 1988 school year but perhaps as I was a member of the school in 
the physical sense for a good portion of the year and will always be in association 

with it even from afar, it is appropriate that I avail myself of the chance given. 

For your new Rector and thus in a sense new school, it is a time to look forward 

while bearing in mind the tradition established by those of another day, but for me, 
with a very close associati"on with Southland Boys' High School dating back to 1944, 

my thoughts tend to lie in the past. 

This year for the third time I left Southland Boys' High School and for the third 
time had the opportunity to reflect on its place and influence in my life. l left 
in 1948 at the end of five years as a pupil. I left again in 1975 after twentyone 

years as a teacher and I finally left in August 1988 after almost eight years as 

Rector. 

Although the reflections have varied somewhat depending on my age, maturity and role 

in the school, they have shared a very large co111111on element - the people of the 

school. 

I miss the physical school, - its attractive mature, solid brick structure 
epitomising the essential virtues of honesty, integrity and hard work that are the 

basis of the education it offers and its spacious, inviting, green surrounds that 

remind that education as a preparation for life is not confined to classrooms - but 
most of all I miss its people. I miss the staff with whom I have been associated 
but more often than anything else I miss the pupils and the opportunity to help in 

guiding them towards good citizenship. 

For this one last time then I direct my words to those pupils of the school with 
whom I have shared school times. 

The things you take from Southland Boys' which are of importance to you and may help 

you through life, are not your ability to solve quadratic equations or your 
membership of the first rugby fifteen but rather, the habit of doing your best for 

no more satisfaction than a job well done, taking pride in yourself and your 
achievements and being modest about them without being self-effacing, the habit of 

being respectful and courteous to others that they may be encouraged to respect you 
and a readiness to move on to the next phase of your education at whatever tertiary 
institution is appropriate. 

The future for you and your country is going to depend very much on what you do as 
you move away from school. New Zealand if it is to survive in the way we would wish 

in the technical era it is entering must have a well educated, well trained work 

force particularly equipped in scientific and technical fields. As never before 
people with education in the sciences (physics in particular) and mathematics will 

be vital to the well being of New Zealand as a whole. Be part of that future. 

Whatever lies before you, be grateful for the opportunity you received at school. 

Use it as a foundation on which to build your life. Like me look back with pleasure 

on your association with the people of Southland Boys' High School. 

Yours sincerely 

J Alabaster 



Mr.Currie 

I am very grateful to Jack Alabaster for his, advice and 
assistance following my appointment as Rector. As always, 
his care and concern for the boys and staff shone through, 
and I will do my utmost to continue the proud tradition of 
service to S.B.H.S. 

From the outset, I have been very i■pressed with the 
teachers, boys and parents. We must continue to attract 
quality people to the school to help maintain the high 
academic, cultural and sporting standards which have 
established S.B.H.S. as a leader in N.Z. education. 

Already, there are encouraging signs for 1989. We will be 
fully staffed. The Pearce Block redevelopment will 
commence. The outdoor education programme will be enlarged. 
Curriculum changes will free up the junior school's options 
and provide new initiatives for the seniors. Many senior 
boys are very interested in a proposed week-long stay at 
Lincoln College during Term 1 and a music tour to Hobart is 
being planned for Term 2. 

The introduction of this year's combined S.B.H.S./S.G.H.S. junior drama production 
has provided the impetus for increased links between the two schools. 

These are all changes which we can control and the changes proposed in "Tomorrow's 
Schools" will allow further opportunities for us all to share in developing the 
enormous potential of Southland Boys' High School. 

Obituary - Alan Deacon 
(Taken from the eulogy delivered by Jack Alabaster at 
Alan's funeral) 

Ladies and Gentlemen we are gathered to give 
expression to the grief each of us feels at the death 
of our friend Alan Deacon. It is appropriate that 
together we remember some of those qualities that we 
like in him. 

I have known him and been associated with him for most 
of the last twenty years because of our close 
connection with SBHS - not just that we were fellow 
staff members for much of that time but because we

both found that establishment to be something special 
in our lives. We appreciated the values it tries to 
represent and mature in each of its pupils. 

I shall remember sharing that with Alan. 

In his work he was involved with many facets of school life, outdoor education, 

sport, drama and other stage productions in particular but much else as well because 
he was always willing to help. And usually that help was offered, not asked for. 
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Perhaps his best contribution was made to those boys who were in some way in need of 
an extra bit of pastoral care. 

Alan could usually find a hand for the lame, comfort for the distressed and above 
all else an ear for the wronged. 

Times I can recall, when the school had done its best but failed to assist some lad 
not coping with life's difficulties and we were about to cut the painter, but Alan 
asked for one more week or one more try and sometimes that one move was effective. 

He was keenly interested in Chris and Geoff, his own boys, and followed them in 
their interests and pursuits with dedication. Being there when needed is one of the 
attributes of a good parent and Alan was there in support of his sons. Would that 
more parents did just that. 

If, somewhere, scales are kept with which to balance for each of us faults against 
achievement, whatever is in the faults side for Alan will be outweighted by far by 
just two of his attributes - his kindness and his support of the disadvantaged. 

When our time comes, if such things can be said of us, our living, like Alan's, will 
have been worthwhile. 

- o O O -

Staff Notes 
JACK ALABASTER 

The departure of Jack Alabaster from SBHS at the end 
of Term 2 marked the end of a very long association 
with the school. He attended Boys' High School as a 
pupil and after a short time in the primary service 
returned as a teacher. He became HOD Maths and Deputy 
Principal before leaving to become Principal of 
Klngswell High School. He returned again in 1981 as 
Rector. In this position he upheld and maintained the 
traditional values of the school. Changes he made 
were few but important ones. Hour periods were

adopted and an electives period introduced. During 
his time as Rector the school elected its own Board of 
Governors - a major change from the multi-school board 
which existed previously, and the school development 
plan was launched. 

In his capacity of Rector, Jack brought a lifetime of experience in education to the 
position. The school was fortunate in having a man at the helm who was so organised 
himself that the complex organisation of the school was completed with uncanny 
skill and aplollb. 

His discipline in the classroom is legendary. The respect he demanded and got was 
carried over into his assemblies. No assembly or gathering at Prize Giving was 
quieter than when he was relating incidents of his cricketing past. These stories 
were always received with rapt attention. 

Many individuals received personal help and advice from Jack. He showed a 
particular concern for the underpriviledged, those from difficult backgrounds, and 

those who arrived at the school with a less than satisfactory report. He spent much 
time and effort dealing with their problelllS. 
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It vas a surprise that Jack decided to take early retirement. We vere sad to lose 
one ve had coae to look up to and regard as a gentleman. He alvays kept an open 
door for both Staff and boys. 

We vish him and Shirley a rich retirement and good health to enjoy those days in 
Alexandra. 

JAN LYNESS 

BOB WARD 

Bob Ward joined the staff in 1986 and soon proved himself a 
competent and skilled teacher of Geography and Economics. A 
keen tramper, he vas soon heavily involved in outdoor 
education trips. A successful rugby coach and keen athlete, 
Bob vas also responsible for collating the prizes at the end 
of the year. His many talents vere recognized this year 
vhen he vas appointed Head of Geography and Economics at 
cargill High School. Southland Boys' vishes him all the 
best in his nev position. 

Mrs Lyness came to Boys' High in 1985 vith a vide experience 
of teaching in both NZ and canada. Her concern for the 
progress of her students, and her ovn professional approach 
and diligence vere quickly in evidence. She vill be 
remembered and appreciated by her students for the 
individual attention she gave, the high standards she set 
for herself and them, the extra lunchtime revision classes 
and the copious stencil notes. Hrs Lyness vas involved in 
debating and volleyball, and her contribution as editor of 
this magazine vas especially appreciated. Jan left mid-year 
to take a promotion at Aparima as HOD English. SBHS thanks 
her for her dedication and service, and vishes her well. 

HR H.J.P.LAUREN (MIKE or BRUCE to his "mates") 

A colourful era ended at S.B.H.S. with the departure of Michael Lauren to latitudes 
further north (St. Kevin's College at Oamaru). 
Mike joined the staff at S.B.H.S. in 1969, direct from Christchurch Teachers' 
College. Almost immediately he became part of the life at the school. 
His main teaching subjects vere English and Mathematics - he was an able and 
versatile practitioner in both subjects. Hovever his biggest impact vas in the area 
of extra-curricular activities. 
In summer Mike rapidly became Kr Athletics. He marked out the running track, took 
the entries, oversav the sports day, picked the athletics squad, coached the relay 
teams and plotted the vinning strategies for the various championship meetings. In 
vinter he repeated the exercise as Hr Cross-Country. 
Mike maintained this schedule of activity for tventy years - a truly remarkable 
achievement. 
He vas and still is a true all-rounder. Coach and manager (along vith Barbara 
Anderton) of the staff quiz team; a brilliant billiards and snooker player; bridge 
player par excellence; a capable cricketer; a talented athlete; a punter of some 
note coupled with a profound knowledge of the thoroughbred breeding industry; an 
astute P.P.T.A. branch chairman; an able teacher librarian; founder of the Curtis 
betting syndicate; a canny golfer; and above all else, a loyal and colourful friend. 
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On inter-school trips (there were many of these) his unflappable nature and calm 
demeanour were always welcome both day and night. 
"Hike" will be missed - characters always are. They are a rare commodity in this 
age of Picot, self-managing schools and "paper shufflers". The staff of Southland 
Boys' wishes "Bruce" and Ronnie (and family) all the best in Oamaru. 

IAN BALDWIN 

The names SBHS and Ian Baldwin are synonymous. Within and outside the 
Baldie's contribution to the school was immense - the skill, the 
application and the dedication have rarely been matched. 

classroom 
time, the 

Ian operated in an organised environment - he had little difficulty in marrying his 
various responsibilities. However he and those who worked closely with him enjoyed 
one major difficulty - his office was wherever one found him. The lack of 
departmental space has always plagued him. 

1 HOD Geography: Coordinator of a small group of active and experienced teachers, 
Ian could justifiably claim responsibility for a very successful department. He 
never did. 

2 HOD Transiti�n Education: A pioneer within the school in this field. Ian's 
contribution is best known and appreciated by the pupils who passed through his 
care and tutelage. 

3 SBHS's first staff representative on the Board of Governors - a fitting climax 
to Ian's SBHS career. 

4 Rugby Coach - Baldie and the 2nd XV: for those who know, no more need be said. 
5 An active advocate of Outdoor Education both within and outside the curriculum. 
6 A long and profitable association with shooting. 
7 Staff representative in association with the school canteen. He and Hrs Gumbley 

were a formidably successful team. 
8 Team member in the real sense of the term. A strong believer in organisation, 

motivation and discipline, "the team" was always at the forefront of his 
planning. Supportive of the less able, the developer and the trier - intolerant 
of fools, the lazy and the indolent. 

Frequently when staff leave a school they quickly fade into history - not so Ian 
Baldwin. The many friendships remain, and maybe one day SBHS and Ian Baldwin will 
work in partnership again. 

Alan Deacon, Hike Lauren and Ian Baldwin occupying their usual staffroom corner 
during the last week of the 1988 school year. 
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STEVEN ROUT 7 Years 

Steven left us for Christchurch in search of a position in teaching there. We will 
reraember him for his finely tuned administrative skills observed in the text book 
room, as temporary HOD Maths and organiser of a Maths Day for the whole school. We 
thank him for his contribution here and other areas of the school. 

BRIAN SHERBORNE 3 Years (nearly) 

Brian came to us from Murchison to run the PE department. As an old boy he was back 
in familiar surroundings. His great sense of humour and zest for life will be 
recalled by us all. His prowess in many sports was again evident as was his ability 
to motivate the staff into having more social functions. Good luck Brian, at Kapiti 
College. 

IAN WELSH 2 Years 

Another Old Boy. Ian came to teaching after a spell in the •other world". Pupils 
knew what to expect if they took Ian onl He showed much promise as a teacher and we 
were sorry he decided to move to a position in the Catchment Board. We wish him 
well there. 

GARY DRAYTON 1 Year 

We were grateful for Gary's help for a year while Russell Dear was on leave. Gary 
himself would admit he liked some classes and hated others. Life at the Polytech 
was a little better than Secondary School! Thanks for your valuable contribution in 
this year. 

SHIRLEY ALABASTER Part Time 

When a rector retires so must his wife! Thanks Shirley for your valuable work

especially in the remedial area of the Maths Department. Your willingness to assist 
with general class teaching was also appreciated, NHappy retirement days with Jack. 

STEPHANIE DEAR Part Time 

And thanks to Steph 
desperately required. 

for assisting in the Art Department when assistance 
It was a difficult job well done. 

was 

MARGARET FRYE Office staff 

Margaret was the teachers' aide for some 
only because she was always to be found 
efficiency and prompt delivery of work.

at the YHCA. 

time and was well known by most staff, if 
in the staff workroom. We appreciated her 
She will be invaluable in her new position 
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MISS LAUREL BOYD 

The head of Junior English, Hiss Boyd, is this year on leave from SBHS in order to 
continue her studies in Auckland. Hiss Boyd has taught at this school for a number 
of years and has built up a worthy reputation for dedicated teaching and 

approachability. Hundreds of students are indebted to her for the way she has 

breathed life into novels, plays and poems, the way she has marched them resolutely 
towards academic goals, their protests turning to thanks later on. And some recall 
with ease the extra time she spent on those students who had fallen behind in their 

work. 
Laurel has given much to the school in other areas. Her own active interest in 

tennis carried over into tennis organisation here, and she has worked to establish 
good standards. In school debating and public speaking she has been prominent as 

well. As a member of the staff social committee she worked hard to provide ways to 

interact on a purely social level. Indeed, her own announcements and speeches often 

provided unexpected and unscheduled merriment. 
We look forward to her return in 1990. 

'' 

Q 
\Vl;1tcoulls 

FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES 

• General Books • Pens

• Art Supplies • Pencils

* Educational Books * Cards

* Exercise Books * Tape 

* Drawing Equipment • Calculators 

ESK STREET 

,, 
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"He says he won't cane out because he's lost his shorts.• School boy asserrbled 
by a ccmni.ttee 3. Excited students queue to board new Air Force frigate 4. Happy 
tourists collect their luggage at the International Airport 5. Coping with inflation 
6. Repeat 7th fonners anxiously await class listings for 1989 7. Sic transit Munro
(Transition affects Mr Munro)

11 
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SCHOOL 

TERrc I 
f--'"J:;ti:RUA:RY 

D"'LARY 

2 3rd, 4th and 7th fonns back to school 
5th and 6th fonns assemble in the Hall at 10.30 

'When we assemble and meet together ••••• ' 

6 Waitangi Day 

12 Athletic s:i;x::,rts Standards 
'Whenever I feel like exercise, I lie down until the feeling 
passes.' 

22 - 23 Interschool at Shirley Boys' High 
'I would expect our chaps to go out there and die.' 

Vernon Wright 

25 Class and individual photographs 

1 - 2 

'Sex again please. It ' s better than cheese! ' 

Sunmer s:i;x::,rts with King's at DJnedin 
'All Kings is rrostly rapscallions' Mark Twain 

5 Southland Secondary School Athletics at Surrey Park 

7 Prefects announced at Assembly 
Bevan Ellis - Head Prefect 
Murray Harrington - Deputy Head Prefect 

12 Otago-Southland Secondary School Athletics at DJnedin 

14 Visit of Murray Halberg 

14 - 15 Sunmer s:i;x::,rts with otago Boys' High on hane ground 
'The Southland Boys' tearn-o 

Walked u:i;x::,n the green-o 
And there they met their enemy' 

(a:i;x::,logies to Charles Kingsley) 

23 Blood Bank visit 

26 South Island Secondary School Athletics at DJnedin 

28 

'Without were fightings, within were fears' 
Bible 

Work Day 

• 

'Well to tell you the truth I never was in ) 
a place where they talked rrore about work 
and did less of it' R Kipling 

-;:,-=_,,', __ . � 
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APR.1.L 

1 - 5 Easter holidays 

12 - 26 1st XV trip to Taiwan 
'It could have been rugby, marbles or ping pong for all 
the rabble knew' Alan Shiells 

22 Senior reports issued 
• And diff 'ring judgerrents serve but declare
That truth lies sarewhere, if we knew but where'

William Cowper 

27 School Music Recital 
'He plays by ear but he's quite deft' 

rcAY 

6 End of Term 
'For now I am in a holiday hurrour' William Shakespeare 

T:ERrc Z 
30 Return to school after the holidays 

� 

� 

JUNE 

6 Queen's Birthday holiday 
'We are always in a holiday hurrour' 

8 Winter Sport with otago Boys' at Dunedin 
'The man who throws mud is losing ground' 

16 Fonn 5 Dance at Southland Girls' 

(apologies William S) 

BJ Collins 

'The endearing elegance of female friendship' 
Samuel 

21 Westpac Music canpetition 
'It's an ill wind that blows a saxaphone' 

22 Winter Sport with Waitaki Boys' at oarraru 
'Forget the ball, let's get on with the game' 

27 Southland Girls' and Boys' canbined production 'Grease' 

'You ain't heard nothin' yet folks' A Jolson 
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JULY 

5 

7 - 10 

13 

14 

Careers evening 

Mid Term Break 

Senior Dance 
'She clapped him to her bosan like a belladonna plaster' 

Richard Gordon 

Secondary School Music Festival 
'Music is the universal language of mankind' 

Longfellow 
Rallye a Velo pour les classes de fran�ais 

16 The first ski trip of the season to 'The Rem3rkables' 
'I went skiing and broke a leg -
fortunately it wasn't mine' 

20 Winter Sports with King's HS on hone ground 
'A rough and tumble hoodlun amusement' 

21 Speech Finalists' evening 
'A speech is like a wheel - the longer the spoke the 
greater the tire' 

26 - 28 One Act Plays 
'The play was a success but the audience was a failure' 

William Collier 

AUGUST 

1 Winter Sport with Timaru Boys' High 
'Players win games, but coaches get the credit' 

Napoleon 

5 School Ball at SGHS 
'I could dance with you till the cows cane hone. Better 
still, I will dance with the cows and you cane hone' 

Groucho Marx 

9 Music Concert 

10 Blood Bank visit 
'For suckers only' 

Winter sport with Gore High School 

11 - 16 Fonn 5 and 7 exams 
'Do not on any account attanpt to write on both sides of 
the paper at once. ' 

17 - 18 House Sport 
'Outward be fair, however foul within' 

14 
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19 Round the park races 
'Keep right on to the end of the road' H Lauder 

School farewell to Mr Jack Alabaster 
'I must follow them I am their leader' A B Law 
'I want to retire at 50. I want to play cricket in the 
Smmer, golf all year, and sing in the choir' 

(apologies to Neil Kinnock MP) 

TERrc .3 
StPT:trcn:t:R 

13 Sw.irrmi.ng Sports 
'It isn't important to core out on top; 
core out alive' 

what matters is to 
Bertholt Brecht 

21 Otago Southland Secondary School Cross Country at Milton 
'Rely on a rabbit's foot if you must, but remember it

didn't work for the rabbit' R E Shaw 

22 4th Fonn Dance at SBHS 
'Dancing is a very crude attempt to get into the rhytbn of 

life' G B  Shaw 

27 Southland Secondary Schools' Cross Country Olarnpionships at 
Te Anau 

30 Music Group visit to Otago BHS 
'That which is not worth saying is sung' Beaunarchais 

OCTO:tl:t:Jl 

1 Otago-Southland Secondary Schools' Cross Country Olampionships 
at Dunedin 

3 - 19 4th Fo:rmers at Borland Lodge 
'When you get to the end of your rope, tie a knot and hang on' 

FD Roosevelt 

13 5th Fonn dance at SBHS 
'I just put my feet in the air and roove them around' 

17 - 21 6th Fonn Exams 
'In everything that relates to science I am a whole 
encyclopaedia behind the rest of the world. 

26 Lal::iour Day Holiday 

15 
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17 

University Scholarship exam, begin 
'Examinations - Nature's laxative' 

Senior Prize Giving 
'The real object of giving prizes in schools is to encourage 

the students to give as little trouble as possible' 
GB Shaw 

21 School certificate and University Bursary exams begin 
'It was so quiet you could hear a pun drop' 

23 Junior Music Concert 
'A woodwind that blows any good' 

30 Farewell Function for 5th year students 

3 - 4 

6 

7 

8 

'Lord, dismiss us with Thy blessing ••••• ' 

New Zealand Secondary Schools' Athletic Championships at 
Christchurch 

'The muscles on his brawny anns stood out like chickens' insteps' 
old Urdu Proverb 

Junior Musical Production - Bad Day at Black Frog Creek 
'Neither Bad nor Black, an' scarcely a Frog t'be seen' 

Anon 

Sports Prograrrme for Juniors 
'I have only cane for a loaf and to see pretty things' 

R Kipling 

Junior Prize Giving and end of tenn 
'Youth is wasted on the young and so are the holidays' 

END OF SCHOOL YEAR 
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Prefects' Critique 

PC - Proposed career· 
P - Prototype 
FP - Favourite past-time 

PD - Probable destiny 
FS - Favourite saying 

BEVAN ELLIS (YETI/KEVIN

�

) 

�

-•� CRAIG STEVENS (Colin) 
PC - Accountant \ PC - Hotel Manager 
PD - Avalance Expert 

,II\ '!\
0

W

PD - Hermit 
P - Yeti 

� 

if ; , 
P - The Invisible Man 

FS - "I am Maori!" 
!Jf!/./�t;.._A 

FS - "Who's Pixie"
FP - Being White /

�fl)

'
-
FP - Keeping away from 

MURRAY HARRINGTON (MURR) PAUL FLEET (BARREL) 
PC - Accountant/Lawyer PC - Linesman 
PD - Chest Surgeon PD - Garden Gnome 
P - Sandra Dee P - The Shadow 
FS - "No don't do that

�

• FS - "Where's Kevin"
FP - Drinking water i§dr!�

,{;
-4_, FP - Following Bevan 

14�,, ·- >// 
LYNDON STEVENS ( 
PC - Motor Sport 
PD - Groundsman 

Knobr ot) 1'41�, MATTHEW EDWARDS (RAT) · PC -

P - Barry Crump 
FS - "Corne on, it's 
FP - Lawns 

only in first." 

STEPHEN JENKINS (STEVE) 
PC - Lawyer 
PP - Colonel in Alf's Army 
P - Sam the Eagle 
FS - "Mrnrnrn Pleasant" 
FP - Marching with Jo 

SIMON McLEAY (MOUTH) 
PC - Psycologist 
PD - Sport announcer 
P - Mick Jagger 
FS - "I didn't touch her" 
FP Being Sly 

WARREN CAMPBELL 
PC - Accountant 
PD - Fishmonger 
P - Skinny Ethiopian 
FS - "Well I am late because. 
FP - Being late/Eating 

PD - Laboratory 
P - Hulk 
FS - "Who's got the 
FP - Trying to get 

CRAIG HALL (GAV) 
PC - Banking 
PP - Haystack making 
P - Garfield/Troy 
FS - "Kevin Allen" 
FP - Measuring Himself 

ADAM McLEAY (CONFUSION) 
PC - Doctor 
PD - Traffic Director 
P - Confucious 
FS - Anything only he understands 
FP Trying to understand 

LANCE KING (SPUD) 
PC - Accountant 
PD - Speech Teacher 
P - Fred Dagg 
FS - "No it's me" (3 months late) 
FP - Clicking/Girls with no chin 
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GARY POPHAM (SHREW) 
PC - Psychologist
PD - Patron Queens Park 19th
p - Norm (Cheers)
FS - "Get this .... music off" 
FP - Being Abstract

SIMON RAYNES (ASH) 
PC - Wool Classer/School Groundsman 
PD - Dole queue 
P - Fossil 
FS - "Anything loud" 
FP - Seeking attention 

NATHAN CHILTON (NEIGH) 
PC - Marketing 
PD - Physiotherapist (Self-made) 
P - Alan Hewson 

NATHAN McKENZIE (PANZ) 
PC - Law 
PD - Model for Glassons 
p One of the girls 
FS - Anything sung 

FP - Grease 

JAMES TURNER (PARTS/CHIMES) 
PC - Teacher 
PD - Auto wreckers/Farmer 
P - Spit Murphy (Footrot 
FS - "Shout ya next time we're a

Mossburn Pub" 
FP - Fixing his car 

JASON MUNRO (OX) 
PC 
PD - Fisherman 
P - Lucy (Bad Jelly the Witch) 

FS - "Call me Neigh" 
FP - Fixing his locker 

CRAIG DONALDSON 
PC - Accountant 
PD - Carrot Farmer 
P - The Anvil 

FS - "Moooooooo" 
''(P�•FP - Avoidiog the p,efects ,oom

to get you Duggan" 

Paul Fleet, Craig D:maldson, Nathan r-tKenzie, Bevan Ellis, Murray 
Harrington, Adam r-tLeay, Craig Stevens, Gary Popham 

Se=nd Row: Lance King, Sinon M::Leay, Sinon Raynes, Ja= Turner, Warren Campbell, 
Nathan Chilton, Jason Munro 

Third Row: Stephen Jenkins, Lyndon Stevens, Craig Hall, Matthew F.dwards 
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Coldstream Hostel Report 
The hostel sav another successful year under the aanageaent of Mr Neville Brinsdon, 
with assistance from the Matron, Hrs Eunice Lindsay. Other people vho have devoted 
a lot of tiae to the running of the hostel include Caretaker Hr Stan Withington, 
Housemasters Aaron Hamilton and Warren Haugh and the seven prefects. 

The year has been very _ 
busy with the upgrading, 
painting and varnishing' 
of dor11S. The 
purchasing of our nev TV· 
and weights proved very• 
rewarding and they are 
widely used by all. 

As in previous years, 
the hostel maintained a 
high level of 
achievement in the 
sporting field, gaining 
first place overall in 
the athletic sports. A 
top effort in the house 
rugby brought our 
seniors 1st equal place. 
The swi-ing sports, 
however, were a 
disappointment this year 
through the lack of 
participation. 

Other sporting achievements included; 10 boys representing the Rugby 1st XV, five in 
the 2nd XV and two in the Basketball 1st V. These led to higher honours with 2 boys 
selected for the South Island Ul8 and 2 in the Ul6. 

On the social side of things, ve held one social in conjunction with Envood Hostel 
and also a Hostel Ball. The ball proved to be an excellent night through the good 
organisation of the staff, cooks and seniors. 

Finally I would like to take this opportunity to say on behalf of the senior boys 
who are leaving that the hostel is a great place to board, providing a collbination 
of discipline and freedom. 

Craig Hall. 

A WEEK OF LIFE AT COLDSTREAM HOSTEL 

Coldstream Hostel is situated on the block in North Invercargill which is surrounded 
by Queens Drive, Herbert, Lewis and Lees Streets. About two-thirds of the area is 
grassed and in winter becomes the scene for the renowned hostel rugby. Rugby has a 
large bearing on hostel life; meals are arranged for late practices, punishment for 
juniors is to clean rugby boots, and if a person who boards at the hostel plays 
soccer he is more or less out-cast. 
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The hostel is aanaged by Hr Brinsdon who was a borstal warden for 17 years! He h,
been at the hostel for four years and the hostel is now administered and present1
better than it ever. We now have additions such as new carpet, paper and paint, n1
T.V. and Video, weight training facilities and some new furniture. 

Hr Brinsdon is backed up by Hrs Lindsay (Matron) who brings a aotherly touch to ti
hostel and is also very capable of laying down the law when things get out of hanc
The hostel also has two young housemasters, one a trainee accountant, the other 
first year policeman. As well there are six senior boys who are prefects a,
undertake duties such as supervising prep and putting juniors to bed. 

On Monday the 30 full-time boarders rise as late as 7.50 for breakfast (8am]
walking bleary-eyed, and dressed in a aixture of the nearest clothes available. Tl
real 'squares' of the hostel rise well before breakfast. They are already shower1
and fully dressed in uniform. 

After breakfast the part-tiae boarders arrive on various buses from all ov1
Southland, carrying two or three bags and lugging squash racquets, rugby boots a,
various musical instruaents. After a aorning at school all boarders return to tt
hostel for lunch which is the main meal of the day. Today we are blessed wit
carrots, corn, white sauce, aashed spuds, sausages and gravy, and for dessert ,
have chocolate pudding with custard. After lunch seniors are bussed to Centrepoir
Park to watch the annual rugby 1st XV interschool against Timaru Boys' High Scho<
in the pounding hail and rain. The home team come out winners by 47-0, a sco1
worth celebrating. 

Tuesday is a fairly normal sort of day which starts with 3 choices of cereal
porridge and cold, soft toast. This aenu remains the same every day. There a1
many 1st XV players walking around school with-effects of the night before. For or
reason or another no rugby tea11& have a practice, so most people are present f<
tea. 

Wednesday - bacon and
eggs for breakfast 
just kidding! No, today
begins normally. Later
on in the afternoon
there is a fight between 
two seniors - a rare
event. They both end up 
with swollen eyes but ,shake hands afterwards. ' 
After doing prep earlier 
than nor11al ( 6-7. 45pm) l

t
_ \

the whole hostel moves 
to the T.V. room for the . • 
weekly video 
This week it 
Splash", a 
movie about a gang of
surfies in California. " 
Thursday brings an early start for the 7th formers going to the University open da 
in Dunedin, leaving at 6.20am. For the rest it is a hard slog through to lunch tin
(chicken stew, mixed vegetables, swede and mashed spuds.) Host boys have sport
practices after school and leave the hostel shower room in a right mess afterward�
with strapping tape, filthy boots, mud and sweat-soaked practice gear stre,
everywhere. Not a nice sight for Hr Withington (the caretaker) in the 110rning. 
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On Friday there are quite a few boys not at school because of the flu'.There are 
also boys aaking late arrangements for the school ball tonight. Host of the 6th and 
7th formers are going and it should be a good night out. Host, too, will stay out 
for the night because 2 - laa is too late to keep the hostel open. Other 
full-tiaers usually go into town on a Friday night - 3rd formers excepted - or hire 
a movie. Boys can also be seen cleaning their rugby boots for to110rrow 1 s gaaes. 

Saturday morning, and boys can sleep in until breakfast which is at 9am during the 
weekend. Many boys have sports in the morning so they are organised earlier than 
9aa. Others who are playing at 1.15pm sometimes have early lunch at ll.15aa so that 
they have energy for their games. First and second fifteen teaa aeabers are 
usually occupied until early evening. After this they aay disperse to various 
localities in the district for continuation of the afternoon's activities. Juniors 
do not get leave after tea, 5th foraers aust return by lOpa, 6th formers by 10.45pm 
and sevenths are asked to use coD1110n sense which most do. 

Sunday is a day for rest and relaxation. Breakfast is at 9am - no rugby, except for 
some boys in rep. tea11S. Boys are not obliged to go to church, although a new boy 

who was told church was compulsory dressed up in his best clothes and was all ready 
to go before being told any different. Prep is to be done from 10 - 11.lOaa and 
roast dinner on Sunday is at noon. Boys are free after lunch and are to be at the 
hostel by Spa. No leave is granted after tea on Sunday although boys can go out for 
tea and be back by Spa. Bed tiae is 9.30pa for everyone. 

Hostel life is very rewarding in teru of learning to get along with others and 
complying with soae rules - which do becoae relaxed as you get older. Friendships 
aade at the hostel are like no others, as you get to know people really well after 
living with the• for four or five years. All up, it is a lot of fun and I would 
auch prefer it to private boarding. 

Glen Wilcox 

TOP PRODUCTS AT ''BOTTOM 
PR ICES 

SCHOOL STATIONERY 

TYPEWRITERS 

CALCULA TORS 

COMMERCIAL STATIONERY 

GIFT TOKENS 

GENERAL BOOKS 

MAGAZINES 

GREETING CA RDS 

SOCIAL STATIONERY 

APT SUPPLIES 

PRESTONS 

paper+plus 
CAMBRIDGE ARCADE ph 89337 
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Social Committee Report 

1988 was once again a successful year as far as the social committee was

We had approximately 8 dances, held in conjunction with our Girls' High 
and never before has been seen such enthusiastic groups. 

concerned. 
colleagues 

Although in the third and fourth forms everybody was not dressed up those who were 
made a great job and as usual the seniors came to the party and were in theme 
without exception. It was worth the effort just to see the "prostitutes" and 

"pansies"! 

ball. The highlight of the year, for the seniors anyway, was of course the school 
This year along with Girls' High the ball was held in an outside school venue, 

namely st Mary's Hall. With hours spent on the decorations at nights and a great 
deal of imagination the hall was transformed into Dracula's Castle, fully equipped 
with coffin, bats and dry ice. With the sprung dance floor and a lot more room to 
move a thoroughly enjoyable time was had by everybody. 

On behalf of the social committee I would like to thank all the staff for their 
assistance and in particular Hr Alabaster and Hr Currie for their guidance. 

Good luck for next year! 

By Bevan Ellis. 

'- They say 
if you are ouying 
or selling real estate 

phone Elders first." 

�tf1M-
ELDERS REAL ESTATE MREINZ / 228 DEE STREET INVERCARGILL / PHONE (021) 81-979 
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Library Report 
The library has again had a very busy year. More use has been made of the resources 
in the library by different departments in the school and there have been occasions 
when space has been stretched to the limit. In addition there was an increase in 
the use of the library for other activities such as debating, meetings and musica! 
evenings to name a few, and we hope that this continues in the future. 

We have especially appreciated the hard work and dedication to their duties of our 
group of librarians who have done their work cheerfully and efficiently throughout 
the year. Those of our team who are returning to ·school in 1989 have already 
indicated their wish to continue working in the library and we are fortunate to have 
boys who are prepared to continue working as librarians through the years they are 
at school. 

The end of the year will see a change in the library with the departure of Mr 
Lauren, our Teacher/Librarian who is leaving to go to Oamaru. During the 12 years 
he has been in charge there have been many changes made that have resulted in the 
school now having a library that is pleasing to look at, comfortable to be in and a 
place that we can be proud of. Mr Lauren will be greatly missed by all who have 
worked with him and we wish him well in his new position. 

Fortunately positive progress can be reported on the new library complex and at 
least some of the present group of librarians will still be around when this comes 
to fruition. 

Front Row: Mrs B Ander.ton, B Kelly, B Cranstoun, N D.:>wlj_ng, R Howden, J Grj_eving, 
C Hall, D Low G Curmti.ngs 

Second Row: C Lineberry, G Anderson, K Nelson, A Harvey, K Milligan, N Lawrence, 
C Ladbrook, (; Bathurst, Mr. M l,mu:en 

Third Row: D Barso11, D 1-lowden, '/.' M.tr:nhall, ii w.tson, B Wright, (Head I,jbrc1Li.an) 
C Wi:i9bt, R Johnstone, D Eyles 
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Music 

1988 has been a very busy and successful year for the musical life of the schoc 
The itinerant teaching time has been well used with the teachers being involved wi 
the concert band, pipe band, vocal groups and two instrumental trios as well 
their normal teaching programme. Without the services of these people it would 
impossible to offer the boys the wide- ranging opportunities they presently h, 
available to them. 

SCHOOL SONG 
This has been revived this year, beginning with the first XV "choir" learning it 
part of the requirements for their visit to Taiwan. These boys then assisted 
whole school to learn the song and it was performed at the school Anzac service 
at both prizegivings, bringing back many memories for old boys in the audiences. 

CONCERT PARTY 
A group of boys gave short concerts at three of the intermediate schools this ye 
A range of the musical fare was offered and very well received with our boys gain 
valuable performing experience. The programme was repeated for a 3rd form audie 
at school during Music Week. 

We also provided entertainment for the Anderson's Park Spring Festival on 
Sundays with both instrumentalists and vocalists taking part. 

WESTPAC COMPETITION 
The Westpac Competition was held in June and our first trio was placed 2nd. Ot 
groups which performed well were a second trio, a keyboard group, a trio 
saxaphone, piano and drums, and two groups in combination with SGHS - one wood, 
and one brass. 

ANN AND !SEDOR SASLAV 
The Concert Master of the N Z  Symphony Orchestra 
and his wife who is a concert pianist gave a 
recital in July to 6th and 7th formers. This 
was very well received and their programme 
explored the range of music available from the 
different ages, as well as allowing time for 
some 'on-the-spot' improvisation using themes 
suggested from the audience. David Barson, a 
flautist, also performed with Hrs Saslav. 

PRIZEGIVING 
Items provided for the senior prizegiving were

the choir and flute solo from David Barson. The 
junior prizegiving once again heard the pipe 
band and a Christmas programme, and at the 5th 
year farewell a 7th form choir sang excerpts 
from Jesus Christ Superstar and Chess. The 
woodwind trio and the staff quartet also 
performed. 
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MUSICAL EVENINGS 
These have become a feature of the musical life of the school and are always very 
well attended and enjoyable functions. 

In 1988, 3 such evenings were held . The first was on the 27th April and was mainly 
presented by 4th formers and above. The items ranged from rock to classical with 
both instrumental and vocal items being presented. 

The major concert for the year was held on the 8 August to farewell Mr and Mrs 
Alabaster and to recognise the contribution which Mr Alabaster had made to the 
development of music in the school. This was held in the School Hall and the pupils 
all rose to the occasion admirably. The items included 3 combined groups with SGHS, 
a small A Capella choir and the brass and woodwind groups. The pipe band and 
concert band played and both trios performed. The choir sang and both the 6th and 
4th form bands added variety to the evening. Other items were 3 solos and a 
saxaphone trio with piano and drums. Ian Forrester and David Barson presented Mr 
Alabaster with an engraved silver tray with Ian making suitable reference to the 
changing circumstances of music within the school. It was a very happy evening with 
many parents and boys taking the opportunity to thank the Alabasters for their work. 

The final musical evening for the year was held in November and was only for juniors 
- this time mainly 3rd formers. Almost 30 boys took part and provided a varied 
programme that indicated a pleasing level of attainment for all who took part. 

We are grateful to the effort of the PTA in providing suppers for these evenings, 
allowing people the opportunity to meet and talk. 

OTAGO BOYS' HIGH SCHOOL CULTURAL INTERCHANGE 
Another dimension was added to the musical activities this year with a music visit 
to Otago Boys' High School in Dunedin. About 50 boys made the trip and we shared a 
concert with them before returning home. This proved to be a most worthwhile 
exercise and the exchange in 1989 is planned to include Otago Boys' and Girls' High 
Schools and Southland Boys' and Girls' High Schools with the venue to be the State 
Insurance Theatre in Invercargill. Massed items are planned in addition to 
individual ones. 

EQUIPMENT 
The equipment in the 
department was enhanced 
by a MacIntosh computer 

which is already proving 
a valuable tool for 
extending pupils 
creatively. The 
keyboard equipment has 
also been updated and 
instruments with more 
capabilities have 
replaced twelve of the 
old ones which were -
sold. These will 
further expand the 
creative and performing 
possibilities for the 
boys. 
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Choir 

The Choir continued to grow and develop in 1988 with very valuable support from thi 
prefects. Three of the members, Ian Forrester, Daniel Martin and David Rooney weri 
selected for the New Zealand secondary Schools Choir and performed in Wellington ir 
the August holidays. 

The Choir's performances during the year included the Choir Festival, Secondar: 
Schools' Music Festival, Otago Boys' High School, School Concerts and the Priz! 

Giving. 

A small choir was formed with Southland Girls' High School which showed promise fo1 

the future. 

Front Row: Garry Popham, Craig Hall, Paul Fleet, Vaughan Stuckey, Craig Hall, 
Cerek Eyles, Stephen M:::Callun, D:lryl Low, Cl3.vid Rooney, Joseph Ruston 

Second Row: Lauchlin M:::Neill, Jamie Findley, Bevan Ellis, Ian Fo=ester, 
Warren Canp)ell, Michael Lindsay, Nathan M:::Kenzie, Miss M Black 

Third Row: Craig Stevens, Stephen Jenkins, Murray Harrington, Si.rron M:::Leay, 
Brendon Wright 

Absent: Cl3.niel Martin, Jonathan Baird 

IN CONCLUSION 
So ended a very worthwhile year, with our emerging problems being lack of space fo 

groups to practice and a lack of staffing to cater for all the boys interested i 
various activities. Hopefully, these will be short term problems. A developin 
feature is the leadership and ability shown by many of the boys, and for the firs 

time ever, Music blues have been awarded. 
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Pipe Band 

1988 saw the Southland Boys' High Pipe Band once again depleted through the leavin 
of two valuable pipers, but during the year we did gain John McMurdo. 

The band played at assembly, Vickery Court, Peacehaven, Walmsley House, M 
Alabaster's Farewell, welcoming the 1st XV home from Taiwan, Rugby Park, the Junio 
Prizegiving and played for the Junior Production. 

Our sincere thanks and appreciation must go to Miss Black for her constant suppor 
and enthusiasm, especially in getting practices started, and also to Mr Mowat an 
Andrew Cole for helping out in times of need. We look forwa·rd great things nex 

year. 

SBHS Trio 

This year, the Southland Boys' High School Trio No.1, James Donaldson, David Barso 
and David Powley, performed successfully at the Westpac Competitions, gaining 2n 
place. The Trio also performed for the Mayor and other dignitaries at the 199 
Commission. Unfortunately the Trio will be unable to continue playing next year a 
two of its members will be leaving to study at University. 

SBHS Concert Band 

The SBHS Band has had a 

very successful year. 
The conductor, Mr Thomas 
Brown, managed to coax 
new levels of commitment 
from the older players 
and to encourage the 
musical development of 
new members. Mr Brown 
endeavoured to challenge 
the musical abilities of 
the band's players, 
resulting in greater 
technical skill and a 
wider repertoire for all 
members. Because of Mr 
Brown's efforts, the 
band was able to present 
a varied and interesting 
programme during the 
Otago/Southland Boys' 
High musical exchange in 
Dunedin. 

Front Row: Craig Best, Christopher Johnstone, Mitchell Wilson, Craig Thomson, 
Hamish McPherson 

Second Row: 
Third Row: 

Miss M Black, Nicholas Randall, Jarres D:maldson, Andrew Syrre 
Craig Wright, Brendon Wright, David Barson 
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Public Speaking Competition 

Coach: Mrs Edwards 

School achieved 
conspicuous success in 
outside Public Speaking 
Competitions in 1988. 
In the J.C. Competition 
"Youth Speaks for New

Zealand", Nigel Hulls 
and Ian Forrester were

1st and 2nd in the 
Southland Region. Ian 
Forrester then 
progressed through 1st 
in Otago/Southland and 
1st in the South Island 
to the National Finals 
in Wellington in 
October. He took part 
in the J.C. Young 
Achievers Weekend, 
including a meeting with 
the Governor General, 
Sir Paul Reeves, former 
All Black captain, Jock 
Hobbs and the Mayor of 
Wellington. His speech 
considered domestic 
violence. 

In the Royal Overseas 
League Competition 
Steven Frost and Craig 
Donaldson were 2nd and 
4th respectively. 

The Lions Young Speechmakers contestants Adam HcLeay and Nathan McKenzie were 
only two boys in a field of 14 entrants, so were somewhat overwhelmed. 
competed with style and aplomb. 

NEJil ZF.AINID - AN OlJI'FC6T OF JIHERICA? 

(This speech \\Un the SBHS Senior Public Speaking Canpetition) 

the 
They 

Oh say can you see by the dawn's early light - will this be the start of our 
national anthem in 10 years' time, 1998? A frightening thought, but what's even more 
frightening, more terrifying, is that Simon Raynes may still be at SBHS in his 16th 
year. 

Ladies and Gentlemen tonight I wish to bring to your attention a matter I believe is 
of major importance to our country and our future as a nation. As New Zealanders we 
once took our cues from the British lifestyle. What was acceptable at home was 
acceptable here in the most loyal dominion. Our ancestors' morals and values were

shaped by good old British tradition and generations of New Zealanders have upheld 
solid British attitudes and characteristics, but recently we as a people have been 
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turning aore to the influence of America. There is an increasing change i 
direction and it is not only in our youth - it is permeating our whole society. 

Gentlemen, are we becoming just another outpost of the American Empire? Ne 
Zealand, as you well know, is still a young country - we have not had time t 
establish our own independent base. our economic independence was difficult becaus 
of our size and blend of natural resources. 

The Kiwi found another arena in which to be independent. Politically N.Z. may t 
tiny but in the sporting arena we have become a powerful nation. A force indeed t 
be reckoned with. This has been the case ever since the 1905 All Blacks first beg, 
the proud heritage of NZ Rugby and of course we have excelled in other sports. 

Although initially the British influence was dominant, in the period after World We 
n New Zealand becaae politically more independent. In the post war boom, NZ h; 
110ney to spend. Britain at that point was still reeling from the effects of war a1 
declining as a world power. America took the lead in politics and technical outp, 
and was able to supply all our needs as we flourished in the post war period. Th 
meant that NZ was no longer dependent on Britain information-wise. 

It is through information that our daily lives have been influenced and moulde, 
Huch of our way of life has now become controlled by what we see on the scree 
Television is a compelling force - it provides information but it also reinforc 
and moulds attitudes, values, behaviour and speech. Our television coverage 
predominantly American. A:aerican sitcoms dominate our primetime viewing. Americ 
fil111S and American music dominate our life. 88\ of radio airplay is American mus 
- even Crocodile Dundee and A Dog's Tale were produced and financed by American
There is no denying we are part of the 2nd American revolution.

America - Sweet land of liberty, stronghold of justice and independence. Land 
the free, home of the brave... perhaps a little simplistic and a little o� 
patriotic but then Americans· have every right to be proud of their natic 
Industrially and agriculturally the United States is the largest producer in t 
world. Its population is 70x that of New Zealand. It is the world's 2nd large 
colonising power. Its largest company, Exxon, has a sales income 5x the grc 
national product of New Zealand. The figures are very impressive and very rec 
What ls also real is that we have become bound by its legal system. America 
here - America is now - America is smothering New Zealand - America contr, 
and moulds every aspect of New Zealand society. 

can we exist as an independent nation? Hr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen I belit 
we can. I believe we must. To be independent we must think independently. We lll1 

learn to take a pride in being New Zealanders, to accept and acknowledge , 
cultural differences, to meet head-on the difficult question of racial and domes· 
violence. Instead of depending on the Government to solve our problems we m· 
return to our original pioneering spirit. To the spirit of the Maori who ventu: 
forth from Hawaii and the astonishing courage of the Victorian settlers 
literally travelled from one end of the earth to the other to become New Zealande 

Ah Alcoa no nga Hapu Kotoa tatou e iwi Koahi. Although we are different tribes 
are one people. We must remain steadfast against this incessant American influen 
We must remain as one, united we stand. 

Ladies and Gentlemen we take a pride in our image as an independent people - le 
make it a proud reality - let's keep our independence. 

Nathan McKenzie 
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Debating 

Coach: Hrs Drayton 

1988 was a good year for 
debating at SBHS. With 
110st of the speakers 
debating for the first 
tiae things looked like 
an uphill struggle but 
as confidence grew so 
did the winning aargins. 

The first encounter vas 
with Southland Girls 
High School. In their 
first debates Stephen 
Jenkins, Nathan McKenzie 
and Ma■ HcLeay lost 
narrowly trying to 
negate the topic "That 
Tradition is the Eneay 
of Progress.• It vas a 
pro■ising beginning to 
the 
season. 

Back Row: Nathan lt:Kenzie, Ian Forrester, Paul Manson, 
Ewan Kubrycht, Mrs Drayton 

Front Row: Lauchlin lt:Neill, Murray Harrington, Craig 
D::>naldson, Adam r-t::Leay, Stephen Jenkins 

With renewed enthusiasa, the tea■ of Craig Donaldson, Hurray Harrington and Adaa 
HcLeay took on Otago Boys High School and after recalculating soae miscalculated 
calculations it was found that ve had von by 288/287 proving "That Censorship of 
Books and Filas is Desirable.• The saae threesoae then vent on to defeat Waitaki 
Boys 300/297 negating the topic •That We Heed Censorship.• 

With Maa holidaying at "Expo• the nev 
Kubrycht recorded a 290/281 victory over 
Subject isn't Important." 

look team of Donaldson, Harrington and 
Kings' High School, proving "That the 

Tvo weeks later we took on Tiaaru Boys' High School at hoae in front of a packed 
hall. We proved •That Present Day Entertainaent is Haraful• by winning 269/246 and 
achieved our Grand Slaa by winning all four interschools. 

Craig Donaldson vas the schools' best speaker against Otago Boys' High School ·and 
Waitaki Boys' High School while Hurray Harrington was best speaker overall against 
both Kings and Tiaaru. 

In June the interschool debating tea■ travelled to Dunedin, acco■panied by Hrs 
Drayton, Hrs Fletcher and an intrepid band of six supporters, in order to compete in 
the Otago University iaproaptu debating co■petition. 

After victories over The Taieri High School and Otago Girls ln the first two rounds, 
the school teaa was narrowly beaten by Coluaba College in the seal-final by a 3-2 
split decision. 

The co■petitlon had an 1-nteresting and enjoyable foraat and the speaking tea■ 
Harrington, HcLeay and one other would like to thank the teachers and supporters for 
their assistance. 
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School sides also coapeted in the local Jaycee Coapetition. Those who coapE 
were: Craig Donaldson, Anthony Mason, Steven Frost, Paul Hanson, Ian Forrest 
Murray Harrington, Adaa McLeay, Nathan McKenzie, Ewan Kubrycht, Lauchlin McNeill. 

The house debating coapetition was held again this year with Deaker and Utt 

reaching the final. The final was won by Uttley. 

On behalf of the 1988 debating fraternity I would like to thank Mrs Drayton for 
guidance, tiae and effort. Her help and knowledge were of benefit to us all. 

Coach L Boyd 

For the first tiae since the introduction of 
the Avarua Jaycee Shield for Junior Debating 
a tea• fro• Southland Boys' High School was 
successful in winning the competition. 

The coapetition involved four rounds of 
debating against Central Southland College, 
Apariaa College, Southland Girls' High School 
and Verdon College. 

The team consisted of Craig Williau, Haaish 
Hurray and Oliver Murdoch who began debating 
in the third fora at Southland Boys' High 
School. Craig WilliallS was adjudged best 
speaker. 

The teaa also participated in a debate 
against Kingswell High School to publicise 
the Conservation Departaent Coast to Coast 
Awareness caapaign. Although Kingsvell won 
the debate, Haaish Murray was best speaker 
and won a trip on a helicopter to Codfish 
Island for a day's work for the Conservation 
Department. 
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Craig William;, Oliver Murdoch 
Hiss L Boyd. 
(Absent Haaish Hurray) 
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Workshop Technology 
Je;.ellery cabinet 
Inlaid coffee table 
Cane coffee table 
Larrp stand 
One door cabinet 
Leadlight cabinet 
Clock 
Larrpbase and shade 

- Gordon M::Millan
- Andrew Hedges
- Russell Jennings
- unknown =aftsll\3.n
- Brent Sutton 
- Richard M::>lloy
- Shane Ayto 
- Gordon M::Millan
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Maths Day 

After a successful Maths Day last year it was decided to make this an annual even1 

The day consisted of six 45 minute sessions during which the boys participatE 
in a variety of activities. For the 3rd forrrers these included makingHexaflexagc 
producing a height/,;,.eight scatter graph as ,;.ell as Phys Ed and Science. 

The form 4 boys activities included orienteering, music, art and a horse rac 

simulation. 

During lunchtilre a paper dart competition was held to find the dart that sta: 
in the air longest and travels the furtherest. 

The highlight of the day was the free-hand circle drawing competition. A rath: 
noisy but enjoyable affair, this was won by �on Fahey of 3MF. 

WHATEVER YOUR SPORT 

WE CAN EQUIP YOU WITH 

TOP QUALITY GEAR FROM 

THE WORLD'S LEADING 

MANUFACTURERS. 

CLUB DISCOUNTS 
• Jerseys 
• Jackets 
• Sweatshirts 
e T Shirts 
• Sports Bags 
• Hats
• Team Uniforms for

all sports. 
• All Sports Equipment 

Y.M.C.A. Buildings, 81 Tay Street 

adidas 

� 

HI-TE&· 
«P.O. Box 1199, lnvercargill

Telephone: (021) 86-998 A/Hours (021) 69-700 
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Maths 

AUSTRALIAN MATHEMATICS COMPETITION 

This competition consisted of 

boys on August 1. To score 
mathematical skill. 

a 75 minute paper which was sat by 
well in this competition requires a 

a number of 
high level 

our 

of 

Of the 38 entrants 14 gained a Distinction Certificate and 16 a Credit Certificate. 

Our best students at each form level were. 

Form 3 Hamish Walker. 
Form 4 Richard Wallace. 
Form 5 Brian Kelly. 
Form 6 David Cassidy. 
Form 7 David Powley. 

BNZ SENIOR MATHEMATICS COMPETITION 

A one hour paper was sat by some of our form 6 and 7 students. Out of a total of 
approximately 5000 entrants the top 20 are chosen to sit the final paper. Barry 

Milne of 7HH was one of these twenty and on September 30th he was flown to 
Christchurch to sit the final paper. Although not placed in the first three for the 
final, Barry's gaining a place in the top twenty is highly commendable. 

SMAC Maths 

Brendon McDermott 3MF 

On Tuesday 18 October the yearly SMAC Maths competition was held at James Hargest 

for 3rd and 4th formers from schools all around Southland. The 3rd form competition 
was held in two heats, each 30 minutes long. In the first heat 3LS had two teams 

entered for SBHS. The first team won 110 points and was placed first equal with one 

of the James Hargest teams. Then our team - Brendon McDermott, Tony Davis, Alex 
Robertson, Chris Taylor, Colin Sinclair, and Reece Arnott - was off to the hall. We 
were told of the other team's success and were eager to do better. Only . four 

competed so Glen and Reece sat on the side. We were off! I glanced up at the 
board. We had fifty points and only two other teams were bettering our score. We 
had only one question to complete when the whistle blew. We looked up with a sigh 
of relief to see we had come third with 150 points. The two teams who beat us were 

James Hargest 1 and 2, who both completed all the questions and got 185 points. 

We went up on stage afterwards to get our names recorded and our prizes of a gift 
token for $15 to spend at Whitcoulls. The fourth form competition then started. 

The competition is run with four people in a team. They are given two questions to 
work on at one time, with 5 points for every question answered correctly, and a 5 
points penalty for a pass. There was a total of 33 questions and our team was happy 

to answer 31 of the hard and mind boggling questions. 
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Bad Day At Black Frog Creek

On veek 3 of Tera 3 1988, a rumour 
raced around the school about a Junior 
Production in conjunction with Girls' 
High, our "Sister School". Soon after 
the ruaour became reality as the notice 
about auditions vent out. At Boys' 
High we had a meagre turnout of 30 or 
40 boys but at Girls' High they were 
swaaped with people. The aain parts 
were: 

Diamond Tooth Lil -
Angel Delight 
Hairy Hannah 
Old Ha Treacle 
Big Brad 
Yippee Brown 
No Nose Calhoun 
Filthy Frank 
Dumbo Dawson 
stubble 

Hegan Nichol 
Deborah Webb 
Kelly Utter idge 
Nicola Dickson 
Matthew Heaton 
Craig Willia11111 
Gabe McGregor 
Nicholas Fredric 
Chris Johnstone 
Warren Hunter 

We had 8 weeks of rehearsals, 2 
the show began to come together 
reaember his cues? 

hours on Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday. Eventua: 
and lines were coming easily, but would Hatti 
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And would Fran! 
reindeer ever ci 
unstuck? Would G, 
reaember his no: 
Would Chris ever s1 

dropping stitchi 
Would Nicholas's vo 
ever drop below 11 
decibels? Would Haa 

Macpherson ever renteml 
to turn the house ligl 
off? Would it ever 
rain spotlights 
Invercargill again , 
finally, will the bD 
frog ever get off 
stage? 
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Opening night vent off very well, 
except for a fev technical hitches and 
a couple of aissed lines. 

On the final 
brilliantly. 
excellent and 
ecstatic. 

night the shov vent on 
The audience was 

the atmosphere vas 

After the shov there vas an air of 
jubilation vith everybody (especially 
Matthew Heaton) running around hugging 
everyone (including Hr Currie). 

The shov vas a success and a 
vorthvhile venture which hopefully 
vill be repeated vith the juniors next 
year. 

Thanks to all involved, particulary Hr 
Lawrence, Hiss Black and Hrs Welsh. 

H C Heaton 
GI McGregor 

iN1tl'S 
LIN� 

QUALITY SPORTS EQUIPMENT 

for • INDIVIDUALS

• TEAMS

• CLUBS

• SCHOOLS

We are the only local members of "New Zealand's Biggest 
Sports Buying Group." 

BEST PRICES, 

QUICK AND EFFICIENT SERVICE 

IN1tl'S 
LIN� 

® 1\I . .l .. 1\N 
l\TIII'J

1

1� St•()ll'J1S 
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PHONE (021) 82-266 
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SENIOR MUSICAL Grease 

On two dark nights in April they came, 20u u. :hem, 
creeping from their homework and some even lured away 
from a senior social. The reason was not the filming 
of "Return of the Zombie School Pupils", but the 
auditions for "Grease", the 1988 Southland Girls' 
High/Southland Boys' High combined show, staged this 
year by Southland Girls. 

It has been said that teachers fled in terror when 
Miss Lynch first suggested "Grease" as the year's 
production, and no wonder. Any show of that size 
would be considered a challenge, and for a secondary 
school group to undertake the task was, although 
virtually unheard of, extremely admirable. 

cast The hopefuls were whittled down to the final 
(approx 80) and everything was under way. Everyone 
survived the next three months of rehearsals, learning 
lines, and Mr Reeves crashing his car while ferrying 
people to rehearsal through the snow. 

the cast, especially from the chorus, 
had the difficult and tedious job 
looking happy/excited/ interested 
though they may have felt more like 
to sleep. 

who 
of 

even 
going 

A marvellous show, with a lot of the credit 
going to the dedication of Miss Lynch, Mr 
Reeves, and Mr Anderson. However, we will 
never forget the "little people", the stage 
hands, the make-up team, the hairdressers, 
the ushers and the properties department. 
Nor will we forget the friendship that was 
GREASE, 1988. 
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Finally, after the show 
being sold out a week 
before opening night, and 
an extra performance 
scheduled, the stage was 
literally set. 

The risk of undertaking 

such a large production 
could not have paid off any 
better. The show was a 
resounding success. Claire 
Henderson and Gary 
Dalhousie were superb in 
the lead roles of Sandy and 
Danny, and there was great 
support from the rest -0f 
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Poetry Evening 
A poetry evening was held in the school library on october 11 to help celebrate our 
Reading week. It was attended by about thirty people, lncludlng a saall contingent 
fro• southland Girls' High School. 

The aajority of readers caae fro• our seventh fora students. They read a variety 
of poeas - aany original. It was a aixed evening - fro• thoughtful and sensitive 
portrayal of feelings to huaour. Barry Milne's "Ode to a Cornflake• was 
enthusiastically received. It was an enthusiastic evening where students and staff 
shared in a var• and relaxed ataosphere. 

ODB TO A CORNFLAKE 

From first crunch you were crisp; 
The ailk had not daapened your life to any 
great extent. 
You lay there still glossy 

From the sugar that coated you 
Although you are but a victia of aodern 
society, 
It has not affected your spirit. 
Your life is not long; 
Fro• production line to oesophagus is your 
stint, 
But for one so unfortunate you seea so 
joyous; 
Ingestion seeas not to worry you, 
O, flake textured of corn. 
Coaplicated you are not, 
But froa siaplicity you gain strength. 
Goodbye, ay beloved - enzymes await you. 
Insignificant you aay be 
Though you are a quality source of 
carbohydrate. 
Diel Hunch, Hunch, Hunch, Hunch, Hunch, 
Hunch! 

Barry Milne 7HH 
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I.S.C.F. Radio Club 
This year has seen a saall group very 
co-ltted to the I.S.C,F. It has been a 
busy but fun year with aany activities 
with other schools. Perhaps the aost 
interesting of these was the disco held 
at school in the second tera. This was 
a tremendous success due to thorough 
organisation by social co1111lttee. 
However all of our activities and 
11eetings would not have been the saae 
without the kindness and dedication the 
group received from Hrs Edwards and Hr 
Paris. At the end of the year luncheon, 
courtesy of Hrs Edwards, we said 
farewell to the 7th formers who have all 
been such an asset to the group. With 
such a strong and co-itted group it is 
bound to grow in the next year. 

Club mellbers this year were enthusiastic 
and aost gained confidence in speaking 
over the radio. Operating for one hour 
each Tuesday afternoon between April and 
October, the nullber of contacts aade in 
the following countries, were -

Nell Lawrence 6LE. 

Cooking 
Cooking in 1988 was started off in Tera 1 by three aen 
with entrails of steel: Brendon Wright, Nathan West 
and Stephen Jenkins. Ve were joined in Tera 3 by an 
equally deterained Loi Tran. 

Nathan and Stephen succeeded in aaking a aenu of 
Oyster Soup, Scones, Kebabs, Meatballs, Chinese Style 
veges, Bread Pudding and Savoury Hince look like 
various foras of voait whereas Loi and Brendon were 
the aodel chefs, 11aking everything to perfection. 

One notable exception to this rule was Brendon's 
faaous "Dog Biscuit Scones", which were alaost as good 
as the world ha-r throw record breaking scones of 
Stephen. 

We learnt soae basic rules of cooking; always let Loi 
and Brendon do the dishes and that Hr Bailey is afraid 
of garlic. We also discovered not to cook when Hr 
Paris is around. 

Many thanks go of course to Mrs Gullbley for letting us 
defile the canteen and to Mrs Edwards for putting up 
with such a pack of culinary Barbarians, and teaching 
us the skills. 

The aain rule of University cooking that we did 
was to make sure you have a flataate who can 
properly. 

S Jenkins 
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USA 12 

AUSTRALIA 10 

NEW ZEALAND 9 

USSR 1 

CANADA 1 

IMMEDIATE 

DELIVERY 

ON 
"EASY START" 

MASPORTS 
as advertised on TV 

USE YOUR TRADE-IN AS YOUR 1 
DEPOSIT ... AND PAY AS LITTLE 

AS $5 WEEKLY 

-r:Tl..�ICES(.NJ SDUINIINDS �OM[ IPPIIINCE SPECIIIISIS 

TIIUSTflUNX AACJO(, C.AIUAIDGf l'UCt: AltCADL MEASEY 
STilfn, OIYOC:AMillL ,NONI II-OU. MAIN STIIIEfT & OflDSAL 
STRHT, tOflE. ,NONI H·JSO. 
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Rotary Exchange Students 
Ricardo 
"Alo! I'm a Rotary Exchange Student, all the way 
from Brazil. I've had the opportunity of spending 
one year at S.B.H.S. At this school, I've had a 
great time and many fun moments! The boys were very 
friendly to me, so I could adjust myself quickly and 
enjoy it all. Of course it was difficult to 

understand most of the classes, with all the natural 
barriers of the English Language, but I've had a 
nice year anyhow. S.B.H.S. is a formal place 

compared to the schools at home. For example, if a 
lady teacher is called Mary Smith, you would call 
her just Mary in Brazil. 

The uniform here is very formal but kept me warm. 
Anyway, I had to wear longjohns under my trousers. 
Invercargill is a nice, friendly and beautiful city! But the windy, wet and 

weather froze me! In Brazil, school starts 7 o'clock in the morning and fini 

at 12.30, therefore the afternoons are free! New Zealand is a perfect country 
me: beautiful, clean, friendly, happy, organized, rich ..... Invercargill is � 
bigger than my home town (Resende - Rio de Janeiro State) and I always felt 

living in a big exciting metropolis. In New Zealand I have seen lots of diffe 
sports that we don't have in Brazil. They are hockey, badminton, cricket, net 
and rugby. Skiing was also new for me and one of the highlights of my year. 

The food in New Zealand is delicious and quite different to Brazilian food. 
biggest meal at home is lunch and here is tea. It's very incredible! Pavlovas 

hokey pokey ice cream are my favourite desserts. "L & P" for the best drink! 

New Zealanders are not so "Crazy" like Brazilians and you don't have the big dar 
festivals, like "Carnival", that happens during four fantastic days, every 
The people are very happy in New Zealand anyhow. After spending a wonderful 
here, it'll be very hard to leave the Kiwi Land, that I love very much." 

By Ricardo Correia Lima Huber 
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CNR DEE AND DON STREETS 

INVERCARGILL 
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Hans Petter 

I'm a Rotary Exchange Student from Norway. arrived 
in New Zealand on 12 August after a 40 hour plane 
trip. I will go back in July 1989. I came from an 
unusually warm summer (35 C the hottest day) to the 
winter here, so that was a big change. The normal 
summers at home don't usually get hotter than about 
25 C the hottest day. In the winter we can get from 
15 to -20 C (the coldest day in a normal winter at my 
place) . 

The temperatures vary very much from North to South, 
from coast to inland and from year to year. Because I 
live at the coast in the South, we have warmer winters 
than most other places in Norway. Two years ago it 
was so cold that we were told to stay inside because 
if we stayed outside for any length of time, our 
breath could freeze in our lungs. In the coldest 
valley it was -55 C, but because of the wind chill 
factor, it was about -117 Cl 

The place I come from is called Nesodden, with a population of 4,000 and is a few 
kilometres south of Oslo. 

The biggest difference between schools in New Zealand and Norway is that we don't 
have single sex schools and we don't wear uniforms. We also call most of the 
teachers by their first name. We start school in August of the year we turn 7 years 
old. We learn English from the fourth year. After 9 years of school, we can leave 
the school but most people go 3 more years at Secondary school after that. Then 
every boy has to spend one year in the army. 

I found it quite strange to go to a boys only school in the beginning but now I am 
used to it. Anyway it is a great experience. 

When I leave New Zealand to go back 
and this city. I want to thank the 
so nice and friendly. 

Hans Petter Schrader. 

to Norway, I will miss this school, the 
boys and the teachers at this school for 

31 Tay Street, lnvercargill, Telephone 83-239 

FOR ALL YOUR CAMPING AND TRAMPING REQUIREMENTS 

CALL AND SEE OUR RANGE OF CLOTHING, 
SLEEPING BAGS, PACKS, GAS STOVES, 

FREEZE ORI FOODS AND MANY OTHER ITEMS 
THAT CAN HELP YOU ENJOY A LOW COST HOLIDAY. 
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Spirit of N.Z. 
Up at six and in the ice cold water by three minutes past wasn't the best wa: 
start my first morning on board the S.O.N.Z. but it's tradition and all 36 tra 
didn't want to break it. As the voyage progressed it was obvious that the mo: 
dip was the best way of waking us up quickly and efficiently. A typical day wa: 
follows: 

0600 Wake up. 5 minutes P.T. followed by brief swim. Start cleaning ship. 
0700 Breakfast 
0800 Colours (flagraising). Finish cleaning up the ship 
0900 Instruction. At Anchor - lessons in safety, first aid, distress signals 
1200 Lunch 
1300 Sailing 
1900 Dinner 
2030 Evening activity - usually lectures or videos 
2230 Lights out 

As can be seen it was a long and tiring day, especially when sailing, when a le 
GRUNT work has to be done hauling down and setting sails. 

My voyage was from Lyttleton (Christchurch) to Port Chalmers (Dunedin). The wee 
was mostly good and I even enjoyed the storms we had. I must admit that undoinc 
gaskets on the Royal at the top of the mainmast at 3am in a 35 knot westerly. 
scary! 

The cost of the voyage was $594 and it was worth every bit of it! I would recon 
a voyage on the Spirit of New Zealand or the Spirit of Adventure to anyone! 

Nigel Hulls 
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Expo 
The trip started in Invercargill with an 8 
hour bus ride to Christchurch. From there a 
Boeing flew the 54 strong group to Sydney, 
where we stayed at the Uniting Church 
Conference Centre. The boys visited •old 
Sydney Town" and toured Sydney as best they 
could. Five teachers and two students even 
took the OP,portunity to see "Les Miserables" 
a definite highlight. 

We left Sydney on Monday 29th to travel to 
Coffs Harbour where we spent a night. The 
next day the journey to Brisbane was 
colll)leted. The distance travelled vas 
equivalent to that of Invercargill to 
Auckland. 

The first night ve were there, we looked 
around town and saw the fireworks froa the 
bridge. Wednesday was our first look at Expo. 
After the aad rush at the gate we had a ten 
minute walk through the USA, then visited the 
Aquacade - a sure favourite when a man dived 
off a 10 storeys high diving board into a 5 
metre deep pool. What an experience! Next we 
saw the whole sight from the monorail. By the 
end of the day we had all sampled many 
different foods and drinks fro■ aany cultures. 

We only went to Expo every second day so during our off days we visited "The Big 
Pineapple", The Gold Coast, Sea World and everyone's favourite, Surfers Paradise. 
Some of us attempted the waves but we didn't have much success. 

Travelling through Expo was like walking 
through dozens of countries experiencing 
different cultures and traditions which were 

offered. 

The Fun Park was also a hit among some of the 
students. Hany brought day passes and rode 
the Titan and other exciting rides. It also 
proved to be a friendly meeting place for the 
Kiwis. 

There was a concert every night on the 
riverstage, the most enjoyable being "Big 
Pig•. This was followed by a $25,000 
fireworks and laser display. 

The atmosphere which surrounded Expo was 
electric and on behalf of the boys who went I 
would like to thank the school and the 
teachers for letting us share it. 

D M Rooney 
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Driving Competition 

DRIVER 

OF 

THE 

YEAR 

PAUL ROBINSON 

The first round of this contest was held at the school to see who would repre 
Southland Boys' High School in Macaulay Ford's Secondary Schools Young Driver of 
Year. The aim of the contest - according to the Ministry of Transport - was 
enhance the finer points of confined driving skills. 

The theory part involved sitting five multi choice tests from the Road Code. 
the practical part we had to direct Ford Lazers around and through seem!

impossible obstacles placed around the school - with one guy trying to redesign 
Fives Courts. From this the first two place-getters went on to the final. 

Twelve entrants representing all Invercargill's Secondary Schools took part in 
contest finals held at the Newfield Tavern. It was much the same as the first b 
lot harder. It consisted of 100 written theory questions compiled by the HOT an 
course the same as Nissan's Young Driver. From this I won a cup for myself and 
for the school. Ian Gilchrist froa Kingswell was placed second and Craig Wray 
cargill third. 

I would like to thank Hr Munro and the Invercarglll HOT for organising it, Haca 
Ford for the prizes and the loan of the cars - but no thanks to Newfield Tavern 
closed the bar, Macaulay Ford for not giving me the car and the HOT for giving m 
speeding ticket. 
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Camps -Boyd Creek Andrew McCulloch 

At the end of 1988 a group of keen, avid 6th form 
trampers took part in a camp at the school's lodge 
at Boyd Creek. This took place immediately after 
the exams and was expected to be a relaxing break. 
Ha! It was exactly the opposite. 

We were broken in easily the first two nights, 
which we spent at the base camp. Warm sunny 
weather helped bring up several sweats over the 
orienteering and compass courses. Thankfully, a 
cool running waterfall could be used to relax 
under before dinner. 
Night time activities varied. Besides eating, one 
of the most popular pastimes, activities such as 
eyebrow shaving were performed. Two of the 
students came out of the camp with odd looking 
eyebrows. 

The luxuries of base camp 
however, on the third day. 
steep hours before making 
which was a welcome relief. 
comments were abundant that 
come. 

were soon forgotten, 
We tramped for 3-4 

it to the bush line, 
Moaning and sarcastic 

night but worse was to 

The next day brought some of us a 12 hour tramp, coming in nearly 4 hours after 
everyone else. We had been informed by "bush basher of the year" (Mr McGillivray) 
it would only take 7 hours. (It was a long seven hours.) That night, not just the 
students were moaning. Hr Skelt managed to come out with some tough, abusive, 
accurate comments after Sam and Troy virtually had to carry him into camp. 

I think everyone enjoyed parts of the camp at least. 

A pleasant surprise the 
next day. The tramp was 
only 7 hours long. Some 
managed to get back in 
time to go tubing on the 
Eglinton River, but some 
of us preferred to lie in 
puddles of sweat on the 
walking track. 

I would just like to point 
out to any future 
participants on Mr 
HcGillivray's tramps - he
walks FAST! Don't bother 
filling his pack with 
rocks, because "old 
mountain man HcGillivray" 
won't even notice - we 

tried it!! 

Looking back on it, I tend to remember the good parts rather than the bad. The good 
did outnumber the bad. It was a learning experience. I learnt "think twice before 
going tramping whi�h sounds easy but isn't really". 
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Borland Lodge - Escapades of 4NN

SWEPT AWAY SIMON 
We reached the swollen river. It was very swift. I started to cross by myself, 
a scout, to prove the best way across. It seeaed there was no bottoa. 
desperately grabbed onto a willow and with all •Y aight hauled myself over to 
edge. I vas drenched to the neck and shaken. I know for next time, to wait 
cross in foraation with the others. 

S Haddison 

RAIIIID IN 
caap vas 110stly very interesting, but the rain just didn't stop for 4 days. 
outcamp ve had a four hour walk to Lake Honovai and Rogers Inlet. It was the vo 
part of the caap because the aud was up to our knees in some places. Hr Haddis 
Hr Neilson and Hr Wilson took their boats up. They were there to welcoae us. 
soon set up caap and lit fires and warmed up. We spent our time fishing, cooki 
looking for Saa•s glasses in the stream and rescuing cooked socks and shoes from 
fires! On the last night soae people had very vet gear, even their sleeping ba 
So six people had a 'close' night in a three man tent. The 'walk out' was f 
though, except for the thrubbing noise of the Hr Neilson's boat engin

/i

. 

H��h 
_. : _ 

-·

·:• ---= 

PILLOWS GALORE 
It was boring, sitting in the cabins for so long. We becaae frustrated so everyo1 
unbeknown to the teachers, decided to have a pillow fight. There were pill• 
everywhere, tossed froa one s_ide of the cabin to the other. Open the door - vhi 
more pillows. Pillows from cabin to cabin! Until the kitchen door opened. I 
charged Hiss Boyd brandishing a wooden spoon in her right hand. (A Big Woo< 
Spoon!) I can still hear her voice. It pierced through my head and made ay e, 
ring. Just then a pillow wrapped round ay head. 

Everyone was rounded up and growled at. We were 11ade to run from the Lodge to 
corner about 2 kilometers down the road, then we had to run back. No one coaplair 
- such is life at camp! We still enjoyed it.

Prize Fighter 

POSSUM PIE 
I had obtained a permit to hunt possuas at 
Borland Lodge. On the first night Phillip Rae 
and I laid our traps but caught nothing. on the 
second night ve again laid our traps. Phillip 
caught one while I caught three. I also laid ay 
deer trap that night and narrowly missed 
catching a deer as its prints were near the 
trap. However a possum got caught first! On 
our outcamp we caught three aore possums. A 
profitable tiae I 

Hurray the Hunter 
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6TH FOR>-! TRAMP CAMP 

At the end of 1988 a group of keen, avid 6th fonn trarrpers took part in a carrp 
at the School's Lodge at Boyd creek. This took place imnediately after the exams 
and was expected to be a relaxing break. Ha! It was exactly the opposite. 

We were broken in easily the first two nights, which we spent at the 
� base carrp. Wann sunny weather helped bring up several sweats over 

� 
the orienteering and canpass courses. Thankfully a cool running water- '§ fall could be used to relax under before dinner. 

Night-time activities varied. Besides eating, one of the most popular • 
pastimes, activities such as eyebrow shaving were perfonred. Two 
of the students came out of the carrp with odd looking eyebrows. 

The luxuries of base carrp were soon forgotten however on the third day. We tramped 
for 3 - 4 hours before making it to the bush line, which was a welcare relief. 
Moaning and sarcastic carrrents were abundant that night but worse was to care. 

The next day brought sare of us a 12 hour trarrp, caning in nearly 4 hours after 
everyone else. We had been infonred by "bush basher of the year" (Mr M:::Gillivray) 
it would only take 7 hours. It was a long 7 hours. That night, not only were 
the students whinging. Mr Skelt managed to care out with sare abusive, though 
accurate carrrents after Sam and Troy virtually had to carry him into carrp. 

A pleasant surprise the next day - the trarrp was only 7 hours long. Sare managed 
to get back in time to go tubing on the Eglington River, but sare of us preferred 
to lie in puddles of sweat on the walking track. 

I would just like to point out to any future participants on Mr McGillivray's trarrps 
- he walks FAST! And don't bother filling his bag with rocks, because "old mountain
man McGillivray" won't even notice. We tried it!

I think everyone was happy to get on the bus hare, but also I think everyone enjoyed 
parts of the carrp at least. Looking back on it, I tend to remember the good parts 
rather than the bad. The good did outnumber the bad. It was a learning experience. 
I learnt "think twice before going trarrping that sounds easy but isn't really". 

A McCulloch 

OFFICE EQUIPMENT SOUTHLAND LIMITED 
135 DON STREET, INVERCARGILL 

OFFERS 

FASTEST FRIENDLIEST MOST EFFICIENT 

PHOTO COPYING SERVICE 

TRY US NEXT TIME 
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Athletics 
Under 14

EVENT FIRST SECOND THIRD TIME-DISTANCE 

lOOM L Rattray C Ward A Brown 12.08s 

200■ D Wallace M Fleet T Grace 27.03s 

40011 C Ward T Grace D Wallace 111.05.08s 

800■ D Wallace T Grace J Hasler 2a.25.02s 

150011 D Wallace G Sinclair M Ra11Say 4a.59.05s 

10011 Hurdles C Lear11onth H Walker P McNicol 19.07s 

80011 Walk D Graham B Hodgkinson C Swale = 

K Frisby 411.10.048 

Shot Put R Hogg L Rattray J Hasler 10.50m 

Discus J Hasler J Murdoch B McDer110tt 27.2011 

Javelin J Hasler N Jones G Wallace 3311 (record) 

High Jump D Oosterbroek B HcDeraot J Swinburn 1.5■ 

Long Ju11p C Ward B Elder B HcDer110tt 4.9011 

JUNIOR 

100• N Broughton M Hazlett J McEwan 12.05s 
200m J HcEwan N Broughton H Hazlett 25.08s 
40011 J McEwan T Tran H Heaton 59.05s 
80011 J McEwan P Reid B Maddison 2m.ll.38s 

1500 J McEvan G Dorry P Reid 411.20.0ls 
100 Hurdles N Broughton J Jones H Hazlett 17.07s 
80011 Walk P Reid G Durry C Hawkes 311.59,02s 
Shot Put N Broughton H Hazlett F Kennedy 12. 71m (record)
Discus N Broughton B Brice G Turner 31.29•
Javelin T Tran M Karo M Winiata 34.48m
High Jump N Broughton 

C Edwards T Tran 1.45111 
Long Jump T Tran N Broughton G McGregor 5.22m 

INTERMEDIATE 

10011 J Baird C Sim H Brice 11.09s 
200111 J Baird J Shaw H Brice 24.07s 
40011 J Goodman H Brice J Baird 57.06s 
80011 J Shaw H Brice W Saith 211.11.06& 

1500• J Shaw W Smith H Brice 411.21.0ls 
10011 Hurdles s Dermody Q Strang C Sill 17.04s 
80011 Walk J Moreton R HcNeill K Huir 311.46.045 
Shot Put N Stratford C Rawlings C Sia 11. 7011 
Discus C Rawlings M Brice J Goodman 40.8311 

Javelin H Brice B McColl H Learaonth 47 .3911 

High Juap A Joyce I Forester C Sim 
I McGregor 
J Goodman 1.63• 

Long Jump s Dermody C Sim S Jamieson 5. 71•
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SOUTHLAND SECQlfQARY SCHOOLS ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIP 1988 

Placegetters froa the school were: 

under 14: 

Junior: 

T Grace 
D Wallace 
H Walker 
D Oosterbroek 
J Hasler 
Relay 

N Broughton 

T Tran 

J McEvan 

P Reid 
G Durry 
J Jones 
B Brice 
H Hazlett 
Relay 

Interaediate: J Baird 
J Shaw 

Senior 

W S11ith 
C Rawlings 
H Brice 
N Stratford 
C McColl 

B Brown 

C Deacon 
T Stewart 
B Conner 
N Chilton 
A Barker 
B Wilson 

C Donaldson 
S Raynes 

R Mitchell 

Relay 

4th 400a 
2nd 800a, 2nd 1500• 
3rd Hurdles 
3rd= High Jump 
4th Discus, 4th Javelin 
2nd 

3rd 100a 
1st Hurdles 16.4s 
1st Shot Put 13.2011 (record) 
4th 40011, 
3rd Long Juap 
4th Javelin 
1st 80011 2.05.8s 
1st 1500• 4.23.4s 
4th 800• 
3rd 150011 
2nd Hurdles 
4th Discus 
4th Shot Put 
3rd 

3rd 10011, 2nd 20011 
2nd 800a, 2nd 1500• 
2nd 300011 
3rd 150011, 3rd 300011 
1st Discus 38.8611 
3rd Discus, 2nd Javelin 
1st Shot Put 12.45• 
1st 49.22■ 

1st 10011 11.5s 
1st 20011 22.6s 
3rd l00a, 4th Long Juap 
3rd 20011 
4th 20011, 2nd 40011 
4th 40011, 1st 80011 211 6.5s 
3rd 80011 
1st 1500m 4a 28.3s, 
1st High Juap 1.8011, 3rd 3000• 
4th 1500111 
2nd High Jump, 
1st Long Jump 6.8011 (record) 
1st Triple Jump 14.1311 
1st Discus 40.60m 
1st Shot Put 11.5511 

1st Javelin 59.92m 
1st 46.ls 
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gz SECONDARY SCHOOLS ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS 

A small teaa of six athletics represented the school at this meeting at Christch1 
in December. All members proved worthy representatives of the school. 

Nathan Chilton progresed to the seal-finals of the senior boys 800■ as did Hui 
Brice who also finished 9th in the javelin. Wayne Smith did well in his first 
at the senior level by making the final of the 1500■. 

Robert Mitchell showed plenty of grit in the senior boys' javelin by overcomin! 
bad throwing day with a third placed performance on his sixth and final throw. 
also did well to finish eigth in the discus. 

Jason HcEwan survived an early tactical blunder with soae courageous running 
finished a close second in the junior boys' 3000m, Although exhausted from 
effort he still managed a brave fourth in the 1500m barely 2 hours later. 

Star performer was Nicholas Broughton who blitzed the junior boys' shot put fl 
winning by over a metre. He then showed his potential by finishing a very close 
(just over a metre less than the winner) in the discus. This again was 
outstanding performance as he was competing in this event for the first time. 

Front Row: Aaron Brown, Caniel Wallace, Mark Fleet, Justin Murdoch, Geoffrey Durry, 
Peter Reid, Hamish Walker 

Second Row: Wayne Smith, Matthew Hazlett, Jason 11:Ewan, Chris J:eacon, Nathan Chilton, 
Jason Shaw, Craig D:maldson 

Back Row: Mr Lauren, Clark Sim, Craig McColl, Murray Brice, Nicholas Broughton, 
Corey Rawlings, Brett Conner 
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SENIOR 

nch 10011 B Brown S Raynes C Deacon 11. 45

20011 B Brown B Conner T Stewart 23.0ls
40011 N Chilton A Barker B Conner 56.0Ss

iray 80011 N Chilton A Barker B Conner 2a.10.06s 

fear 150011 B Wilson C Donaldson A Whyte 411. 27 .oss
11011 Hurdles L King J Finlay B Brown 20.0Ss
800111 Walk R Swale L King L Stevens 3111.42.035 

a Shot Put R Mitchell S Raynes C Hall 10.73a 

He Discus R Mitchell S Raynes C Hall 44.63a (record) 
Javelin R Mitchell S Raynes J McColl 59 .S9m (record) 
High Jump s Raynes B Wilson W Campbell l.8111 (record)

and Long Jump s Raynes C Deacon J Finlay 6.6111 

:hat Triple Jump s Raynes C Deacon J Finlay 13.53111 

1eld OPEN 

4th 
an Pole Vault R Mitchell J Turner B Ellis 2.88m 

300011 J MCEwan C Donaldson K Muir lOm.36.0Ss 

rel. 
RELAYS 

Form 3 3HF 3PE 3LS 

Form 4 4WS 4BY 4WH 

Form s 5TH SSE SGL 

Form 6 6LE 6PS SBK 

-�
Form 7 7BL 7WR 7HH 

INTERHOUSE -�
Under 14 Page Grant Deaker 

Junior Coldstream Page Deaker 
Inten1ediate Coldstream Deaker 
Senior Uttley Grant Page 

School Old Boys 
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Cricket 
1st XI 

Front Row: 

Second Row: 
Third Row: 

Absent: 

Craig Stevens, Darren Lov.e, Gary Popham, Corey Rawlings, Richard King 
Mt.n:ray Harrington, Robert Nichol, Nicholas Broughton, Reon Goodwillie 

Craig M:::Kinnon, Mr A Bailey 
Justin Henderson, Tony Stewart 

The 1987/88 season saw a very capable and experienced 1st Xl dominate the Se 

Reserve Competition. The loss of the older players to varsity was expected to 

the team dearly in the run scoring department. However, the remaining and 

players built on the previous performances to secure the winning of the Se 

Reserve Competition in fine style. 

This young team, with its depth of talent, 

future. 
will be an exciting prospect for 

Batting honours for the season went to Darren Lowe, and in the bowling depart 

Corey Rawlings and Garry Popham shared the top wicket taking positions. 

The team would like to thank Mr Bailey for the great team spirit he generated 

the helpful advice he offered. 
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COREY RAWLINGS - Fiery opening bowler who bowled aggressively on all occasions. 

Picked up many wickets by being just too good for the opposition batsmen. Talented 
batsman who showed some of the team's higher order batsmen up by scoring the runs 
when required. Safe fieldsman with a very strong throw. Will be a big force in the 
team next season. 

DARREN LOWE - The team's most talented batsman and wicket-keeper. Darren has a ton 
of ability with the bat and will score heavily next season with the correct mental 
approach. New to wicket-keeping but learning with every game. A player of the 
future with an abundance of talent. 

ROBERT NICHOL - Tall opening batsman who struggled with form 
fine 64 against Shirley Boys' in the annual interschool. 
Robert's ability with the bat. He must learn to move his feet 
ability who could develop into a high scoring batsman with the 

all season. Scored a 
This innings showed 
more. A player with 
correct approach. 

CRAIG McKINNON - Hard hitting batsman who often allowed himself to get out when on 
top of the bowling. Craig has the ability but must learn to curb his aggressive 
approach to batting. Scored a fine 60 against Shirley Boys'. Also safe fieldsman 
who pulled off a number of brilliant catches this season. 

RICHARD KING - Batsman with a lot of potential. Has the ability to develop into a 
most talented player, with the correct mental approach to the game. Can play all 
the shots in the book. Also team's spin bowler who with greater control will 
develop into a most attacking weapon. Achieved a fine double of 51 runs and 4-42 
against Otago Boys'. A young player with a big future in the game with the right 

match approach. 

NICHOLAS BROUGHTON - Big strong opening bowler who blasted many opposition batsmen 
out. Still developing his action and will mature into an extremely fast bowler. 
Bowled well in taking 5-39 against Kings. Also a more than useful batsman who 
scored runs all season with his big hitting approach. Topped the team with the 
highest number of "sixes" hit this season. Promising all rounder who has the 
ability to go far in the game. 

JUSTIN HENDERSON -
player with all 
ability. Useful 

both bat and ball. 

Young 

round 
with 
With 

more practice and 

determination he will 
develop into a sound 
cricketer with ability. 

TONY STEWART - Player 

with a very determined 
approach who never gave 
up trying. Batted well 
lower down the order in 

a vital partnership 
against Kings High 

School. His efforts 
were an inspiration to 

the team. 
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INTERSCHOOL RESULTS 

VS Shirley BHS 22-23/2/88 Away 

Southland batted first and thanks to a number of good partnerships and aggr 

batting made 258 all out. (C McKinnon 60, C Stevens 58 and N Broughton 57 

reply, Shirley declared at 209 for 8 with C Rawlings taking 3 for 40, Sout 

looking to build on the handy lead, chased fast runs in the second inning 

declared at 211 for 6. (R Nicol 64, D Lowe 40, N Broughton 38 n.o. and G Poph 
n.o.) This left Shirley with time in hand and a target of 262 to win. 

extremely exciting finish one run was needed off the last ball of the match to 

N Broughton took a wicket with a bouncer on that last ball. 

Result - Match Tied 

VS Kings BHS 1-2/3/88 Away 

Once again Southland batted first and struggled through to 189. Only C S 

showed real purpose in his batting and top scored with a cracking 87. Kings r 
with 171, N Broughton doing the damage with 5 for 39. C Rawlings, 3 for 30, 

bowled well. Southland declared at 146 for 9. (D Lowe 40 and C Rawlings 

Whether to chase the target or not must have confused the Kings batsmen. A 

left the field. Toilet stops perhaps? The match ended with Kings 137 for 6. 

Result - Match Drawn 

VS Otago BHS 14-15/3/88 Home 

Otago was sent into bat, which seemed a bad mistake when the first wicket fe 

102. But thanks to some clever bowling from R King, 4 for 42, and G Popham,

44, Otago was dismissed for 226. With the pitch playing many tricks, the Sou 

batsmen struggled to a total of 118 hard-earned runs. (D Lowe 23, N Broughto 

Forced to bat again, Southland managed 177 all out. {R King 51, G Popham 32 

C Rawlings 42) Needing only 70 to win with plenty of time available, Otago ov 

some aggressive bowling to reach the target with the loss of two wickets. 

Result - Outright win to Otago BHS by 8 wickets 

PEN PORTRAITS 

GARY POPHAM - Captain. Thoughtful captain who led the team by example. Fast 
who always got the wickets. More than useful batsman who saved his team on a 

of occasions with vital scores. Gary's leadership and all round encourageme 
younger players will be missed next season. 

CRAIG STEVENS - Batsman who scored heavily throughout the season. 

score an interschool century against Kings when dismissed for 87. 

against Shirley Boys. Extremely safe fieldsman in all positions. 
next season. 

Unlucky n, 

Also a fi 
Will be 1 

MURRAY HARRINGTON - Left arm medium fast bowler who picked up a large numb, 

wickets during the season. Determined player who never let the team down. B, 

style reminiscent of "Murr" Chatfield. His encouragement and determination wi 
missed next season. 
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COLTS CRICKET 

The colts teaa got off to a poor start in their first inter-school against Shirley 

Boys'. Batting first Southland Boys' managed to get 120 runs with P cass scoring 
36, P Sangster 20 and G HcEvan 15 putting some respectability on the score board • 
Shirley Boys' scored 206 for 7 declared with A Flint being the best of the Southland 
Boys' bowlers taking 3 for 32. In the second innings Southland Boys' scored 123 
runs with W Roberts 42 and P cass 31 top scoring. This left Shirley Boys' with 38 
runs to win in the second innings. Southland Boys' in an outstanding effort in the 

field managed to get 5 wickets before Shirley scored the winning run. P cass took 3 
for 11 and A Flint took 1 for 18. 

Our next ga11e was against Kings High School where the team played very well to have 
Kings all out for 113, with A Flint and P cass taking 3 wickets a piece. Southland 
Boys' batted well to score 142. P cass 69, G HcEvan 22 and P Sangster 16 were top 
scorers. Kings scored 152 in their second innings with A Flint and P cass taking 9 
wickets between them. This left Southland Boys' 123 to win. Immediately Southland 

Boys' were in trouble at 19 for 6 but D Burgess batted well for 41 to help draw the 
gaae. 

Our last game was against Otago Boys' who batted first and scored 125 with H Ramsay 
taking 3 for 15 and A Flint taking 2 wickets. Southland Boys' batted well for 139 P 
cass scoring 37, D Burgess 27. In the second innings Otago Boys' scored 209. B 
Hunyard bowled very well and took 4 for 15 and D. Burgess took 5 wickets also. The 
game finished a draw with Southland Boys' on 96 for 6 with P Sangster scoring 20. 

The team was P Sangster, W Roberts, D Mcstay, P cass, H Rarasay, G HcEwan, D Burgess, 
A Flint, L Booth, B McDermott, S Forgie, B Hunyard, B Elder, H Walker. 

The team would like to thank Hr Richardson for coaching us. 

Southland's Window & Door Centre 
22 Bay Road, lnvercargill. Phone 59-068 

WE SPECIALISE IN: Garage Doors, Shower Doors, 
Wardrobe Doors, Hinged Doors, 
Sliding Doors and Free Measure 

and Quote Replacement Windows. 

CHANCES ARE, THOSE NEW WINDOWS 
DOORS AND CONSERVATORIES 

YOU ADMIRE SO MUCH 
HAVE BEEN 
REPLACED 

BYUS!!! 

Windows worth looking into 
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2nd XI 

Coach: Mr Haworth captain: Chris Deacon 

The 2nd XI of 1988 was one of the aore successful in recent years. The team 
third - last in the Senior Reserve competition. If luck was on our side, we 
have finished closer to the middle of the table. The infamous Southland weathe 
soae dubious uapiring decisions contributed to a frustrating season. 

In the encounter with the 1st XI, we only succumbed in the last few minutes, fa 

to a two wicket loss. However, if neutral umpires had stood in the gaae, 

outcome could have been different. 

Despite these frustrations, the season was enjoyed by all. An excellent teaa s 
was fostered by Mr Haworth, who also contributed his experience on the fiel 
play. Thank you for dedicating so much tiae for our enjoyment. 

Keith Brown 

Back Row: 
Front Row: 
Abs. 

Mr P lia"")rth, Philip Cass, Kelvin Mason, Grant Maddison 
Carren Fleet, Keith Brown, Chris Deacon, David Tapp, Mark Purdue 
Landon Reiri, Gareth Hamilton, Craig McKinnon, Justin Henderson 
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Cycling 

The SBHS cycling tea• enjoyed 
an exceptionally good season 
throughout 1988. The year 
started off with a school tea• 
beating Shirley but losing to 
Kings narrowly. During these 
two interschool events the 
school's six top cyclists were 
at the NZ Chaaps so our •B" 
team perforaed creditably. 
Against Otago Boys and Tiaaru 
Boys the team managed two 
convincing wins. 

During the August holidays we 
attended the NZ School 
Chaapionships in Levin. 
Hoping to finish in the top 5, -------......;;;.;.,;iii<:;:....,..,...,.;,;,;;;..;._, ____ .;_:..,;;;;;;,:_,..;.;:�.J 

we were overshadowed by two Auckland Gra1111ar tea11& to finish third, beating Rotorua 
by one second. Jason Hc8wan finished third in the Reserves Race. 

,, 
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The teaa is indebted to 
Hr Bisschops and our 
parents for all their 
help. 

Those who rode in 1988: 
S.HcLeay, J Kissell, 
A Kissell, H Saith, 
T Graves, K Black, 
J McEwan, L Anderson, 
S Gough, G Syca110re. 

----
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Rowing 

1988 va& a &ucces&ful year for the Southland 
Boya' High rowers competing at the Nev

Zealand Secondary Schools' Roving t--'1�!iiZ' 
Championships at Lake Ruatanivha, 
Tvizel. The sculling teaa of Dion Forrest 
and Karl Kupe von gold aedal in the Under 17 
double sculls and bronze in the Under 19 
double sculls. Forrest made the final of 
the Under 19 single sculls but vas not .: 
placed. 

The Nev Zealand Secondary Schools' Chaaps, 
better known in the roving fraternity as the 
•Naadi Cup• is a treaendously exciting event
with 1000 coapetitors froa schools
throughout Nev Zealand and as aany parents
and supporters.

S.B.H.S. rows from the Waihopai Club and without the coaching and use of the c 
boats the school would be unable to offer roving to those dedicated boys. The 
thanks John Fraapton for all his support and coaching. 

Dion Forrest won the Sutherland Cup for outstanding Southland School Rower pre! 
by the Waihopai Rowing Club to finish off a successful rowing year. 

More and more people 
are using ... 

PARCEL SERVICES 

CHARTER COACHES 

H&H TRAVEL LINES LTD 

PASSENGER NETWORK 

ON SAME DAY RETURN FARES 
* Selected services 

FREIGHT - Fast reliable nationwide parcel service 

PHONE (021)82-419 
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Surfing Competition 
By Sa■ Hinchin 

On 10 Septe■ber five boys fro■ SBHS travelled to the St Clair beach at Dunedin for 
the Timaru to Bluff championships. We were the only participants fro■ out of 
Dunedin. The winning team at the co■petition vas to travel to Ht Haunganui to enter 
the national final. 

The co■petition consisted of teaas of three trying to earn as ■any points as 
possible. To vin points you had to catch a vave, stand on your surfboard and 
atte■pt to do so■e tricks. 

SBHS vas represented by Peter Milne, Corey Ward and Steven Oliver in tea■ 1 vho 
scored 18 points. 

David Lang, Saa Hinchin and a boy fro■ Kings' High School ■ade up teaa 2 and scored 
6 points. 

Although the weekend vas not a great surfing success, all of us vho attended had a 
great tiae. It vas a learning experience and next year vhen we return we plan not 
to be so far behind the winners. We'd like to thank Hrs HcFadyen for going to the 
trouble of organising the tea■ and being at the co■petition so we could benefit froa 

her advice. 

Water Polo 
Bevan Ellis 

1988 sav ■ixed fortunes for SBHS at vaterpolo. A huge a■ount of interest vas shown 
this year but unfortunately could only be catered for by 3 team. 

The tvo junior teallll co■peted well vith opposition that vas usually ■uch bigger and 
stronger than theaselves. 

The senior tea■ co■prising 15 keen, fit, seventh formers also had a successful 
season. The morale of the teaa suffered a savage blov vhen we lost to Girls' High 
but we struggled on, winning a few and losing a fair fev 110re. The team progressed 
well though, and by the end of the season aost aeabers could svim a length without 
stopping and string 2 or so■eti■es 3 passes together. 

All the games were played in high spirits and were thoroughly enjoyed. 

On behalf of the tea■s I would like to thank Hr Sherborne for all his help. 
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1. 11 A mistake ? You rrean we didn't have to 
cl.i.nt> this nountain?" 

2. "Hil You're not Ban:y Crump, 
you? Got anything to wrap our 
laughing gear round?" 

3. "This'll teach him to ask what he should do with his socks!"

4. "Make him drink it about 8. Should have a quiet night then!"

s. St Bernard and victim after daring mountain rescue.

6. "He's just heard he has to report on the trip at Asserrbly."

7. "We' re not smiling. We' re gritting our teeth. We' re waiting for Ban:y Crump
too! II 

8. "It's tails, Scott • .!_ get the extra rations."

9. The Krept in Factor - alien ascends to starship

10. Boys cluster round Boyes during ozone depletion experirrent

11. "A teacher's joke. We've heard it before ••• but we laugh. It pays�"

12. "Get the cold chisel - I can't get it off the spoon"

13. "Dropped out, Jason? I don't know what dropped out! Hope my head doesn't 
fall off."

14. "Hehl Heh! I've told them there's a girl down there sunbathing"
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Tennis 

captain - Lance King 

Coach Hiss L Boyd 

The interschool tennis 
team had another good -
year vith all but one 
interschool being von. 
This year though it vas 
the senior team vhich 
enjoyed a good run of 
vins beating Shirley 
Boys' and Kings' High 
convincingly. All credit 
though must go to Hiss 
Boyd vhose vork has been 
an invaluable asset to 
the team. 

V Kings' High 1/3/88 (avay) Juniors 11-1 Seniors 16-5 

This vas the first interschool of the year and both the seniors and juniors go 
to a good start. The juniors as in last year's aatch shoved their dominance 
the opponents and von in convincing style 11-1. The seniors, vith a few 
experienced players, also played vell to vin 16-5. 

v Otago Boys' High 14/3/88 (home) Juniors 6-6 Seniors 21-0 

This is traditionally the hardest interschool of the year and unfortunately w 
not fare vell at all. The seniors, even vith the •home town advantage" coul 
manage a vin despite soae hard-fought games. Otago Boys' had the depth 
through their team vith all but one in Otago representative teaas. The ju 
however, put in an excellent performance to drav 6-6. This vas a coamendable 
considering the lack of top tennis experience of some of the 11ellbers. 

v Shirley Boys' High 22/3/88 (avay) Juniors 11-1 Seniors 17-4 

A good score to end the season. The juniors again von vith relative ease with 
fine tennis. The seniors also von vell despite losing a fev rubbers through a 
of experience in doubles play. 

PEH PORTRAITS SENIOR TEAM 

LANCE KING (captain) - Fifth year in the interschool tennis team for Lance 
captain he has led by example, vith at times, gifted tennis. His maturit: 
experience have been of value by the teaa. 

DARYL GIHBLETT - Fourth year in interschool team for Daryl. He plays a strong 
vith a pover serve and baseline shots. Heeds to look at volleying a little mo: 
wait for the right opportunity to coae along. Played in all three interschool: 
vill be a valued member next year. 

PETER KING - Fourth year in interschool team for Peter. Has the potential ti 

far better player. Lacks confidence but vhen he starts to put his gaae togeth1 
vill be a force to be reckoned vith. A valued tea• meaber this year vho wi: 
invaluable next year. Played all three interschools. 
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MATTHEW EDWARDS - Second year playing interschool tennis. He has shown a aarked
iaproveanet in his gaae. Needs to develop aore consistancy and he will develop into 
good player. At tiaes lacked experience but aade up for it with deteraination. 
Played all three interschools. 

BLAIR MADDISON First year in senior team. A young player with a lot of 
potential. He possesses all the shots and a good head to develop into a fine 
player. Needs to develop a second serve and he will have aany aore good wins. 
Played one interschool. Will be a handy player for next year. 

LYNDON STEVENS - Second year in senior interschool teaa. Lyndon is a sound and 
dependable lower order player. Not aany opponents have been able to beat hia and 
his fine play accounts for this. Needs to be a little aore attacking minded and he 
will do well. Played in one interschool. 

CALVIN STEVENS - Another young player with loads of ability. A good bottoa order
player who held up his end well. Will develop into a good player as he gains 
experience. Played one interschool. 

STEPHEN FROST - A seventh foraer who caae into the tea• this year. Gave nothing 
away to his opponents. Needs to play a aore attacking gaae especially in doubles. 
Played two interschools. 

DAVID POWLEY - Another seventh foraer 
needs to be aore attacking in his play. 
one interschool. 

who came into the tea• this year. 
was only used for his doubles play. 

Again 
Played 

L.King, D.Giablett, P.King, B Maddison all gained Southland representative honours.

PBN PORTRAITS - JUNIOR TSAN

BRENDON BRICE - Top young player who is a very gritty performer. He stood out for
his fine play in both doubles and singles. With 110re experience and strength 
Brendon will be another top young prospect. Played all three interschools and will 
aake his aark felt in the senior tea• next year. 

HAMISH McKENZIE - Another top young player who perforaed with distinction in all 
three interschools. Needs to develop a little aore consistency and he will win aany 
110re games. 

SIMON MADDISON - A young player with enoraous potential. Has all the strokes and
now only needs the experience and strength to coapleaent the■. Played in all three 
interschools. 

SHANB TURNER - A player who lacked experience but gave it his best at all times

and recorded soae good wins. He iaproved greatly and will always be a handy player. 
Played one interschool. 

JASON HENDERSON A new aeaber who handled hiaself well against some tough 
opposition. Lacks experience and confidence but with tinie he will enjoy aany 110re 

good wins. Played in two interschools. 

B Brice, H McKenzie and S Maddison all aade Southland Representative 

Lance King 
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Badmi�on 

This year saw about 40 boys involved at Surrey Park on Wednesday afternoons. 

The school badainton teaa this year closely resembled those of previous years by 
once again proving very strong. The •1• tea■ consisted. of Brent Kingsland 
(captain), Nathan McKenzie, Daryl Marshall and Brent McKenzie. 

This inter-school tea■ was too strong for an Otago Boys' High and convincingly beat 
the■ 6 - O. 

The first ■ajor co■petition of the season was the local 
Secondary Schools Tournaaent where the school had 3 tea11S entered. In a close final 
with James Hargest the •A• tea■ won 3 - 2. Good tea■ spirit was a factor in this 
win. In winning this we secured ourselves a position in the South Island Regional 
Final at Ti■aru. 

In losing 7 - 1 to Kings' High and only losing by one set (9 sets to 8 sets) against 
Tiaaru, we were placed third in the South Island. We felt a little unlucky as there 
were a couple of hard fought, three set ■atches which could have gone either way. 

On behalf of the team I would like to thank Hr Wayne Kingsland for managing and 
driving the tea■ to Ti■aru. Hy thanks ■ust also go to Hr Sarson for his 
organisational skills. 

There are ■any young up-and-co■ing players at SBHS and I'• sure they will continue 
to make Bad■inton strong in the school for years to coae. 

The tea■'s achieve■ents outside the school co■petition. 

Brent Kingsland -
* Heaber: Sld Ul8 tea■. 
* Winner: Otago Ul8 Doubles title. 
* Runner-up: Ul8 Sld Doubles
* Runner-up: Ul8 SI Singles Plate.

Nathan McKenzie -
* Hellber: Sld Ul8 tea■. 

Daryl Marshall -
* Winner: Otago Ul6 Singles & Doubles. 

SI Ul6 Mixed Doubles. 
Sld Open plate. 
Sld Ul6 Doubles. 

* He■ber: SI Ul6 teaa to Australia. � ..... �..,E 
Sld Ul6 representative tea■. 
Officially ranked 3rd in N.Z. 

* Runner-up: Sld Ul6 and Ul8 Singles.
SI Ul6 Singles and Doubles. 
Sld Ul6 Nixed Doubles. 
Otago Ul6 Hixed Doubles. 

Brent McKenzie 
* Winner: "D" Grade Sin<Jles Club title. 
* He■ber: "D" Grade winning teaa.
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Basketball 

1st V 

captain: Lyndon Stevens 

Coach: Hrs Sherborne 

This year's tea• lacked 
the experience seen in 
previous years, and a 
great deal of work was 
required to teach tactics 
to the new players. 

The true ability of the 
team was not seen until 
the later stages of the 
season, when perforaances 
had greatly iaproved. 

our first gaae was against 
the talented Otago Boys' 
team which blitzed us with 
their fast, hustling play. 
Despite soae fine shooting 
by Lyndon Stevens and soae 
aggressive defensive play 
fro• Andrew and Warren 
caapbell, we lost 48 to 
102. 

7 I Saith 
13 H Winiata 
19 T Giles 

4 H Stevens 

6 D Hartin 8 R Nicol 
12 A caapbell 10 L Stevens (cap 
11 W caapbell 9 R HcNeill 
Coach Hrs L Sherborne 

Waitaki Boys were our 2nd interschool opponents, against whoa we had a 
realistic chance of winning. With the help of soae bustling play and strong dt 
by Ian Saith, we came within striking distance but literally ran out of ti■e. 
score - lost 53-64. 

Our last interschool of the year was against King's High School, a game we en 
hoping to gain soae pride. The teaa finally caae together and played coanend 
All aspects of our gaae had improved and we looked to have the gaae under contr 
half tiae. But the 2nd half proved to be a different ball gaae. Our de 
started to lapse and Kings were able to build on their score and eventually cat 
on us with 10 ainutes reaaining on the clock. Michael Winiata, the youngest of 
teaa, shone throughout the gaae and demonstrated his confident ball skills 
shooting ability. The scoring tally was evenly spread throughout the teaa. We 
58 - 62. 

We finished the season with the tea■ showing its true capabilities, co■ing 4ti 
the local co■petition. 

The tea■ sincerely thank our coach Hrs Sherborne. We appreciate the ti■e and e, 

she put into helping us. We also extend our gratitude to Hr Sherborne, particul 
for his help during the Otago Boys' interschool. 
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U16 BASKETBALL 

For the first tiae in 
aany years the under , 
16 Basketball tea■ 
succeeded in 
displacing Cargill as 
the winners of the 
southland Basketball 
Association Junior 
Cup. 

The tea■ played well 
together achieving 
success by a 
combination of 
tea■vork and sound 
defensive play. All 
gaaes were closely 
c o n t e s t e d 
particularly those 
against the top Back Row: 

Cargill tea■ who were Front Row 
only defeated in the 
closing ■inutes of 
the final by a well 
executed 3 point play 
aade by Boyd Roff. 

Mr C Mc:Gillvray, B 'I\Jtty, R King, D Tapp, S Paaka, B Pankhurst 

P McDonald, J Keast (VC), N Broughton (C), B Roff, B Brice 

� 

Many of the players show considerable ability which looks promising for the 
1st Vin years to coae. Played 13 - Von 10 - Lost 3. 

At 

UNDER U BASKETBALL 

Tea■ Hellbers: Shane Ripley, Gary Joyce, 
Jere■y Dyer, Dallas Franklin, Paul Roderique, 
Rangi Ropata, Caaeron Si■pson, Jason Hasler, 
Clayton Jones, Justin Murdoch. 
Coach: Kr Rout. 

the beginning of the season the tea■ 
members had a wide range of skills. With 
regular practices these skills iaproved and by 
the end of the season their defensive play in 
particular was much better. 

Although the tea■ only won about a quarter of its 
ga■es each encounter was keenly fought. One of 
the proble■s our players had was a lack of height 
co■pared with so� of the other tea■s . Despite 
this disadvantage all me■bers played 
enthusiastically and enjoyed the season. 
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Harriers 

Front Row: GeoffreyDurry, Ce.niel Sim, Jason Hasler, Ce.niel Wallace, Tim Tayler, 
Peter Reid, Brent Smith, Clive Swale 

Second Row: Aaron Smith,• Paul Hayes, Justin Murdoch, Jason McEwan, Lindsay Hide, 
Hamish Walker 

Third Row: Tristan Ce.wson, Matthew Heaton, Clark Sim, Nathan Chilton, Brett Conner, 
Robert Swale, Mr Lauren 

Fourth Row: Jason Sha"{
.L

Crat�!:laldson,_�ew "!hite, Wayne Smith 

WARNOCK$ 

MENS AND BOYSWEAR 

STOCKISTS OF 

ALL SCHOOL UNIFORMS 

AND FOOTBALL GEAR 

Phone 44-693. 
54 Tay Street. 

lm'.crcargill 
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Golf 

Captain - G Pophaa 

The Southland Boys' High School 1988 golf teaa enjoyed plenty of success through the 
later stages of the year, but aet with defeat in the interschools at the beginning. 

Interschool results: 

v Kings - Lost 6 1/2 - 5 1/2
v Shirley - Lost 7-1 
v otago Lost 9-6 

However, with the Intercollegiate 
Provincial Tournaaent 
approaching, the teaa reached 
full strength and coafortably 
won the N.P.F. Southland 
Regional. The team had to play 
the Otago Regional winners to 
decide who would represent 
Otago/Southland region in the 
national finals. 

Old foes, Otago Boys', were to be 
our opponents on neutral ground 
at the Croawell Golf Club, played 
over 36 holes. 

am. SBHS read -

G Popham - 82 S Jaaison - 80 T Johnston - 80 N Fowle - 89 

The worst score in each round was not counted. This gave SBHS a 2 stroke lead going 
into the afternoon round. 

pm. SBHS scores read respectively 78, 77, 84, 83. 

This was too good for Otago and it gave SBHS a win overall by 13 strokes and a trip 
to Wellington to play in the national finals at the Hutt Golf Club. 

Arriving in Wellington on the 31 August, the teaa enjoyed its practice round that 
afternoon and the general consensus of the course was one of confusion over wind 
direction and speed of greens. The final was played the next day in showery and 
windy conditions over 36 holes. After the aorning round the team was lying second 
with scores reading -

G Pophaa - 79 S Jamison - 79 T Johnston - 84 N Fowle - 87 

The teaa was hoping for a good final result but didn't handle the tough conditions 
so well in the afternoon. The scores read respectively 81, 86, 87, and 88. We 
finished 5th overall. Gisborne Boys' High had coae from behind to win the event and 
a trip to the U.K. Individual results saw G Popham 5th overall and S Jaaison 7th 
equal overall. This concluded a very enjoyable trip for the team. 

The tea■ wishes to thank Hr James for his support and guidance throughout the year. 
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Hockey 1st XI

Captain: Murray Harrington 

Coach: Mr Sherborne 

We began the season in the Senior Section of the local competition. Unfort 
we were relegated to Senior Reserve partway through the season. The lower s 
gave us little match practice and we often accounted for our opposition by mo 
ten goals. The lack of tough competition was evident in our Interschool 

which should have been better. 

INTERSCHOOL FIXTURES 

vs Otago BHS - drew 2 - 2 
A game which we should have won after leading 2 - 0. Goal scorers were B Wal! 

G Coates 

vs Waitaki BHS - drew 1 - 1 
A very flowing and open game between two sides of similar ability. W1 
decidedly unlucky not to score in the final minute. M Harrington scored the\ 

vs Kings HS - drew 2 - 2 
As usual our most physical encounter. After a poor first half showing, we 
with purpose in the second half to even the score up to 2 - all. 
Goals to K Mills and M Harrington. 

vs Gore High - lost 2 - 4 
A poor performance which Gore, to their credit, took advantage of and achie 
deserved victory. Both goals to M Harrington. 

TOURNAMENT 
This year we again took part in the Challenge Shield Tournament. It was play 
the Sandy Point Grounds in the first week of the holidays. 

After the first two days of section play we progressed through to the semi
after a stroke competition with Kingswell. 

Our semi-final match against Gore ended disappointingly in a 4 - 0 loss. 

We then played Logan Park for 3rd and 4th positions. In our final game fo. 
season some attractive hockey was produced in appalling conditions and we won 
and thus achieved 3rd place in the tournament. 

After the tournament four players were named in the Tournament Team. 

They were - Murray Harrington 
Kylie Mills 
Simon Galt 
Chris Gormack 

The team thanks Mr Sherborne for his time and guidance throughout the season an 
particular for the work he put into co-organising a successful tournament. 
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TEAM PROFILES 

HURRAY HARRINGTON (Captain) effective distributor of possession while also scoring 
numerous goals. Experienced player with over 130 games for the 
side. 

KYLIE MILLS - (Vice Captain) skillful player with the ability to read the game

SIMON GALT 

TROY McGREGOR 

CHRIS GORMACK 

TAI TRAN 

GREG COATES 

MICHAEL BAXTER 

BRENDON WALKER 

SCOTT MILLAR 

CRAIG CASEY 

GRANT HARRISON 

Front Row: 

Second Row: 
Third Row: 
Absent: 

well. His solid play and effective tackling will be sorely
missed.

- Very talented goalkeeper with much potential. Simon produced
some exceptional saves during the season and saved many strokes.

- changed to the forwards during the season and enjoyed much
success. His aggressive approach was rewarded with some
spectacular goals.

- skillful player with much potential. His play was rewarded with
selection in the tournament team.

- fast, courageous and skillful player who will be a decided asset
to sides in the future years.

- strong player with powerful hit. Scored some good goals at 
crucial times.

- improved during the season as his confidence grew. Good 
tackler. 

- often the youngest and
outplayed many of his
against Tairei.

smallest player on the field. Brendon 
opponents. Brilliant back-stick goal 

- talented fullback who gained respect from all opposing forwards.
His tackling and clearing were superb at all times.

- fast player who will enjoy further success if he improves his
ball control.

- another player who always gave his all for the team. Asset to
next year's side.

Grant Harrison, Chris Gonna.ck, Murray Harrington (Capt), 
Tai Tran 

Troy M'.:Greg:,r, Greg Coates, Kylie Mills, Mr B Sherborne 
Craig Casey, Sinon Galt, S=tt Millar 
Brendon Walker 

l9 
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Ten Pin Bowling 

1988 saw the start of a new sport for the 
school when the newly erected Superbowl 
asked the school if it was interested in 
entering a team in a Southland Secondary 
Schools League. 

Our school entered two teams. The 
team consisted of Jason Blair, 

Roberts, Vance Pritchard, Jonathon 
Aaron Neilson and Daryn Dore. 

Senior 
Antony 
Baird, 

The Junior team was Philip Cass (Captain), 
Shane Turner, Richard Molloy and Robert 

Mitchell. 

and 
other 

for 
the 

of 

The competition was round robin 
involved two teams against each 
every Monday. One point was awarded 
each individual win and one for 

overall win, making a possible total 
three points. 

The teams performed very well, and in 
first practice week the Seniors scored 
in a single game. Antony scored 
impressive 205 and the lowest was 157, 

the 
696 
an 
an encouraging start to the season. 

A few weeks into the competition, when we were joint leaders with the numbe· 
Kingswell team we played the other Boys' High team who had just been beaten 3 
Kingswell. This turned out to be our closest series, and we won one game each 
the Senior team finally winning by only one pin. 

Nearing the end of the league we me1 
Kingswell One team. Our team played 
all over 150 and Antony broke 200 f< 
second time with 203. We took the 
from Kingswell and could relax towarc 
end. 

The season ended with the Senior 
being placed first and the Junior 
third. SBHS also featured predomin 
in the bowling statistics. An 
highest game, highest series, 3rd hi 
average and highest pinfall over ave 
Jason: 2nd highest game, 3rd hi 
series. Shane: 2nd highest average. 
Senior team also had the highest game 
series and the Junior team had the 
highest game. 

On the final 
tournament was 
successful. 
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Swimming 

1988 was again a very successful year for School Svi•ing and school sviaiers. 

At the recent Collegiate Schools' Relay Carnival, SBHS entered 3 teaas in both the 
Freestyle and Kedley Relays. This is the aost teaas for a nullber of years and all 
sviaaers performed very well. The No. 1 Tea■ of Craig Boylan, Glen Haailton, Nathan 
KcNa■ara and Justin Burgess von both Freestyle and Kedley Relays very comfortably. 
The No. 2 Team was third in the Freestyle Relay. 

On the 9th April, the school sent a tea■ of five svi-■ers, Craig Boylan, Glen 
Haailton, Justin Burgess, Nathan KcNa■ara and Bevan White to the South Island 
Secondary Schools' Svi-ing Cha■pionships at the QB II pool in Christchurch. 

All svinaers performed very well with everyone ■aking the finals. Glen Ha■ilton 
svaa very well, gaining third in 50• Freestyle, second in 50■ Butterfly and a good 
swia to win the 50m backstroke. Craig Boylan was second in the 50■ 100■ and 200■ 
Breaststroke events against stiff co■petition. 

The tea■ would like to thank Kr Sherborne for organising the trip and Kr Paris for 
driving us to Christchurch. 

�� 
Results: South Island Secondary Schools 

\J Craig Boylan 2nd 50 Breaststroke Ti■e 33.88 
i I 2nd 100 Breaststroke Ti■e 1.15. 72 

2nd 200 Breaststroke Ti■e 2.50.46 

Glen Hamilton 1st 50 Backstroke Time 30.75 
2nd 50 Butterfly Ti■e 29.00 
3rd 50 Freestyle Tille 26.84 

Justin Burgess 3rd 100 Butterfly Time 1.10.84 
6th 50 Backstroke Time 34.38 

Nathan KcHa■ara 5th 100 Freestyle Time 1.04.18 
4th 50 Freestyle Time 28.29 
8th 50 Butterfly Time 35. 77

Bevan White 7th 100 Breaststroke Time 1.29.89 
7th 50 Breaststroke Time U.30

Kedley Relay SBHS 4th Time 2.08.49 
Freestyle Relay SBHS 5th Ti■e 1.51. 70 
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Rugby 1st XV 

The 1st XV had another busy and successful season. The tea■ vas undefeate 
traditional inter-schools (draws against Otago and Waitaki; wins against k 

Tiaaru). The tea■ won the local Under 20 co■petition and also represented 
Schools at the National Secondary Schools Sevens Cha■pionship in Auckland. 

However, the highlight of 
the season was undoubtedly 
the tour to Taiwan in 
April. The tea■ was 
invited by the Nev Zealand 
Secondary Schools Rugby 
council to represent Nev 
Zealand Schools at the 
prestigious Pan-Pacific 
Youth Rugby tournament 
which is hosted by the 
Taiwan Rugby Union and is 
held every two years. 

This year's tournament 
(the 6th) was held in 
Keelung City, reputedly 
the wettest seaport in the 
world! It certainly 
confir■ed that reputation 
during our week in Taiwan. 

Twelve tea■s fro■ nine countries took part in the tourna■ent. The 1st XV p« 
creditably and did auch better than expected. 

The opening match against a Japanese high school was disappointing - the res, 
a 6-all draw. Hore coaait11ent was evident in the second aatch against a 
Taiwan teaa. We won 13-0 and Pool A. 

We reached the final by accounting for two representative tea1115 fro■ Austr 
Northern Territory Under 20 by 19-0 and Western Australia Under 20 by 6-4. 
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next day and was a one 
affair. Our oppo 
Tupou College from 
were too old and too & 

They won 32-0; we ha, 
our dash the day befor1 

The trip was made po: 
by the efforts of Ve 
groups notably the po 
who raised approxi1 
$25000 and the Old 
Assn who made a gen 
donation towards 
purchase of a set 
all-weather track suits 
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REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS: 

south Island secondary Schools - craig Hall 

south Ialand Ul8 - Saa Hazlett, Craig Hall 

southland Ul8 - Saa Hazlett, Craig Hall, Bevan Ellis, Jim Turner, Patrick Sullivan, 
Paul Fleet, Lance King, Andrew Barker 

as,uth Ialand Under 16 - Nicholas Stratford, Sean DerllOdy 

southland Secondary Schoola - Lance King, Chris Deacon, Andrew Barker, Paul Fleet, 
Daryl Gillblett, Robert Swale, Doug Reid, Craig Hall, Patrick Sullivan, 
Robert Mitchell, Jason Goodaan, Bevan Ellis (Capt), Jla Turner 

RUGBY 1st Xv 

Front Row: Paul Fleet, Grant Cerrrody, Robert Swale, Bevan Ellis (captain) 
Lance King (Vice Captain), Jason Goodm3n, Daryl Gimblett 

Second Row: Sinon Raynes, Nathan Chilton, Sean Dc!nnody, Jim Turner, 
Patrick Sullivan, Jamie Findlay 

Third Row: Craig Hall, Jason Munro, Mr C William, (Coach) Cbuglas Reid, 

Robert Mitchell 
Fourth Row: Andrew Barker, Craig Smith, Nicholas Stratford, Chris Dc!acon 
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CRITIQUES: 

BEVAN ELLIS 

LANCE KING 

SIMON RAYNES 

CHRIS DEACON 

ANDREW BARKER 
JULIAN McCOLL 

JASON GOODMAN 

DARYL GIHBLETT 

PAUL FLEET 

GRANT DERMODY 

ROBERT MITCHELL 

JASON MUNRO 

JAMIE FINDLAY 

CRAIG SMITH 

JIH TURNER 

- (Capt) Lock. Outstanding leadership. Displayed a

maturity rarely seen at this level. Played a major pa:
success of the team.

- (Vice-Capt) Full Back. Steady, reliable. Grand tackler 
outstanding season despite injury. 

- Wing. An outstanding performer. Scored some exciti1 

Huch promise but now up to him to develop it. 

- Wing. Had a good season. Fast and determined left win( 
future in the game. 

- Centre. Fast off the mark, ability to penetrate backlir 
- 2nd 5/8. A strong and steady mid-field player. On 

strong performer. Fitness levels need to improve if 
develop in the game. 

- Inside Back. Talented but erratic. Has a promising ft 
must improve his dedication and accept advice. 

- 1st 5/8. Developed ball skills and an outstanding goal 
Will be the team pivot next season. 

- Half-back. Strong. Distributed the ball well. Despite 
and injury, served the team well. 

- Half-back. Limited opportunities but a more than useful

Outstanding in the final against Woodlands (on the wing!
- No. 8. Strong on the drive. Needs to improve his 

fitness.
- Flanker. A useful blindside flanker. Very strong. Dev 

confidence during the season. 
- Flanker

season.
- Flanker.

Needs to
- Flanker .

lineout.
game.

Fast, vigorous and very competitive. Had 

Limited opportunities but a useful openside 

improve his tackling. 

. Vigorous and competitive. Dominated the bac 

Grand value in the team. Has a promising futu. 

SEAN DERMODY - Lock. Lots of illnesses but with more work will develo:

formidable competitor. Immensely strong. 
PATRICK SULLIVAN - Lock. Disciplined himself and became a solid, tight 

Enjoyed running with the ball in hand. 
DOUGLAS REID - Prop. Developed into a grand prop. Able to compete w: 

bigger opponents. Needs to keep playing because he is p1 
NICHOLAS STRATFORD - Prop. A superb tighthead or loosehead prop. Developir 

other skills. Will be a great asset in the next 2 yE 

CRAIG HALL 

SAM HAZLETT 

NATHAN CHILTON 

ROBERT SWALE 

great prospect. 

- Hooker. Had a grand season. Dedicated to the team'E 
Played valiantly in Taiwan. Superb hooker and able to cc 
any company. 

- Prop. Left school at the end of Term 1. Strc 
uncompromising. 
to conditioning. 

Has a future in the game if he devotes n 

Wing. Confidence improved and played well in Taiwan. Suf 
broken collar bone and received limited opportunities aft 
A good team man. 

- Flanker. On his day a devastating open-side flanker. 

promising future if he improves his tackle count. Ha 
high levels of fitness. 
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TRADITIONAL INTER-SCHOOL FIXTURES 

vs Otago Boys' - Dunedin 12-all 
A tightly fought match. School led for most of the game but Otago came back 
strongly late in the game to clinch a well-deserved draw. Strong scrummaging by the 
pack but disappointing in the lineouts. Possession was evenly contested. The 
school backs looked competent but seemed to take the wrong direction. 

vs Waitaki Boys' - Oamaru 19-all 
Almost the upset of the season. School seemed to take Waitaki Boys' much too 
casually. Waitaki Boys' raced to a 10-0 lead within the first 10 minutes - both 
tries were the result of mistakes in defence by SBHS. SBHS continued to play poorly 
and at half-time were behind by 13-6. After half-time, and despite a strong team 
talk, school conceded further points and Waitaki went to a 19-6 lead. With time up 
on the clock and a scrum on the school line the ball was transferred to the 
blindside to Raynes on the right wing. He tapdanced to our 22 and then stepped 
infield and as he was tackled, transferred to left wing Deacon who raced 50 metres 

to score. Gimblett added the extras and school snatched a thrilling draw. 

vs Kings' High School - Invercargill 16-9 
An even match which School won. A rather lack-lustre game. Although never troubled 
School found Kings' to be worthy opponents. 

vs Timaru 48-0 
Played at the Les George Oval, School turned in easily the best performance of the 
inter-school season. Timaru were taken apart in both the backs and forwards. Some 
wonderful team tries were created. Raynes was particularly outstanding on the right 
wing. 

NOTE: In the grand final of the U20 competition School tore into Woodlands and won 
convincingly by 41-0. In an earlier encounter at Rugby Park Woodlands had defeated 
School by 11-10. In the 2nd game School had won by 28-4. The grand final was a 
fitting climax to a long but memorable season. 

The team would like to thank Hr Williams for his contribution to the team's cause. 
Thanks also to the parents and supporters for their encouragement. 

2nd XV 

Coach - Hr I Baldwin 

Record: Played 21 

- 0 0 0 -

Won 16 

captain - Chris Ramsay 

Lost 5 

The 1988 season was extremely successful for the 2nd XV considering the fact that Hr 
Baldwin was not available for pre-season training and the first two competition 
games due to his trip to Taiwan. However we overcame this initial setback to win 
these games with very physical encounters . 

The team was very young this year with only 6 players returning from previous 
seasons. The lack of eAperience did not hinder our performances early on and as the 
season progressed so did the ability of the team to play attractive flowing rugby. 
This was proven by the defeat of Verdon College and Boys' High ensnaring the 
Challenge Cup. 
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Front Row: Darren Fleet, Matthew Hazlett, Corey Rawlings, Chris Ramsay, 
Jason Hall, Darren Lowe, Keith Brown 

Second Row: Matthew F.clwards, Cean Fo=est, Reon Goodwillie, Andrew Carrpbell, 

Nicholas Broughton, Glen Wilcox 
Third Row: Peter King, Bruce M:::Intyre, Mr I Baldwin, Leonard Pulham, Clark Sim 
Fourth Row: Murray Brice, Glen Roff 

This season the 2nd XV played 4 interschools. Against Otago Boys', we went de 
19 in a disappointing performance. Against Waitaki Boys' we won 9 - 3, mainly 
forward dominance. Kings High was played in atrocious conditions but we re 
winners 26 - 3. St. Peters was played as a curtain raiser for South] 
Wellington where a physically demanding performance was required in order tc 
This was achieved and we won 13 - 9. 

Nearing the end of competition games it was evident that the top 4 positions 
be decided among the 4 High Schools - Southland Boys, James Hargest, Verdon 
Cargill. The final placings were Verdon 1st, cargill 2nd and SBHS 3rd. It wa

as good as we hoped but certainly not disappointing. 

Special congratulations to D.Fleet, ff.Broughton and P.King for gaining selecti 
Southland Ul6. 

Thanks Mr Baldwin for your time, effort and dedication and best of luck ii 
future. 

By Chris Ramsay. 
- 0 0 0 
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Undert60pen Blue 

captain: R Dickson Coach: HJ Dickson 

The team played well from the start of the season. The forwards were usually 
dominant, particularly in set pieces and driving play. The backs showed pace and 
initative on attack and this, coupled with the support play of the forwards, enabled 
us to produce many fine performances, against both school and club sides. 

We finished second in the competition, one point behind a very strong, well 
performed cargill H.S. side. 

We would like to thank Hr Dickson for the time and effort he put into the team 

throughout the season. 

Record: Played 15 

Points for 401 

Won 13 Lost 2 

Points against 101 

The Team: P cass, B Corbett, A Dempsey, R Dickson, s Dunlop, R Faiva, H Lindsay, 
K Mason, J Moreton, P Nanai, B Pankurst, H Price, A Ronald, A Smith, 

J Soanes, K Taane, Q Taipari, D Tapp, A Watson, A Wilson. 

- 0 0 0 -

Under 16 White 

captain - Hark Purdue Coach - Hr A Bailey 

This team was made up mainly of newcomers to the great game of rugby. As the year 
progressed we learned a lot about tactics and the skills required to play the game. 
The more we played the greater the improvement shown in our play. We ended the 
season with a number of draws and close results which was a marked improvement from 
our early season games, where heavy losses were suffered. This improvement in all 
round play was due to the commitment of several players who showed out at practice 
and during the season's games. 

These players included Aaron Brown, Jonathon Horrax, Paul Kitto, Neil HcAra, Jason 
Hasler and Hark "George" Purdue. 

One game that really stood out was our effort against James Hargest. With only 
thirteen players the team never gave up trying and only a mistake with two minutes 
to go allowed Hargest to score a converted try which enabled them to sneek a draw. 
If we had shown that same commitment all season the results would have been vastly 
different. 

Our special thanks go to Hr Bailey for the experience and effort he put into the 
team during the season. 

- 0 0 0 -
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Under 16 Open Red 

Captains - J Henderson 
V Yeo 

Coaches - Hr I Welsh 
Hr B Welsh 

After an unstable start to the season, we sorted the team out and develope, 
strong and determined unit, We lost most of our games but we all enjo: 

effort. We practised hard each Wednesday and Thursday, having a few laugh: 

process. It was always enjoyable to win and we had some unlucky games in, 

could have won. 

For the record we won 3, drew o, lost a few. 

The team would like to thank the Welsh brothers for their time and ef 
combining rugby, humour and fun into a very enjoyable season and we would al 
to thank Hr Yeo for his support and help with the team every Saturday. 

The Team: V Yeo, J Henderson, 
K Wright, L Reiri, J 
C Colyer, A Cundall, 
H White, T McGregor. 

K Kupe, S Robinson, H Learmonth, P Coy, R 
Cowie, W Jones, S Harrington, S Colyer, B 

B Kane, N HacNamara, C Taylor, D Houston, 

- 0 0 0 -

Under 16 Restricted Blue 
Coaches - Hr Ward Captain - J Burgess 

Hr Hurcott 

The team got off to a slow start but came together mid-season with some outs 
perfor111c1nces. Flyhalf Hamish McKenzie shone out in all facets of pl 
wing-threeguarter Quinn Hicks displayed good allround skills. In the forwar 
Jeffrey Busbridge proved himself a fine lineout jlJlll)er. He had good support 
back of the lineout from Sam Riley, who displayed fine attacking skills, and 
Elder, flanker, who tackled fearlessly all season. 

The team finished second in the competition 2 points behind Verdon College, 1 
games and winning all others. 

Many thanks to our coaches, Hr Ward and Hr Hurcott. 

The Team: Justin Burgess (Captain), Braydon Cooper, Jody Young, Brendon Bue 
Blair 'Spock' Hiller, Rhys 'Flakey' Williamson, Jeffrey Busbridge, 
Elder, Peter Reid, Sam Riley, David Nicol, Hamish McKenzie, Paul 
Lyndon Burgess, Quinn Hicks, Phillip Honeywell, Dion Williams. 

- o O o -

:Under 15 Open Blue 
Coaches - Hr Munro Manager - Hr Yeo 

Hr Mortimore 

After an initial heavy loss the team quickly developed into a very good team. 
strength of the team was the speedy loose forwards and the very quick inside 
Highlights of the season were the two wins over the other Boys' High team i1 
grade 10 - 6 and 15 - O. 
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Players to stand out: 

In the Forwards: Alan Mortimore, Dale Booth, Maurice Windle, Grant Perrian, Shaun 
Yoe, and Jason Harper. 

In the Backs: Geff Durry, Angus Low, Shaun Dawson, Michael Fairbairn, Jamie Rusk and 
Jason Ward.

Thanks must go to Hr Mortimore and Hr Munro who coached the side and a special vote 
of thanks must go to Hr Yoe who managed the team when the coaches were unavailable 
through refereeing duties. 

- o O o -

Under 15 Open Red 
Captain - Fraser Hampton Coach - Hr W Richardson 

We began the season with a mixture of experience and inexperience because at least 
two of our team were playing their first season of rugby. We practised Wednesdays 
and Thursdays. Hr Richardson was patient and we all benefited greatly from it by 
advancing our rugby skills and learning to work together as a team. 

our forward pack did especially well. 
teams we managed to hold our ground. 
work together as a good combination. 

Even against the huge Kingswell and Cargill 
Throughout the season the locks learned to 

The Team: F Hampton (Captain), D Mcstay, R Harvey, C Bulleid, H Anderson, 
G Sinclair, D Burgess, S Imlach, A Watkins, H McPherson, R Cook, P Lucy, 
D Wallace, H HacAskill, P Sangster, A Mccurdy, D Wilson, H Fairweather, 
G Mitchell. 

Our congratulations go to Glen Sinclair who made the Southland Under 14 team. We 
would like to thank Hr Richardson who gave up a lot of his own time for the team. 

osing J - o o o -
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Under 15 Restricted Blue 
Coach - Hr Lyn Walker 

It took a couple of games before we 
work as a team. During this period 
margin of greater than three points. 
a 6-4 win over Cargill and from then 

really began to know each other as players and 
we lost our first four games - but none by a 
Our first win occurred in our fifth game with 

on the team earned an impressive record. 

Our coach, Hr Walker, tried to get us to play open, running rugby making good use of 
the backs but unfortunately poor turnouts at practices prevented us from reaching 
our full potential. A few turned out for virtually every practice including Michael 
Ramsay, Doug Sadler, Ness Taane, Brendon Hodgkinson, Lincoln Booth and Hamish 
Walker. This com11itment by these particular players led to the selection of Michael 
Ramsay, Brendon Hodgkinson and Hamish Walker in the North Metropolitan Ul4 team, 
with Doug Sadler unfortunately just over the age limit, as was Lincoln Booth. 
Hodgkinson was also chosen for the Town rep. team that was defeated by a strong 
Country side in the Southland trial. Other than the representative players, Ness 
Taane, Doug Sadler, Terry Frisby and Lincoln Booth all made valuable contributions 
to the side. 
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Tryscorers were: Lincoln Booth 5; Doug Sadler 3; Ness Taane 2; Brendon Hodgl 

and Lloyd Hook 1. Hamish Walker kicked 28 points. 

Record: Played 12 
Points For 100 

Won 4 Lost 7 Drew 1 
Points Against 85 

A total of 18 tries were scored with 8 being converted and 4 penalty goals ki 
the oppositions 17 tries, 7 conversions and 1 dropped goal. Our best win 
achieved over a strong Collegiate side 12-8, a thumping of Cargill 36-0 

hard-fought victory against the top Star team by 10-6 in a combined effort w

other S.B.H.S. team. 

The Team: 
Forwards: Blair Cuckow, Hare Geange, Terry Frisby, Clayton Jones, Ryan Pc 

Michael Ramsay, Doug Sadler, Ness Taane, Hare Williamson and Hark W:

Backs: Lincoln Booth, Vivian Fox, Kenny Frisby, Brendon Hodgkinson, Lloyd 
Matthew Moir, Clive Swale and Hamish Walker. 

By Hamish Walker 3LS 

- 0 0 o

QUALITY STYLE 

/
'--

� 
FASHION FLAIR 

Choose from our extensive selection 

of fashion menswear and accessories 

Suppliers to C.R.T. HIRE SUIT SERVICE 

�'WHill.M & 7/rOHn 
MENSWEAR 

53 Esk Street, lnvercargill, Phone 88-213 
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Soccer 

Front Rov: Richard Peterson, Cameron Bain, Steven Frost, Craig Stevens, Blair Maddison, 
Grant Eade 

Second Rov: Simon Tattersfleld, Grant Maddison, Philip Pascoe,. Vance Pritchard, Craig Donaldson, 
Craig Chalmers 

Third Rov: Hr T Neilson, Jonathon Clifford, Gordon Lamont, Hartin Kemp 

With only three of last year's tea■ returning, it was·· decided to enter the Senior 
Reserve Competition. The tea■ had trouble in the beginning of the season 
establishing a full squad, as dedication was lacking in soae. The tea■ continued to 
develop throughout the season and competed well against the top teallS of the 
coapetition. The tea■ sadly aissed Michael Saapson whose skill and distribution was 
well used. Michael left in July bound for America as an exchange student. With the 
aajority of the squad returning the future looks sound. 

I would like to thank Hr Neilson for his dedication in coaching throughout the year 
and Hr Paris for assisting on the trip. This aade it all not only possible, but 
aost enjoyable. 

TOURNAMENT 

The tournament was held in Christchurch in the first week of the school holidays. 
Being a young and inexperienced team sonie players found it hard to adapt to the 
style and pace of football required. The tea• often struggled-but still managed to 
show flare and skill at tiaes, often beating the opposition but with luck usually 
against us we never quite aanaged to finish off, All players gained valuable 
experience and players like Blair Maddison, Hartin Kemp, Grant Bade, Gordon La110nt, 
Richard Peterson, Philip Pascoe, Johnathon Clifford and Craig Chalmers will show 
this in next years team. The tea■ played each game in good spirit and always 
aanaged to enjoy thell!lelves both on and off the field. 
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INTER SCHOOL FIXTURES 
Y8 Otago BHS 

This was our only away gaae this year and it resulted in a loss of 6 - 2. 
had trouble controlling the ball on the hard ground and were often beate1 
pace of the opposition. The tea■ fought back well and never gave up. , 
goals were scored, one each to Craig Chalmers and Johnathon Clifford 

vs Kinas us 

Lost 4 - 1. Played at hoae on a well worn field with continual rain. Bot 

found it hard to play their best game. We were down 3 - 0 at half tiae. 

■ore detet■ined tea■ effort in the second half saw us taking control of the 
the gaae but the finishing off was lacking. The score was not a true indica 
the ga■e. Goal to G Eade. 

ys Timaru BHS 

Lost 3 - 1. After three days of heavy rain leading up to the game, 70\ of t 
was submerged in water with puddles over your bootlaces. Both teams 
flippers, struggled in the ■udbath that arose two ■inutes into the gaae. T 
had to be played in the air as ground control was impossible. The team 
well and so■e skillful play emerged under the circu11Stances which resulted i 
Maddison scoring in the first five minutes. As the game 110ved into the seco 
the hail took its toll and concentration lapsed. This resulted in two quic 
by the opposition, then 110st just wanted to leave the field for a shower. 

Craig Stevens - captain. 

TEAM PROFILES 

Phillip Pascoe (Centre Back) A big player who used his size well. Very c, 
back who had a powerful boot and used it well. Worked well under pressure. 

Craig Donaldson (Sweeper) A valuable me■ber of the team who regularly 
hi11Self under pressure. Craig's ability to use both feet was often called t 
turn defence into attack. A skillful player who held this position well. 

Richard Peterson (Right Back) Progressed throughout the season. Had 
opportunities but played well and gained valuable experience. 

Grant Maddison (Left Back) A good defender who possessed a strong tackle. 
back who used his size and weight well. 

Simon Tattersfield (Right Back) A versatile player who tackled well and 
aggression and loved to go forward. 

Craig Chalmers (Striker/Half) An experienced player whose skill and distr 
was excellent. Craig had a flare for scoring goals which he often created 
own. An asset next year. 

Blair Maddison (Left Half) A skillful player who continued to develop thr 
the season. Blair had a strong shot but did not always get the chance to u 
He had the ability to beat his opponent and will be an asset in the future. 
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caaeron Bain (Defender) Played well from liaited opportunity. A very consistant 
player. 

Lindsay Hyde (Right Wing) A very determined player who always gave his best and 
encouraged others. Played some good gaaes. 

Vance Pritchard (Defender) A player who caae into the squad late, gained valuable 
experience and used it well. 

Hartin Keap (Goalkeeper) Took up the new position well, shoved 
determination was sometimes a bit erratic and often out did hi1111elf. 
player in years to come. 

guts and 
Valuable 

Grant Bade (Right Wing) A pacy striker vho used his speed well, had a good shot and 
always enjoyed the competition. 

Gordon Laaont (Left Wing) A young player vho has the ability to take on his aarker. 
Sometiaes lacked the necessary experience but should develop into a good player for 
years to coae. 

Steven Frost (Hid Field) A versatile player who always displayed control. A 
reliable player who gained experience and offered advice. 

Johnathon Clifford - Vice Captain (Hid Field/Striker) A very skillful player who 
showed control and coaposure. Had the ability to take on his opposition confidently 
and was a strong header of the ball. Always encouraged others and showed leadership 
ability. 

Craig Stevens - captain (Centre Half) A player with natural ability who has a good 
future in the gaae. Craig's experience and leadership was an asset to the younger 
players in the squad this year. 

Youth 'B' 

captain - Vance Pritchard 

Coach - Hr Goodwill 

The team this year was entered in the Youth Grade Coapetition. The team had good 
determination and aggression throughout the year and played well under pressure. Ve 
played 12 games, winning 6, loosing 6. Ve came 3rd in the competition. 

Congratulations to Vance Pritchard, Lindsay Hyde, caaeron Bain, Richard Peterson, 
Phillip Pascoe, Hartin Kemp who made it into the school tournament team to travel 
to Christchurch for the New Zealand Secondary Schools tournament. 

The team was: V Pritchard (captain), L Hyde, C Bain, D Johnston, A Joyce, R Welsh, 
P Pascoe, H Duncan, G Johnson, R Peterson, D Curry, H Kemp, N Stenhouse, S Anderson. 

Our thanks to Hr Goodwill for giving up his tiae in coaching us throughout the 
season. 
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Volleyball 

FIRST Vl VOLLEYBALL TEAM 

We've had aixed success 

this year. We vere placed 

third in the local 

coapetition, a great 

improvement over last years 
team. We played two 
interschool games. We 

learned a lot about 

I tactics, shots, rules and 
regulations fro■ the Kings',
High School gaae. which we 
lost 4-1. 

Against Gore High, we won 
with a 5-0 victory. 

Other schools involved in Thursday interschool aatches were Kingswell, 
Verdon and James Hargest. 

TEAM PROFILE 

Nigel Hulls - Setter 
Warren AIK>s - Strong Spiker and server 
Aaron caapbell - a promising setter 
Simon Galt - Strong server and backcourt player 
Todd Giles - a late addition - has a powerful spike and serve 
Hark Stevens - strong spiker and server. Good backcourt player. 
Peter Blair - Accurate flat serve, hard spiker 
Derek Rive - backcourt player 
Aaron Shirley - Strong spiker - accurate server 
Jonathon Saith - good backcourt player 

We have a South Island Tournaaent to look forward to in Dunedin next year. T� 
of the existing team hope to participate. 

Our thanks to Hr Lawrence for coaching us. 

Nigel Hulls 
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Yuppy Din Dins 

This essay, by Christopher Atkinson, won the Enterprise Nev Zealand Trust/Trac 
Development Board national sixth fora econoaics essay coapetition. 

CASE FOR •YUPPY DIN DINS VERSUS LEG OF LAMB" 

Nev Zealand is a trading nation which should be looking towards the future 
than adhering to the past. 

We should not be looking at hov well the export of the basic side of beef has 
us in the past, but looking to how well it will be serving us in the future. 

This is especially important now due to the advent of Labour's •Rogerno■ic 
1984. Under •Rogernomics• Nev Zealand no longer possesses a sheltered little 
Pacific econo■y, but is out in the big wide world of fierce coapetition. 
Zealand is no longer influenced by our own internal policies but by the polici, 
our ■ajor trading partners. 

Nev 11arket requireaents are 
eaerging in our ■ajor export 
markets resulting fro■ 
changing lifestyles, tastes 
and fashions. Undoubtedly 
this trend has contributed 
to the 12 percent decrease 
in the total aeat export 
receipts for the nine 110nths 
to Karch of this year. 

This figure, released fro■ 
the Heat and Wool Board's 
Econoaic Service, 
corresponds with the same 
period last year. This 
decrease in returns is 
significant both because the� 
export of our meat products 
aakes up our largest single 
export category and because 
total agricultural and 
horticultural exports for■ 
more than 60 percent of all 
merchandise receipts. 

Fro• left: 
John Ha .. ond, Chairman, Enterprise NZ Advisory Council 
Hyalle Paris, Teacher 
Christopher Atkinson 
Peter Shlrtcllffe, Chairman, HZ Trade Development Board 
Stuart Young, Judge, Executive Chairman, Interlock Industri 

This trend is emerging not because of Nev Zealand producing the wrong product, 
rather because we are selling the bulk of it in the wrong form. 

Convenience foods are now the •fad• of the 1980s. With an increasing nulllbex 
consumers owning microwave ovens and wishing to spend more tiae in front of 
television or occupied in other leisurely activities, the emphasis is now on kee 
out of the kitchen for as long as possible. The increasing upper end of 
overseas 11arket (ie the yuppy consuaer) does not want to contend with a bone, 
alone have any knowledge that the foodstuff comes from a carcass. 
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Much of the beef export production now goes to the fast food industry in the USA and 

our laab burgers are appearing to be very popular on the World Expo site in 
Brisbane. 

But unfortunately, Nev Zealand is not adapting to these changing needs. In 1985, 
nearly 80 percent of our larab was exported in frozen carcass fora. New Zealand is a 
nation still dominated by a trading aentallty which aeans that insufficient effort. 

is put into aarketing and product development. Our industries, especially the meat 
sector, should spend 110re time planning and acquiring knowledge of aarket 
requireaents and these market requireaents are predoainantly for the processed 
consumer-ready goods and not the raw co1111Dodlty. 

The raw co1111odity with value added before leaving New Zealand, is one route to more 
profitable exports. For instance, boned Alison Holst-style oven- ready joints would 
be aore popular and earn more than one carcass; fancy cheeses should be exported 
rather than the basic 1kg, and carpets instead of wool. 

Many economic advantages would be secured by adding value to our exports before 
shipaent to our custoaers. The most obvious advantage is in the creation of many 
aore jobs in the processing industries as value is added to the goods. Another 
advantage to New Zealand and our faraers is that the same quantity of product would 
be exported but at a higher value. This would have a definite effect on the trade 
balance as long as iaport prices did not experience an increase in value also. Thus 
an upward aoveaent in the terms of trade would lend to a aore favoured position in 
the balance of trade. 

It would also mean that farmers would regain their confidence and enthusiasm in 
their industry with the increase in export prices. At the aoment, wool and pelt 
returns are exceeding the carcass value for a lamb. As a consequence, faraers are 
withholding stock and not maintaining their flocks. The annual sheep kill has 
dwindled from 39.5 million in 1985 to 26 million this year. Challenge Meat's recent 
$31 million loss has partly been attributed to reduced volumes of lamb available for 
slaughter. 

Another advantage steaing fro• the increased earnings of value added goods would be 
domestic prosperity. This would lead to an increase in deaand within the country 
for the same type of high quality products. The increased demand here and overseas 
would ensure that more labour is 110bilized into these higher productivity 
agricultural industries. Foreign earnings would increase and new aarkets for our 
exports would be created. 

The increased 
the following 

amount of labour specializing in the 
production-posibility curve (Fig 1). 

priaary industries would lead to 

,:;,, 

ll , .. 
't?, 
� 

\- Production 
� Possibility 
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after Specialisation 

CLOTHING 
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This export growth is now possible in the New Zealand economy since 
industries have now acquired the knowledge and skills to compete on an 
internationally through the rationalization of the sheltered sectors of 
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Before New Zealand can produce such consuaer-ready goods on a large s1 
country will first need to closely examine the forces that influence its 
labour force. An area that will need to be reorganized is the aeat indust1 
less sheep are being slaughtered on account of faraers supplying less dt 
anl11al's low price. 

So as the price 
works and other 
labour remains 
(Fig2). 

of the product has decreased, the demand for labour in our 
associated industries has decreased also (assuming product 
constant), thus the demand curve for labour shifts to 

WAGE RATE 
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Bven though the deaand has decreased in Nev Zealand, the wage rate still re1 
the intersection point of curves S and D. The consequence of supply out: 
deaand (overmanning) aeasured by Q'Q while the wage rate still remains h. 
presumably led to the closures of such freezing works as Burnside and I: 
Workers are being paid more than the market rate by$ (P'-PE), Baployers u1 
malntln the crippling factor cost of labour in relation to the factor inc• 
labour, have no choice but to lay off workers. 

Soae new industries are endeavouring to expand on their capacity but these 
are being thwarted by the trade unions. Recently on a TVlfZ network news 
saall aeat works in canterbury, which had successfully embarked on p1 
consumer-ready goods froa the raw co.aodity, wished to introduce shiftwork. 

This idea, designed to aeet an increase in deaand by employing more labc 
however imprudently stopped by the trade unions. The unions provide 
difficulties for those coapanies who choose to implement new ideas. Due t 
agreements and awards guaranteeing the eaployees large redundancy paymer. 
emergence and expansion of companies ls discouraged in case the coapany shou 
in its new venture. 

For the aajority of New Zealand's freezing works and associated priaary pr 
industries to reaain open, it will be necessary to clean up this unhealthy 
environment and allow the wages of eaployees to be determined by aarket fore 

The growth of new industries resulting fro• the demand of new products 
closure of old industries calls for the occupational mobility of labour. It 
that, at the moment, the trade unions are hampering to an extent both o 
trends. The specialization of labour has also grown to idiotic proportions 
the trade union 110veaent. 

It has reached a stage where, perhaps, five aen need to be called in unde 
regulations to coaplete a job in two hours when one man could have finished 
(eg, repairing a generator) in half an hour. 
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such a high degree of specialization leaves workers without wide industrial training 
and therefore aore susceptible to uneaployaent, especially in the present econoaic 
cliaate. 

Both the trade unions and e■ployers should be co-operating in order to create jobs. 
ProblellS of inefficiency need to be tackled before Hew Zealand can meet the new 
demands for processed value-needed goods in the future. 

With the iapleaentation of changes in the present day industries, New Zealand will
increasingly be able to produce 110re value-added goods cheaply and efficently. 

This is not a definite advantage at the aoaient since our major trading partners such 
as Britain and USA still practise the policy of protecting their farmers from more 
efficient countries such as ourselves through subsidies, tariffs and iaport quotas; 
however, with the governments of these protected sectors realizing the huge costs in 
maintaining this support, new opportunities will arise for New Zealand exporters 
when these countries also decide to cut tariffs and subsidies. 

New Zealand still hasn't adjusted to the changing deaands of our overseas aarkets. 
soae companies still concentrate on producing a coaodity to sell in the highest 
possible quantities. This isn't what the consumer wants and so the New Zealand 
export industries must extend their awareness past our shoreline and into the 
customer's home to be responsive to the needs there. 

We need to expand the variety of our products in a wider and 1110re diverse manner. 

When or if we adapt to this deaand depends on the ability of the export industry to 
follow market signals and be market-led not only now by the yuppies but in the 
future as well by the emerging "dinkys• (double income, no kids, yuppies!). 

The success of our new foras of produce will depend on efficient transport, 
processing and marketing to produce a preaium priced product. But one important 
fact still remains - the faraing sector will still provide a do■inant role in the 
structure of New Zealand's econoay. 
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Hm iogtoa C�� 
Steel -Capped Boots 

- M

"The country needs to get back on the right track. Too much waste in the p; 

many men for too few jobs. Sorry but now we've been made a corporation we'· 

cut back. You finish on Friday." 

"Bert, the news is not all bad," went on Spencer. "The union has strucl 

redundancy deal for you guys. Two months pay and a trailer of firewood eacl 

can keep your chain-saw as a bonus." 

Bert shuffled his boots but made no other response. 

"Well," said Spencer, rising from his chair. "All the best. Won't be lor. 

something else turns up. Lots of jobs up the Auckland way they tell me." 

Bert turned and walked out the door without a word or a backward glance .... 

on Friday. His steel-capped boots scuffed against the rocks. He looked up 

long tracks of pinus radiata that stretched up the valley and along the ri 
the foothills. They covered the landscape and reached the clouds rolling 

the hills. 

"Planted most of these our gang did. Three and a half years of tough slog, 
muttered as he cupped his hands and lit a smoke. "Reckon we'd move to t 

block and start all over again there. Bloody government. Sell off th, 

mothers if the price was riqht. 11 

Anger turned to despair. He wondered how he would provide for Molly and · 
boys. Have to give up the forestry house and the garden and the line of poss, 

and the boys will hate leaving their school-mates .... and Molly's aging 1 

Okay for Spencer and his kind.to talk of picking up a new job. I'm only tra: 

a bushman. Can't see much prospect in Auckland for a tree-felling bloke. 

Bert stumbled off the gravelled track and moved off among the trees now react 

the sky and dressed for milling. He was unaware of his direction or desti 
As the sunlight became more feeble and the forest of trees denser Bert's 

turned to blinding desperation. 

"What chance now of a new washing machine for Molly, new valves for the Cons 

the rugby boots I promised Jacob," muttered Bert through tightly-clenched tee 

The sun was gone when he 

create through the sweat 
breeze. The air was dry 

He made his decision. 

reached the sky. He looked across the forest he had 

of his brow. The heavy branches groaned in the ga 

and brittle. In that moment a calmness crept over 

Taking his crumpled Rothman's packet from his parka he placed the re· 

cigarette in his mouth. He looked at the tinder-dry bracken that licked arou, 

boots. With deliberate care he flicked his lighter into action. The fla1 
strong. 

The light of the morning told a sorry story of destruction. Life from the 

and ridges had gone. The smell of burnt and smouldering trees lay like a 
blanket and blackness was everywhere. 

It was several days before the searchers came across two steel-capped boots 
amid charred remains. 
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Telegtfn 

HOME 

COMPUTER 

SERVICE 

Telecom's Home Computer Service can help 

you when you have problems with your 

computer. Our qualified technicians c_an 

service any model of computer, accessories 

or attachments. Helpful friendly service with a 

reasonable hourly rate makes a visit to the 

"Big Yellow Building", 17 Eye Street a must 

when you have a technical problem with your 

computer. 

PHONE 

48-551 

THE BIG 
YELLOW 
BUILDING 
17 EYE ST 

IN'GILL 
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The Mazda 82000 Cab Plus 

Featuring an extended cab with honest 
room for four. All facing forward. 
In unprecedented quiet and comfort. 

The new breed of workhorse with 
head-turning styling and sleek 
aerodynamic efficiency. Tinted windows 
Power steering. Front bucket seats. 
And an optional limited slip differential. 

Quality which is no way 
compromised by an 
extremely reasonable 
price tag. 

-·� 

// ¥o« 
:-fakl!(e�I

rnazDa
'(A 

Dedicated to superior quality. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: Mazda B1600, Mazda B2000, 
Mazda B2200 Diesel. 

SEE T.R. TAYLOR MAZDA LMVD 

190 Dee Street, Invercargill 



CRC6S <XXJN'IRY - ROUND '1HE PARK 

Intemediate Champion ( IAlC CUp) 
Senior Chc111Pion (Alex Derbie Challeng;? Cup) 

- Murray T Brice
- Jason D Shaw

SOTIHIJ\ND SE(XN)ARY SGKXlLS' CRC6S CXXJN'IRY OIAMPI<l'5HIPS 

Senior Boys' Team;' Competition (SCN'ZAM Cup) 
Received by: 

HARRIERS 

Club Ccmp:!tition (SBHS Cup) 

Senior Charrq;>ion (SBHS Cup) 

BASKE'IBALL 

- SBHS 

Robert J Swale

- Wayne D Smith

- Nathan J McKenzie

Southland Basketball Association Junior Cup - SBHS
Captain: Nicholas J Brougr.

OUO<ET 

t-bst Jrri)roved Cricketer ( 1959 Prefects' CUp) 

GOLF 

Southland Secondary Schools' 'Iburnarrent 
(National Provident Fund Trophy) 

Inter-Collegiate Golf Tournairent 
(Nett Trophy) 

Senior Charrpion (Wilson CUp) 

'IENNIS 

Senior Singles Charrq;>ion (Patton CUo) 
Senior Doubles Champions (SBHS CUp) 

RUSBY 

Inter-House Canpetition 
(Colin Nicholson Manorial Shield) 

Inter-Schools' Rugby SBHS V 'IBHS 
(Timaru Branch SHSOBA Trophy) 

JC Braithwaite Trophy 

Recejved by: 

Received by: 

Received by: 

Captain: 

(Awa:cded to a Senior player for his contribution 
to the garre and the spirit in which it is played) 
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- Darren J Lo�

- SBHS 

Garry Popham

- SBHS 

Tony Joyce

- Craig D Boylan

- Lance R King
- Peter L King
- Daryl J G:i.rrblett

- Coldstream
Craig I Hall

- SBHS
Bevan I Ellis

- Bevan I Ellis
- Lance R King



1ton 

Metropolitan Sub-Union U20 Cornp:tition 
( A J Geddes Cup) 

11.::>st Improved Player ( SFA Cup) 

VOLLEYBALL 

Hednesday Afternoon Competition 
(SBHS Cup) 

IN'IER-H<XJSE CXNPETITICN ( Uttley Cup) 

JULES TAPPER MIM)RIAL. PRIZES 

SBHS 
captain: Bevan I Ellis 

- Jonathan Y Clifford

- Deaker House
Captain: Jason W Gray

- Dcaker House
Captain: Bevan I Ellis

(Best all-round sporting record, 4th year and above) 

Soccer, Harriers 
soccer, 0.:-icket 
Rugby, Water Polo 
Golf, cricket 
Tennis, Rugby 
Cricket, Hockey 
Athletics, Rugby 
Basketball, Tennis 
Rugby, Harriers 
Ternis, Rugby 

'IFlJS'IBANK SCUilIIJIND PWARffi 
( For Leadership in the Senior School) 

O)LCN,L D G GRANT MEM>RIAL PRIZE 

( SBfIS Old Boys ' Association Award) 
For Leadership, initiative, courtesy, 
and cooperation in the 5th fonn 

( A",erded for general m2rit in school 
and garres) 

HEAD PREFECT AWARD 
(Awarded for Character and Leadership) 

Murray Harrington Nathan M:::Kenzie 
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- Craig G Donaldson
- Craig I Stevens
- Bevan I Ellis
- Garry A Popham
- Lance R King
- Murray D Harrington
- Robert Mitchell
- Lyndon E Stevens
- Robert J Swale
- Daryl J Gimblett

- Nathan J McKenzie
- Mtrrray D Harrington

- Clark D Sim

- Murray D Harrington
- Craig G Donaldson

- Bevan I Ellis

Craig D:maldson 



Senior Form Prizes 

DUX OF THE SCHOOL PROXIME ACCESSIT 

David Powley Barry Milne 

Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 
Maths with Calculus, and 
Maths with Statistics 

History, English, Physics, 

Matherratics with calculus, 
Matherratics with Statistics 

PRIZES .FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE 

(New Zealand Aluninium Smelter Awards) 

Accounting, Mathematics with Statistics and 
Econanics 
Mathematics, Technical Drawing and Workshop 
Technology 
History, English and Art History 
History, English and Ecooanic Studies 
Accounting, Econanic Studies and Geography 
Cremistry, Mathematics with Statistics, Mathematics 
with Calculus and Biology 
Physics, 01emistry, Mathematics with Statistics and 
Mathematics with Calculus 
Mathematics with Calculus, Mathematics with 
Statistics, Physics, and Geography 
Mathematics with Calculus, Biology, and Mathematics 
with Statistics 
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- Paul Manson

- Gordon I McMillan
- Stephen M Jenkins
- Craig G Donaldson
- Matthew J Edwards

- 'Ihanas M Broadhea<

- Richard A Calreron

- Jason C Blair

- Loi P Tran



j 

r 
MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

canputer Craft 
English 
English 
Geography 
Geography 
English and Biology 
Economics and Biology 
Geography and Mathematics with Statistics 
Accounting and Mathematics with Statistics 
canputer Craft and English 
French and Physics 
Music and Art 
Art and Geography 

oDo 

FORM 6I:X; 

MERIT CERTIFICA'lES 

History and Economics 
History ood Mathematics 

PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE 

Economics, Accounting and �lathcr.etics 
Accounting, English und Geography 
Physics, English, �lathematics, Geography and Music 

FORM 6LE 

MERIT CERTIFICA'lES 

Music 
Physics and Economic 

PRIZES FDR GENERAL EXCELI..EN'.:E 

Biology and Chemistry 
Economics and History 
German, F.rench and Physics 
Accounting, Chemistry and Biology 
Accounting, Econanics and Physical Education 
Accounting, Physics and Gennan 
Biology, CIX'mistry, Geography, English and Physics 
French, Mathenatics, Accounting, English and Physics 
Latin, Physics, 01cmis try and Geography 
Latin, Physics, French, Mathematics and Geography 
Economics, Matherratics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
and English 
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- Peter G Bathurst
- Kyle C Learrronth
- Blair D McKinnon
- Peter J Walkinshaw
- Greg Coats
- Jason J Munro
- Adam M McLeay
- Steven J Frost
- Troy G Marshall
- Richrond G Turner.
- James K Donaldson
- Brendon T Wright
- Janan s Dunning

- Craig G Sands
- 'Iroy L McGregor

- Bn1ce A McCrone
- Darren J Lowe
- Derek A Eyles

- David J Barson
- Chris R Taipari

- Nigel P Batchem
- Peter I Milne
- Andrew J Smith
- David·w Cassidy
- Robert J Nichol
- Keith W Brown
- Anthony J Mc.Ison
- l\ntony P Joyce
- Neil F Lawrence
- D Grant Ho'Wden

- Christopher J Atkinson



? 

FOR-1: 6LN 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Agriculture/Horticulture 
Technical Drawing 
English 
Math=tics 
Physical Education 
Workshop Technology and English 
Economics and Geography 

MERIT CERTIFICA1ES 

English 
Pra:::tic,,l Art 
Mati1emathics 

Mathematics and English 
Mathe1T1:1tics and English 
Mathematics and English 

FORM 6PS 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Mathematics and Workshop Technology 
Mathena.tics and English 

FOR'1 58N 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

English 
Mathena.tics 
English and Science 
English and Science 
Science and Mathematics 

FOR'1 SCP 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Art 
English 
Science and Noodw)rk 
Mathematics and Science 

PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE 

oOo 

Woodw)rk, Technical Drawing and English 
Mathematics, Geography, Science and Economic Studies 
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- Scott B Aronser
- Hayden W Ander.:
- Gareth C Hamil t
- Todd DC Giles
- Mark J Stevens
- Allan J Wi.l.lou�
-- Patrick Kapo

- Cyril Q Swale
- Hamish J Leanna
- Brent T Kings.la.
- Martin J M Patt,
- Landon M Reiri
- Craig N McColl

- Russell it Jennir
- Warren J Saunde1

- John D MacD'.:lnald
- Justin W Hendersc
- Nigel D King
- Jason w Gray
- Brent A Colyer

Phillip c Taare 
- Steven R Thanpsor
- John S Hanlen
- Martin N Duston

- Brent J Sutton
- Gordon N Larront
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MERIT CERTIFICA'lES 

Latin 
French and Art 
Mathematics and Economic Studies 
Music and Accounting 
French and Geography 

Accounting, Latin and Mathe!Patics 
French, Science and Latin 
Geography, English and Accounting 
Science, English and Geography 
Agriculture, Geography and Economic Studies 
Muthenatics, German and Geography 
Science, Accounting, English, History and German 

fO™ soc 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

English 
Science 
Science and English 

FORM SGL 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

English 
Technical Drawing 
Mathematics 
Science and English 
Matherratics and Metalw:irk 

PRIZE FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE 

Scien�e and English 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Mathematics 
Economic Studies 
Art 
Art and English 
Engineering Workshop and Science 
Accounting and Mathematics 

PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXCEI.LEN'.:E 

Engineering Workshop, Science and Agriculture 
Science, Technical Drawing and English 
Economic Studies, Geography and English 
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- Logan J cahill
- Nathan J Smith
- Wayne L Jones
- Craig A Wright
- Julian R Kersey

- Hamish B McNaughton
- Richard z Peterson
- Clark D Sim
- David J McCarthy
- Andrew J Ronald
- Andrew F Sym;!
- Robert K O'Regan

- Blair M Miller
- Jay !3cckley
- John R McMurdo

- Craig S 1homson
- Craig E Eronan
- Shane T Black
- Matthew B Hazlett
- Darrell S Lawrie

- Shaun F Cosgrove

- Jeremy G A Smith
- Kelvin F Mason
- Jonathan Y Clifford
- Jonathon J Tressler
- Graham J Ctmnings
- Dion C Williams

- calvin A Stevens
- Simon D Beck
- 'lbdd D Grave



FOR-! SSE 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Mathcrratics 
Woodwork and Technical Drawing 
Technical Drawing and Woodwork 

PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXCELLElO:: 

Economic Studies, Mathematics and Science 
Mathematics, Geography, English, Technical Drawing 
and Science 

FORM SW 

MERIT a:RTIFICA'IES 

Science 
Science and English 
History and English 
Economic Studies and Geography 

PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXO::LLEl\'CE 

Science, Technical Drawing and MathC!l'atics 
Science, Technical Drawing and Geography 

INQUIRE NOWi 
34 Leet Street Phone 89-387 
OPEN 6.30am to 9pm 
MONDAY to THURSDAY 
6.30am to 8pm FRIDAY 
9am to 2pm SATURDAY 

GOLDS GYM.-··. 
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- Craig A Hawkes
- Kevin J Lang
- Wayne J Rarrsay

- Neil A 1-lcAra 

- campbell R Froude

- Gareth J Mitchell
- Brian W Kane
- Travis J Larrb
- Jason A Soanes

- Camp:>cll J Hay
- Quin R Hicks



Blues Awards 

PREFECTS 

Bevan I Ellis - Head Prefect, Rugby and Water Polo 
Murray D Harrington - Deputy Head Prefect, Cricket, 

warren D Campbell and Basketball 

Nathan R Chilton 

Craig G Donaldson - Debating, Harriers and Soccer 
Matthew J Edwards - and Tennis 
Paul G Fleet - and Rugby 
Craig I Hall - and Rugby 

Lance R King - Rugby and Tennis 
Stephen M Jenkins 
Nathan J McKenzie - and Badminton 
Adam M McLeay - and Cycling 
Jason J Munro 
Garry A Popham - Cricket and Golf 
Craig I Stevens - Cricket and Soccer 
Lyndon E Stevens - Basketball and Tennis 
Janes A Turner - and Rugby 

ATHLETICS 

Bevan A Brown 
Nicholas J R  Broughton - and Cricket 
Jason D McEwan - and Harriers 
Robert Mitchell - and Rugby 

BADMINI'ON 

Brent T Kingsland 
Daryl R Marshall 

CRICKET 

Reon M Goodwillie 
Richard T King 
Darren J Lowe 
Craig A McKinnon 
Robert J Nichol 
Cory A Rawlings 

OOLF 

Nigel C Fowle 
Sirron J Jamieson 
Tirrothy R Johnson 

BASKETBALL 

Ian C Smith 
Michael P Winiata 

CYCLING 

Todd D Gr-ave 
Andrew P Kissell 
John W Kissell 
Mark A Smith 

RUGBY 

Andrew A Barker 
Christopher J Deacon 
R Jamie C Findlay 
Daryl J Gimblet - and Tennis 
Jason R Goodrran 
A Douglas Reid 
Nicholas L G  Stratford 
Patrick J Sullivan 

SOFTBALL 

Christopher F Ramsay 
Glen E Roff 
Craig B Smith 

TENNIS 

Peter L King 

HOCKEY 

P Gr-egory Coats 
Sirron J Galt 
Christopher B Gorrrack 
Troy L McGr-egor 
Michael J Scott 
Tai P Tran 
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Debating and Hockey 

RCWING 

Dion M Forrest 
Karl T Kupe 

SOCCER 

Craig A Chalners 
Jonathan Y Clifford 
Martin Kemp 
Gr-ant J Maddison 

SWIMMING 

Craig D Boylan 

VOLLEYBALL 

Nigel H Hulls 

MUSIC 

David J Barson 
Nigel P Batchem 
Jarres K Donaldson 
Ian R Forrester 
Daniel P Martin 
Samuel R Minchin 
David M Rooney 
Mitchell B Wilson 
Brendon T Wright 

HARRIERS 

Murray T Brice 
Jason D Shaw 
Wayne D Smith 
Robert J Swale - and Rugby 

WATER POLO 

Brad G Pankhurst 



Bursary Results 

'A' BURSARY 

Thomas Moston Broadhead 
Richard Allen Jarres Carreron 
Peter Gregory Coats 
Matthew John Edwards 
Adam Mark M::Leay 

'B' BURSARY 

Andrew Allan Barker 
Jason Clark Blair 
Warren David Campbell 
Craig George Donaldson 
Jarres Kirk Donaldson 
Janan Saul Dunning 
Bevan Ian Ellis 
Donald Cargill Frobarth 
Vaughan William Gander 
Murray Dawson Harrington 
Stephen Michael Jenkins 
Roger Poole Johnstone 

UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE 

Matthew Peter Adam 
Warren Robert Arros 
Hamish Blick 
Bevan Alister Brown 
Christopher John Deacon 
Grant M3nzies Derrrody 
Jason Ian Dickson 
Daryn Francas Dore 
Paul Graen-e Fleet 
Steven Jonathon Frost 
Ot.en Blair Gibson 
Shane Leslie Gough 
Craig Ian Hall 
Andrew Peter Kissell 
Paul Robert Lindsay 
Blair Duncan MacDonald 

Barry John Milne 
Aaron L Neilson 
David William Powley 
Loi Phuoc Tran 
Peter Jarres Wilkinshaw 

Lance Richard King 
Ewan Neil Kubrycht 
Paul John Manson 
Lincoln William M::Crea 
Nathan Jarres McKenzie 
Blair David McKinnon 
Jason Jarres Munro 
Leonard Kevin Rhodes Pulham 
Leslie Albert Pullen 
Antony Jarres Roberts 
Ian Clark Smith 
Gray Sycamore 

Troy Gene Marshall 
Si.rron Craig McLeay 
Garry Andrew Popham 
Vance Iain Pritchard 
Alexander Douglas Reid 
Michael Jarres Scott 
Craig Barry Smith 
Lyndon Edward Stevens 
Robert John Swale 
Jarres Arthur Turner 
Richrrond Grant Turner 
Nathan Jarres West 
Glen Farrell Wilcox 
Mitchell Blair Wilson 
Brendon Trevor Wright 

llO 



Special Prizes-Junior School 

ART 

Fbnn 3 
Fbnn 4

PI.ELIC SPEAKIN:; 

- Derek A Eggers
- Donald J Ferns

Fbnn 3 - [Darryl G LcM
- [Mark A Fleet

Fbnn 4 - Craig R William;

li'lAmJA JAYCEE JWKR IE3ATIN:i SHIEID 
( Inter Secoooary Canpetition) - SBHS

Junior School 

KJSIC 

Fbnn 3 
Fbnn 4 

Fbnn 3 Agricultw:e 
Fbnn 4 Agriculture 

Fbnn 4 Science 

BR.ISClE, NZ L'ID MARO 

Fbnn 4 Wood\,,Qrk 

G'IM SUPPLIES L 'ID 

Fbnn 4 Metal\\'Ork 

Fbnn 4 Wood\,,Qrk 

A'IHIBTICS 

Received by: Craig R William;

- Donald J Ferns

- Matthew N Lowe
- [Matthew T Anderson
- {Craig R William;

- Aoorew J Clarke
- Jonathan M Cowie

- Donald J Ferns

- Arrlrew J Hedges

- Aaroo T Smith

- Paul J Sangster

Under 14 Charrpion (Parents' Association CUp) - Daniel J Wallace

Under 14 Tearrs' Competition 
(EC Isaacs Shield) 
Under 14 Relay 
(Clark Relay Baton) 
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Received by: - Jason M Hasler 

Recevied by: - Corey K Ward 
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(J H Baker Shield) 

003.5 cnJNiRy - IO.JND 'IHE PARK 

Under 14 Chahpion ( IAlC Cup) 

- Jason D McEwan

- Daniel J Wallace
Junior Champion (Heroert Smith Trust Cup)

Inter-fonn Carq;Jetition 
- Peter E Reid
- Fbnn 3LS

(SBHS Fbnrs' Challenge Shield) 

Under 14 Tearrs' Canpetition 
( SCNZAM Trophy) 

Junior Tearrs 

Received by: 

( D Wallace, K Fri
( H Walker, M Dean 

- Kenny J F.r.isby

- SBHS 

Received by: Glen W J Sinclair

( SCNZAM Cup) - SBHS

QUCI<ET 

Best All Round Junior Cricketer 
(Jim Scobie Cup)

Inter-house Canpetition 

Received by Jason D McEwan 

- Philip M Cass

( Tauranga Old Boys' ChaUenge Shield) - Coldstream

Most Improved Player 
(O'Brien CUp) 

Junior Charrpion 
. (SBHS CUp) 

Junior Singles ChaJ1I>ion 
(SBHS Rosebowl) 
Junior Doubles Champions 
(SBHS CUp) 

BEST ALL ROOND 3RD RJRl1ER 

(1964 Prefects' CUp) 

BEST ALL ROOND 4 'IH FO™ER 

(1950 Prefects' CUp) 
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Received by: Shane F Turner

- Nathan J Haywood

- Nathan J McNamara

- Simon J Maddison

- (Philip M Cass
- (Hamish S McKenzie

- Daniel J \�allace

- Jason D McEwan
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Junior Form Prizes 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Social Studies and Econanic Studies 
Mathematics and Social Studies 
English, Social Studies, Music and craft 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

English 
English, Social Studies and Technical Drawing 
Science, Technical Drawing, Craft and Music 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Art 
Craft 
English and Social Studies 
English, Science and Social Studies 
English, Social Studies, Technical Drawing, 
Craft and Music 

FORM 3LS 

MERIT a:RTIFICA'IES 

Music 
Art 
French 
Social Studies and Latin 
French and Mathematics 
English, Music and Latin 
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- Aaron J West
- Delwyn R Fisher
- Wayne E Hayes

- Allan J Kells
- Craig B Lake
- Grant A Jones

- Shane B Ripley
- Rhys Harvey
- Mark D Ellis

- Dwayne B McLellan
- G Robert J Stewart
- Mark R McAskill

- Derek A Eg�rs
- Andrew J McCurdy
- D:luglas A Sadler
- Matthew s Macrlonald

- Se111Uel G Riley

- Bryn E Hagan
- David M Beck
- Mark A Fleet

- Carl M Gerritsen
- Myles A Lind

Lloyd J Hex>k
- Dallas J Miller
- Kenny J Frisby
- Ryan A Perkins



J'C.GREXiA'IE PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE 

RH1 3MF 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Music 
Craft 
Ecooanic Studies, Craft 
Science, Music 
Econanic Studies, Mathematics 

J'C.GREXiA'IE PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXa:r.LEN:E 

FDR13PE 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Music 
Science and Craft 
English and French 
English, Social Studies and Craft 
English, Science, Agriculture and Music 

FOR-I 3ST 

MERIT mRTIFICA'IES 

Art 
English, Science, Social Studies and French 
English, Mathematics, Social Studies, Technical 
Drawing, Music and Art 

l\GGREGA'IE PRIZES FDR GENERAL EXCELLENCE 

FORM 4BS 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Technical Drawing and Art 
English, Science and Social Studies 
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- Matthew L Dean
- Aaron R Davis
- Daniel J !'/all.ace
- Hamish G Walker

- Brett J Elder
- Tony J Davis
- Olristopher J 'Iaylor
- Robert W Risk
- Alexander J RobertSOI

- Dean R Burg:?SS
- Brendan J Mc:Denrott
- Aaron A Jackson

- Steven A Mccallun
- James D Nomian
- Mark L M::,rtim:)re 

- Brent J Allnut
- Marc C Knoll

- Andrew J Clarke
- Blair K Hawthorne

- Nathan W A Benfell

- Callun G H Learmonth
- Ricky N McCormack

- Aaron K Affleck

- Craig W Anderson
- Nathan J McDowell
- Paul G McAra

- Tony C Rayner
- Garth N McLauchlan
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,a;REGA'IE PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE 

F0™ 4BY 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Metah.ork 
Econanic Stu:lies 
Technical Drawing and Metalv.0rlc 
Technical Drawing al)d Metalv.0rk 
Mathematics and Agriculture 
English and Agriculture 
English and Art 
Matherratics, Science and Technical Drawing 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Social Studies 
Econanic Stu:iies 
Art 

roR1 4RN 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IE 

English and Social Studies 

J:,£;GREGA'IE PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXCELLEN:E 

fDrn-1 4'IR 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Mathematics and Social Studies 
Mathematics and Social Studies 
Science and Metalv.0rk 
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- Paul G Robertson
- Philip E Lucy
- Paul J Sangster
- Daniel R Cooper-McCann

- Timothy G Tayler
- Craig M Ryan
- Leon R Skeggs
- Shane F Turner
- John J Biggar
- Jonathan M Cowie
- cauurn J Turnbull
- Matthew C Heaton

- Michael K Griffiths
- Kenneth C Millwood
- Shaun A Dawson

- Stepien P t-bnaghan
- Maurice J Windle
- Sam Paaka

- Jason D Ma=able
- Aaron T Smith
- Andrew J Hed�s

- Dale J Booth

- Matthew W McNeilly
- Scott R Irnlach
- Warren J McNamara

- Peter E Reid
- Michael P Winiata
- Glenn R W;a l 1 ;ar.l"'



JG;REGA'IE PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE 

FOR-1 4WH 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

French and Music 
French·and Gerrnan 
Science and Music 
French and German 
English und Art 
English, Latin und French 

RR1 4WS 

MERIT CERTIFICA'IES 

Econanic Studies 
Mathanatics 
Science 
Social Stu:li.es and Econcmic Stu:iies 
English and Science 
English, French, Mathanatics and Art 

l'G:;REX;A'IE PRIZES FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE 
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- Mason Middlemass
- Andrew A Wilson
- Lincoln J L Booth

- Matthew T A..-lderson
- Gregory C Di.arrond
- Jarr-es A Govan
- Andrew J Harvey
- Paul J Lelievre
- Gregory H Crisp

- !x)nald J Ferns
- John A Powley
- Richard S Wallace

- Fraser L Hampton
- Darren R Fleck
- Philip A Harvey
- Karl N Buchanan
- Paul K Fleck
- Marc R Williarrson

- Brandon J Gold 
- Jason D Mc:Ewan
- Grant E McCulloch



Valedictory Speech 
Mr Chairman, Mr Currie, Members of the Staff, Ladies and 

Gentlemen of the School. 
Earlier this year I was waiting at the office to use the 
phone. Two third formers joined me in my wait. After a 
while one turned to me and asked me if I'd ever had a 
detention. I admitted a couple. Encouraged by this he 
asked me if I'd ever been caned. When I told him I had, he 
looked at his friend and then turned back to me and said 
"Oh, so you're NOT perfect then". Looking back on moments 
like that I realise the impact Southland Boys' High School 
has had and will always have on my life. 

BEVAN ELLIS 
It doesn't seem long ago that I was an insignificant third former who thought the 
Head Prefect was perfect, who dared knock on the Prefects' door only to be chased 
away by some huge man. Now just five years later the roles are reversed and I've 
been the role model for the juniors, and of course I've done some chasing. 

All boys who spend time at Southland Boys' High School can identify with this 

change. It's not just the obvious physical changes that have taken place over those 
years, but the mental ones as well. Never again will there be an environment like 
this which will have such an influence on us in such a short time. Our knowledge, 
friends, attitudes and simply the way we think are a direct result of our time 
within these 107 year old buildings. It's the inheritance of this long tradition 

that sets us apart from all others. 

I have developed an immense pride in our school as have most of us here tonight. We 

know, whether it be in academic, sporting or cultural circles, Southland Boys' High 
School will always emerge as one of the best. Often though, it's not really until 
the 7th Form that we realise how important that pride in the school is and how we 
are going to miss it, and the prestige that being here often brings. 

Tonight of course, we are here to honour those who have gained success in these 
circles, but we must also publicly acknowledge those students who coached teams, 
taught the haka and the school song, helped the third formers with reading 
difficulties and helped with the school dances. Although these people don't have 
their achievements rewarded in a material way, they too are the people who have 
helped shape Southland Boys' High School into what it is today. 

To me though, Southland Boys' High School isn't only a place where y = x or D = VxT 
but a place where all my friends are, where I've learnt my strengths and weaknesses, 
but above all where I've grown to know my own potential. Likewise my memories won't 
be of the sometimes long days in the classroom but of the afternoons at Colin�, the 
aftermatch functions, the trouble I should have been in, and the tips for the 
Melbourne Cup I received from teachers. 

As we sit here, some of us for the 5th or even 6th year, together for the last time, 
it's impossible not to feel some sadness about the friendships that may end here, 
and just the departing from our school for the last time. 

On behalf o[ all leavers but in particular the 7th Form, I thank Southland Boys' 
High School for what have been the greatest years of our lives and also thank the 
Staff for their invaluable guidance, friendship, and for all the time they have 
given both in and out of the classroom. We fee 1 that we have been we 11 prepared for 
life and we urge those returning to remember 'Non Scholae Sed Vitae Discimus'. 
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Special Prizes - Senior School 

ART 

Fbrm 5 
Fbrm 6 
Fbrm 7 
J Koning CUp 
(Fbr Contribution to Senior Art) 

Geman legation Prizes 

Fbrm 6 

Form 5

French Legation Prize 

Fbr ·Senior School 

LIBRARY 

MIBIC 

Senior Music Prize 
SBHS Trophy for Musicianship 

Fbrm 5 Agriculture 

�ILL LICEN3m'.i '!RUST AWARIS 

Senior English 
Fbrm 7 Econanics 

Fbrm 6 Chemistry 
Fbrm 6 Physics 
Fbrm 6 Technical Drawing 
Fbrm 5 Technical Drawing 
Fbrm 5 Science 
Fbrm 5 Engineering Workshop 

KIDD GARRE'IT L 'ID AWARD 

Fbrm 5 Engineering Workshop 

Fbnn 6 Woodwork 

BR:rsmES (NZ) LID AWARD 

Fbnn 5 Woodwork 
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- Phillip C Taare
- Hamish J Leanronth
- Janan S Dunning
- Brendon T Wright

- Keith W Brown
- Andrew J Smith
- Robert K O'Reagan

- D Grant H�n

- Brendon T Wright

- Brendon T Wright
- David J Barson

- Arrlrew J Ronald

- Murray D Harrington
- Adam M McLeay
- Craig G Donaldson
- Christopher J Atkiru
- Neil F Lawrence
- Hayden W Anderson
- Craig E Erdnan
- David J McCarthy
- Graham J Cl..mnings

- calvin A Stevens

- Gordon I Mc.Millan

- Brent J Sutton
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E HAYES J\ND sa-6 L'ID /lWARD 

Most Improved Woodv.0rker 

OiESS CliJ\MPICM:iHIP ( SBHS Cup) 

IEBA'.i'JK; 1lND PUBLIC SPEAKJK; 

Most Inprovcd Debater 
Fbrm 5 Public Speaking (SBHS Award) 
TD Pearce Marorial Prize 
Bridgeman Stubbs Trophy 
( Interschool Debating SBHS v WBHS) 

CRISPJN G MILLER MEMORIAL PRIZE 
( Fbrm 6 History) 

A W I IXJOC1l,N PRIZE 

( Independent research on an aspect of 
NZ History by a Fbrm 7 student) 

CX>PERS & LYBRAND PRIZE 
(In Senior J\ccounting) 

.INVERCARGILL LICENSING �T PRIZE 
(Independent Research on an aspect of 
NZ Geography by a Fbrm 7 student) 

INVERCM«;ILL LICENSING �T PRIZE 
(Independent Research in Mathematics 
by a Senior Student) 

McNJl.138 PRIZE 
(independent Research Project in 
Senior Biology) 

- Mark G Purdue

- Nigel P Batchem

- Adam M McLeay
- Chris Lineberry
- Nathan J McKenzie

Received by: Craig G Donaldson

- Peter I Milne

- Craig G Donaldson
- Nathan J McKenzie

- Matthew J E:dwards

- Peter J Walkinshaw

- Andrew A Barker

- Adam M McLeay

EN'IERPRISE Nm ZEALl!ND J\ND Nm ZEALAND MARKET BOARD SPECIAL PRIZE 
( For 1st place in New Zealand Fbrm 6 
Econanics Essay Carq;:etition) - Christopher J Atkinson

A'.IHIETICS 

Junior Charrq;>ion (Challenge CUp) 
Interrrediate Charrl>ion (Borne CUp) 
Senior Charrpion (Len Hanan Memorial 
Cup and Sports Trust Miniature) 
400 metres Senior Champion 
(Jim Ger]cen Marorial Cup) 
800 metres Senior Champion 
(Sutherland Cup) 
Inter-house Relay 
(Auckland Old Boys' Cup) 

- Nicholas J Broughton
- Murray T Brice

- Simon C Raynes

- Nathan R Chilton

- Nathan R Chilton

- Coldstream House
Received by: Craig I Hall

saJ1HIJ\ND SECllIDARY SOKX)LS' A'Il!LETIC OIJ\MPICN3HIPS 

Senior Relay (SBHS Baton) - SBHS

Received by: 13evan Brown
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SOUTHLAND IO't'S' 

HtGH $(:WOOi. 

INVEIICAlGtLL 

•1911· 

fORM 71L 

�OLL 

1900 

FORM 7BL - FORM TEACHER Miss L Boyd 
Front Row: Michael San-son, Garry Popham, Ewan Kubrycht, Miss Boyd, Simon Tattersfield

Roger Johnstone, Leslie Pullen 

Second Row: Antony Roberts, Paul Fleet, Bevan Brown, Nathan West, Lyndon Stevens, 
Matthew Adam, Lindsay Hyde 

Third Row: Grant Dc!rrrody, Lin McCrea, Bevan Ellis, Jason Munro, Julian McColl 
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SOUTHlAHO IOYS 

kfOH SCHOOi. 

FOi« 7HH - FOi« TEACHER Mr P G Haworth 

' 
I: ,g, ,,, -. ' 
,�• • ·i,

ft

Front Row: Ian Smith, Paul Manson, Jan-es Donaldson, Craig Donaldson, 
Nathan McKenzie, Stephen Jenkins, Barry Milne, Loi Tran 

Second Row: Donald Frobath, Janan Dunning, Lance King, Aaron Neilson, 
ThorMs Broadhead, Richard Carreron, Murray Harrington, 
Matthew E'.dwards, Steven Frost 

Third Row: Peter Walkinshaw, David Powley, Sircon Raynes, Jason Blair 

FOi« 7MR - FOi« TEACHER Mr K Miller 

Front Row: Duane Skeoch, Gordon McMillan, Peter Bathurst, Daryn Dore, 
Craig Stevens, Brett Conner 

Second Row: Grant Maddison, Chris Ramsay, Sam Hazlett, Chris Gallagher, 
Scott Fa�ther, Robert Mitchell, Glen Roff 

Third Row: Craig Hall, Gary Dalhousie, Jamie Findlay, Blair MacDonald, 
Glen Wilcox, Kyle Leanronth 
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FORM 7WR - FORM TEACHER Mr R Ward 
Front Row: Andrew Barker, Vaughan Gander, Riclm:md Turner, Troy Marshall, 

Paul Lindsay, Mitchell Wilson 
Seoond Row: Blair M::Kinnon, Jason Dickson, Vance Pritchard, Jarres Turner, 

Nathan Chilton, Kylie Mills, Robert Swale 
Third Row: Craig Smith, Bradley Wilson, Hamish Blick, Gray Sycarrore, 

Warren Afros, Shane Gouqh 

FORM 6[X; - FORM TEACHER Mr G Drayton 

.. 

Front Row: Aaron Rayner, Ryan Miller, Philip Diack, Wayne Sangster, Ceoffrey Allan, 
Derek Eyles, Wayne Smith, Craig Sands 

Second Row: Craig Smith, Lauchlin r-tNeill, Troy l'tGregor, Jason Weber, Siiron Galt, 
Craig Sutherland, Jason Hall, Sann.el Minchin, Tyler Lore 

Third Row: I:l;u:-ren Lo,,,e, Aaron Canq)bell, Glen Johnson, Andrew Boyes, Chris Lucy, 
Ceof frey Snoep. Bruce M::Crone. Carreron Bain 
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FORM TEACHER Mr N Lawrence 
First Row: Neil Lawrence, Joseph Ruston, Dean Johnston, Nigel Batchem, 

Jonatoon Baird, Keith Brown, Chris Atkinson, Corey Ladbrook 
Second Row: Peter Milne, Grant Howden, Nigel Hulls, Ricardo Uber, Tony Joyce, 

Michael Lindsay, Chris Taipari, David Cassidy, Andrew Smith 
Third Row: Crispin Henstock, Andrew McCulloch, Robert Nichol, Ian Fo=ester, 

Aaron Watson, Richard Welsh 

Absent : David Barson 

FORM 6LN 
Front Row: 

Second Row: 

Third Row: 
Fourth Row: 

FDRM TEACHER Mr M Lauren 

Brendon Hawke, David Laing, Michael Eade, Robert Mc[l:)ugall, Stephen Oliver 
Patrick Kapo, Brendan Boyle, Hayden Anderson 
David Rooney, Peter King, Corey Rawlings, Dion Forrest, Jeremy Burgess, 

Terry Bone, Mark Stevens, Stuart Escott, Aaron Harvey 
Daniel Martin, Allan Willougby, Ross Fallow, Vincent Yeo, Terry Best 
Craig McKinnon, Scott Aronsen, Todd Giles, Phillip Pasco, Gareth Hamilton 
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FDR>! 6MG - FDR>! TEACHER Mr C l'tGillivray 
Front Row: Michael Hood, Tristan Dawson, Mal=lm Price, Cyril Swale, 

Michael Baxter, Raym::md Oosterbroek, Alan Griffiths, 
Grant Harrison 

Second Row: Hamish Learnonth, Landon Reiri, Daryl G:int>lett, Kane Hurley, 
Reuben Herrick, Paul Robinson, Mark Duncan, Mark Hope, 
Guy Murrell 

Third Row: David Cowie, Brent Kingsland, Craig Mc.Coll, Mcrrt:in Patterson 

FORM 6PS - FORM TEACHER Mr N Paris 
Front Row: Kyle Nelson, Kelly Chapran, Chris Lawrence, Jason Evans, Mr N Paris, 

Russel Jennings, Melt thew Burke, Sinon Paterson, David Bartley 
Second Row: Ceon Hourston, Paul Lawrie, Glenn Hamilton, John Forsyth, Jason Tinnock, 

Shane l'tStay, Andrew Whyte, Watson l'brtirrer, Warren Saunders 
Back Row: Craig Boylan, Nathan White, Justin Young, Jack Goodman, Sinon Jamieson 
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FORM SBN -
Front Row: 

FORM TEACHER Mr I Baldwin 

Second Row: 

Third Row: 

FORM SCP -
Front Row: 

Second Row: 

Third Row: 

Fourth Row: 

Gregory Coffey, John Laverty, Nigal King, Adrian M'.::Allister 
Tane Braithwaite, Paul Peek, Clive Wilkes, Phillip Webb 
Brent Colyer, Brett Imlach, John MacD:>nald, Jason Gray, Rodgar M::Cracken, 
Rodney White, Callum Russell, Justin Henderson, Jason Keen 
Alastair Everett, Mark Ellenden, Jason Shaw, Bruce Gawn, Karl Kupe, 
Bruce r-tint e, Crai Col r 

• I • I I •• e• 

. . . .. . . 

.. . . .. . . 

.. . ; . 

. . : . . .
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FORM SCR - FORM TFACHER Mc R M Carr 
F;ront Row: Terry Frisby, D:ivid M::Carthy, Lyndon Burgess, Andrew Ronald, 03m::,n Elder, 

Glenn Anderson, D:lrren Fleet, Nathan Smith 
Second Row: Kirk Milligan, Duncan Sirrpson, Clark Sim, Julian Kersey, H3mish M:::Naughto 

Aaron Shirley, Simon Mutch, Craig casey, Richard Peterson 
Third Row: Andrew Syire, Wayne Jones, Craig Wright, Peter Blair, Robert Oregan, 

Barry Folsom, Jonathan Smith, Logan Cahill 

FORM SOC - FORM TFACHER Mc A Ceacon 
Front Row: Cean Curry, Scott Smith, Barry Kells, Mc A Ceacon, John Yates, 

Lyndon Carran, Jay Beckley 
Second Row: Michael Harvey, William Wilkes, Blair Miller, Robert Watson, 

Jason Jenner, Paul Spain, Thomas Kirk 
Third Row: Dwayne Chisholm, Karl Bretherton, Wilson Greig, John M:::Murdo, 

Michael Bevin, Richard Hall 
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FORM 5GL - FORM TEACHER Mr J P R Goodwill 

Front Row: Travis Pukehi.ka, Shaun Cosgrove, Stanley l'tI<ay, Rene Biddle, Mr Goodwill, 
Craig Chalners, !'-ed Ripley, Craig Thomson, Brad Gillan 

Second Row: Ro� KenlJton, Hamish Murie, Philip Honeywill, Craig Erdrran, Anthony Hunt, 
Brett Adamson, Elton Hakopa, Reon Faiva, Nathan Cross 

Third Row: Peta Mareangareu, Kelvin Michel, Corey Young, !'-eil Gibson, Charles Paaka, 
Matthew Hazlett, Quin Walkington, Jayson Holz 

Absent: Shane Black, Darrell Lawrie 
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FORM 51-0 - FORM TEACHER Mr A Munro 
Front Row: Paul Kitto, Todd Grave, Stefan Dunlop, Matthew Harrington, Richard King, 

Calvin Stt'lvens, Justin Burgess, Darryl Sycarrore 
Second Row: Jeremy Smith, Tirrothy Johnson, Jonathon Tressler, Quinton Taipari, 

. .  
Kelvin Mason, Jeffrey Bushbridge, Robert l'tl'-eill, S:im:m Beck, Dion William; 

Third Row: Brent Hamilton, Te Iwiroa Smith, Derek Rive, Nicholas Broughton, 
David Tapp, Grant Baker, Chris Lineberry, Graham Cumti.ngs 
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Front Row: 

Second Row: 

T'nird Row: 

Fourth Row: 

Front Row: 

Second Row: 

Third Row: 

Fourth Row: 

..- .. - ......
,. - .. : .

. . .. . . - . .. 

.. . .. - - . .. 

. .. . - . - . •- .. 

- . - . . -
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•••· I • Ii. Anthony Cundall, Michael White, Chris Dalglish 
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FORM 4BS - FORM TEACHER Mr S A Bisschops

Front Row: DaJreon Hubbard, Marc Treymane, Bevan Cranstoun, Dean Mcstay, Mr Bisschops, 
Garth McLauchlan, Philip Lucy, Aaron Watkins, Tony Rayner 

Second Row: Dywaine Hobbs, Paul Robertson, Samuel Mitchell, Joseph G:Jffe, Christopher 
F.dwards, Daniel Oosterbroek, Shaun Yeo, Grant Perriam, Paul Sangster 

Third Row: Brendon Brice, Daniel Wilson, Andrew McD:>.ell, Brett Munyard, 
Warren Hunter, John Gieseg 

Fourth Row: Heath Brown, Mason Kapo, Aaron Dempsey, Daniel Cooper-McCann, Carl Taleni 

$0UftfLAltO iOYS 

FORM 4BY - FORM TEACHER Mr A D Bailey 

Front Row: Aaron M::Conville, Jon M::Lean, Robert Cook, Michael Griffiths, Mr A Bailey 
Craig Ryan, Scott Miller, M3rk Fair.eather, Steven Ramsay 

Second Row: Hamish M::Pherson, Angus Low, Kenneth Millwood, John Biggar, Philip Cass, 
Jonathan Cowie, Chris Cornack, callun Turnbull, Tim Tayler 

Third Row: Shaun Dawson, Leon Skeggs, Shane Turner, Matthew Heaton, Andrew Henderson, 
Jason Jones, Jody Young 
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T Neilson 
Front Row: Philip Rae, Shannon Hunter, Tony Jones, Christian r-tr::ougall, Mr Neilson, 

Aaron Smith, Murray Miller, Alan Morti.rrore, Nigel Bayne 
Second Row: Edward Campbell, Brett Gray, Jason Hope, Kurt Black, Stephen Monaghan, 

Darren Wilson, Jason Marrable, Andrew Hedges, William Grey 
Third Row: Murray Hunter, Si.rron Maddison, Aaran Leask, Roy Conner, Sam Paaka, 

Rylan Charrbers, Robert Wilson, Kim Diack 

FORM 4RN - FORM TEACHER Mr W G Richardson 

Front Row: Troy Brown, Stewart Whyte, Scott Imlach, Mr Richardson, Brent Smith, 
Alistair Spain, ce=ick Goodall 

Second Row: Ritchie Codd, Shaun Anderson, Michael Laverty, Matthew r-tNeilly, 
Travis Ropata, Christopher Bullied, Jamie Risk 

Third Row: Jonathan MacAskill, Wa=en r-tNamara, D:lle Booth, Andrew Stewart, 
Si.rron McColl, Shayne Wilson 
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FORM 4TR 
Front Row: 

Second Row: 

Third Row: 

FORM TEACHER Mr N F Troon 
l'leil Lowling, Shane Botting, Cameron Telfer, Sean Kent, Geoffrey Durry, 
Nigel Anderson 
Lincoln Booth, Aaron Conner, Peter Reid, Michael Winiata, Adrian llbore, 
Glen Wallace, Jason Ward 
Ma.son Middlemass, Corey Macaskill, Bradley Forbes, Andrew Wilson, 
Jason Henderson, Justin Brown 

,,. ·f -e· t , 
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FORM 4WH - FORM TEACHER Mr I K Welsh 
Front Row: Sirron Forgie, Oliver Murdoch, Craig llest, Hamish Murray, Graerre Bathurst, 

Matthew Anderson, Wayne Roberts, Grc1J1t Mcl:.wan, Greg)ry Crisp 
Second Row: Lonald Ferns, Matthew Rutherford, 13cvan Nicol, Michael rafrbai.rn, 

Paul Lelievre, Hamish M:.:Kenzie, Rhy:; Saunrlcrs, Seem Heywood. 
Gregory Diam:md 

Third Row: Tai Tran, Adam Erskine, ,John Powl.cy, Fn,s<st· Kennedy, Gary Blick, 
Christopher Johnstone 

Fourth Row: Richard Wallace, Andrew Harvey, Korey Wright, Gabe McGregor. Hamish George 
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SOUTHLAND IOY5 

HIGH SCkOOl 

I �CAlt 

FORM 4WS - FORM TEACHER Mr C R Williams 
Front Row: Lee Wilson, Reuben Boniface, Steven r-terone, Fraser Hampton, 

Richard Sutherland, Brandon Gold, Hamish Jackson, Marc Williamson, 
Stuart Newton 

Second Row: Nathan Ha}"'AX)d, Paul Fleck, Jason Harper, Philip Harvey, Brendon Petre, 
Grant Marshall, Grant McCulloch, Careth Jennings, Craig Williams 

Third Row: D:uron Thonpson, Ullren Fleck, Aaran Jarreson, Ryan Marshall, Karl Buchanan 

FORM 3CE - FORM TEACHER Mrs P Cave 

SOUTHLAND IOYS' 

HIGH SCHOOL 

INYf.RCARGILL 

Front Row: Delwyn Fisher, Stephen Cow, Chris Henderson, Aaron West, Brent McCallun, 
Grant Jones 

Second Row: Jody Gleeson, Bernard Chapran, Eugene Stephens, Chris Jenkins, Craig Lake, 
Allan Kells, Stewart Randell 

Third Row: Gavin Arros, Richard Eden, Rodney Hogg, Nathan Phillips 
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FORM 3ES - FORM TEACHER Mrs M K Edwards 

$01JltHAHD •o·n· 

HK»f SCHOOl 

lffVll(;A.ltGUL 

Front Row: Robert Stewart, Clive Swale, Kayne Osborne, Mark Wilson, Craig Howie, 

Anthony Macdonald, Ross Smith, IMayne McLellan 
Second Row: Nathan Burgess, Evan Jennings, Dion Graham, Nathan Henderson, Robin Hall, 

earl Black, Rhys Harvey, Duane Hawthorne, Barry Laverty 

Third Row: Mark Ellis, Brent Harris, Shane Ripley, Carlin G:xxlwillie, Warren Gibson, 
Shane Kelly, Glen Ridd, Brendon Hodgkinson 

FORM 3G1 - FORM TEACHER Mr R E  Gillan 

Front Row: Jason Grieving, Cerek Eggers, David Beck, Corrie Bradshaw, Mark Doherty, 

Brent Mackintosh, Evan Madden, Mark Fleet 
Second Row: Ness Taane, Daniel McLauchlan, Andrew McMucdo, Baron Kelrran, Bryn Hagan, 

Lyndon Hewton, S:i.rron Wilson, D,miel Sim, Marc Geange 
Third Row: Daniel Johnson, Kris Knipe, Lee Wairau, MatthQw Macdonald, Grieve Jardine, 

Andrew McCurdy, Gary Joyce, Craig Hall, 

Fourth Row: Norris Crack, Matthew Scheele, Samuel Riley, Brendon Buchanan, Douglas Sadler 
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Second Row: 

Third Row: 

Fourth Row: 
•• • ti -

. - . •- . - •--

FORM TEACHER Mes S MacFadyen 

- . . - : - ..

. . . - . - .. -

. - . - .- . . ·- - . :- :. -

Front Row: Reece Arnott, cean Burgess, Nathan Turner, Christopher Tayl, Brendon Dudley, 
Paul MacNicol, Daniel M::Knight, Brendan Wilson 

Second Row: Robert Risk, Carl Johnston, Brett Elder, Brendon M::cerrrott, Rico Perez
Batchelor, Christian Lawson, Aaron Jackson, Tony Davis, Matthew 1-bir 

Third Row: Andrew M::Geachie, Glen Sinclair, Michael Ngaei, Roger Stewart, 
Michael Ramsay, Callun Mitchell 

Fourth Row: Erik 1-ben, Cm-eron Silll)Son, Leslie Rattray, Rangi Ropata, Alexander Robertson, 
Christopher Tate 
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I• • I• • I • J Pirie 

SOU'UflANO 10l'S 

ltlOH SOtOOl 

Front Row: Marc M?rtirrore, Duncan Cook, Clayton Olive, Gregory M?reton, Richard Martin, 
Simon Anderson, Glen Stenton, Matthew Chapnan 

Second Row: Blair Hawthorne, &rerson Pratt, Brendon Taylor, Gavin Forbes, 
Jonathan Horrox, Nathan Benfell, Todd Grace, Jarres Nonran, Andrew Clarke 

Third Row: Christopher Ryley, Brent Allnutt, Aarron Brown, Robert Williams, 
Justin Murdoch, Jason Hassler, Steven McCallun, Marc Knoll, Clayton Jones 

FORM 3ST - FORM TEACHER Mr P Skelt 

sovnrt.AND eon· 

HIOM SCM00L 

Front Row: Callum Leanronth, Rayrrond Miller, Aaron Affleck, Nathan Stratford, 
Jeremy Marshall, Ricky McCormack, Vaughan Stuckey, Jason Taylor 

Second Row: Jared Nielson, Andrew Flint, Blair Eade, Craig Brown, Nathan Jones, 
Nathan Mc[):)....ell, Nathaniel Byers, Allan Lyall, Jason Fraser 

Third Row: Jonathon Hart, Craig Anderson, Brent Haslam, Cory Ward, Nathan Ladbrook, 
Nicholas Fredric, Anton Balck, Paul McAra 
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T�ping and Copy Preparation by Southland Boys' High S h l
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